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Chapter 1: Introduction
Lights Will Guide You
M.A. Karreman

Introduction

‘Lights will guide you home
and I will try to fix you’
-

‘Fix you’, Coldplay

http://tinyurl.com/iLEM–Chapter01
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Introduction
Correlative microscopy is the combined use of two microscopy techniques in the
analysis of a single sample, exploiting the advantages of both imaging tools. The
concept of combining two imaging modalities is not a recent development. Early
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations of the bacterium Mycobacterium

tuberculosis and of chick embryo tissue cells were correlated to light microscopy (LM)
images of the same cell types (1–3). Today, correlative microscopy exists in many forms,
and the combination of fluorescence and electron microscopy is increasingly employed
in life sciences (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: The rise in popularity of correlative microscopy in life science research is reflected by
the increase in published research employing this technique. The graph gives an indication of
the number of publications per year on correlative microscopy, in the field of life science. The
time period was chosen to range from 1969, when one of the first studies combining LM and EM
was published (4), until the present. For each year, the number of hits in Scopus based on the
query ‘correlative microscopy’ or ‘CLEM’ (Correlative Light and Electron Microscopy) is
indicated.
In contrast to electron microscopy (EM), fluorescence microscopy (FM) allows for
imaging of live cells. Since the discovery of genetically expressed fluorescent probes,
e.g. GFP (5,6), FM is commonly employed in the study of dynamic processes.
Furthermore, in the study of rare events FM can identify the region of interest (ROI)
within a large field of view. One of the disadvantages of FM was its diffraction limited
spatial resolution; in optimal scenarios a resolving power of 200 nm in the xy–plane
could be achieved. The development of superresolution FM techniques, including STED
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(7), PALM and STORM (8–11) (See Chapter 9, Figure 9.4), have significantly improved
the spatial resolution to 20 nm. However, FM remains restricted to imaging of the
fluorescent probe. EM, on the other hand, has superior resolution over FM (up to 2
Ångstrom) and images the full topology of the specimen. As will be discussed in this
chapter, combining the advantages of FM and EM is a powerful approach in the study of
cells and tissues.

Correlative Fluorescence and Electron Microscopy
The large number of applications of correlative microscopy can roughly be divided into
two main categories, where FM is employed to either 1) capture a certain event in time
or 2) to screen a large area in search of the labeled structures. After identifying the
temporal or spatial point of interest with FM, it can be studied at high resolution with EM.
Live Cell Imaging
Samples imaged with the electron microscope are typically immobilized; fixed at a
certain moment in time. With no prior knowledge of the dynamics occurring in the
specimen at the time of immobilization, catching rare events in the transmission electron
microscope is a matter of luck and persistent searching throughout the samples.
Moreover, since EM images a snapshot of the specimen it is virtually impossible to
distinguish between, for instance, fusion and fission events. Live cell imaging with FM
preceding EM analysis allows monitoring of the events of interest. Furthermore, it can
provide necessary information on the dynamics of the structures imaged with TEM. In
this way, for example, the dynamics and ultrastructure were studied of protein transport
carriers trafficking between the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER), the Golgi, the plasma
membrane and lysosomal structures (12–17). Sample preparation procedures have
been developed that improve the preservation of the sample structure and minimize the
time between the observed event and the immobilization of the specimen (18–23).
Finding the Needle in the Haystack
Correlative microscopy is also applied to facilitate the identification of ROIs within the
sample. Whereas fluorescent probes marking the ROI can easily be spotted in a large
field of view, the small electron dense probes utilized for EM can only be recognized at
high magnification, zoomed in to a much smaller area. Often paraphrased as looking for
a needle in a haystack, finding rare structures or events in the specimen with immuno–
EM is a time–consuming and cumbersome process. Correlative microscopy enables
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combining the large field of view of FM with the excellent resolving power of TEM. First,
the sample can quickly be screened for the ROI with FM, and, next, the full topology of
this area can be studied at high resolution with TEM.

Strategies for Correlative Microscopy
A wide variety of approaches for correlative microscopy are described in literature. The
methods differ in many ways, including the choice of microscopy set–ups, the sample
preparation procedure, how the results are correlated and the characteristics of the
sample that is imaged. An often practiced and well known method is to image separate
adjacent sections of a single sample with FM and TEM. Since adjoining sections are
used, similar areas are imaged and the results can be correlated (15,24–43). A
disadvantage of this approach is that instead of imaging the ROI in a single sample,
different parts of it are analyzed with FM and TEM. This could mean that a feature,
observed in the section imaged with FM, is not present in the consecutive section,
imaged with TEM. Already in 1969, a procedure was described allowing for the
investigation of a single specimen with both light and electron microscopy. Blood
samples were mounted on a coverslip and imaged and mapped with LM. After washing
and staining steps, the same area was investigated with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM)(4). Today, many approaches exist that allow for the imaging of a single sample
with both FM and TEM. When a large volume, e.g. immobilized tissue (41,44,45), cells
(46–52), or a block of embedded material (53–56), is imaged with FM, the part
containing the ROI can be isolated and processed for electron microscopy.
Retracing the Region of Interest
Often, two separate dedicated microscopes are employed for correlative microscopy.
Following identification of the ROI with FM, one of the challenges of correlative
microscopy is the retrieval of this same position in the transmission electron microscope.
The differences in image formation and sample preparation procedures for both FM and
TEM complicate correlating the results. Over the years, several strategies have been
developed that tackle this problem. A recently developed approach is to create large EM
maps of the specimen. In this way, the field of view of the EM approaches that of the
fluorescence microscope, facilitating the correlation of both techniques. Novel software
applications have been developed to automatically acquire high resolution EM images of
the specimen and stitch these together in overviews (57–61). Retracing the area of
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interest can be performed by employing structural features of the specimen, recognized
both in LM and EM, as reference points. Often, a prefabricated matrix of reference points
is used; the sample is imaged on a TEM ‘finder’ grid (32,34,62–66) or on a marked cell
culture substrate (51,67–70). In the work of Kukulski et al., a procedure was introduced
that employed the positions of fiducial markers on the sample as a coordinate system
(71–73). This allowed for a very accurate correlation between FM and TEM, with an error
of <100 nm. Finally, the position of ROI in the specimen can also be physically marked,
e.g. by laser carving while imaging with FM (45).
Employing a single sample stage for multimodal imaging enables accurate retrieval of
the ROI. Mounted on the same stage, the specimen is imaged in different microscopy
set–ups. Markings on the stage are deployed as a reference, allowing for the correlation
between both imaging modalities. In the ‘Shuttle–and–Find’ approach, correlating LM
and SEM (74), this process is automated and a repositioning accuracy of <5 μm can be
achieved (75,76). De Jonge et al. developed a stage that allows for whole cell imaging in
liquid, with FM, SEM, STEM and TEM (77,78). This stage was successfully employed for
correlative microscopy (79,80).
However, moving the specimen between imaging modalities and the non–automated
retrieval of corresponding area is still a time–consuming process. Moreover, parts of the
specimen can be damaged, distorted or lost during the transfer steps.

Integrated Correlative Microscopy
Integrated Approaches Introduced in the 80’s
In order to facilitate and speed up the correlation procedure, integrated approaches for
correlative microscopy have been developed. One of the earliest examples of integrated
correlative microscopy is the LEM–2000, which was introduced on the market by Akashi
and International Scientific Instruments Ltd. in 1979. The Akashi LEM–2000 combined a
light microscope in a transmission electron microscope. It was designed as a diagnostic
tool, aimed to be used in the study of histological specimen (81). Instead of the
conventional  3 mm TEM grids, the LEM–2000 imaged specimen mounted on larger
grids of  7 mm.
The potential of the LEM–2000 was investigated by Jones et al (82). Interestingly, the
possibility to image large specimen due to the use of  7 mm grids was indicated as one
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of the main advantages of the LEM–2000. The automated correlation between LM and
TEM was appreciated, especially when these large specimens are investigated, but the
authors indicated that relocating the ROI can also be achieved by the use of finder grids.
In later studies, the LEM–2000 was rarely used as a correlative imaging tool (83), but
mostly employed for TEM imaging (84–93). These studies exploited other advantages of
the LEM–2000; its large specimen carrier (85–88) and its long focal length (84). The
extended depth of focus of the LEM–2000 allowed for the investigation of thicker
specimen, like the detergent extracted whole mount cells used in the study of Capco and
Penman (84).
In 1981, at around the same time that the LEM–2000 was developed, a stage with LM
optics was integrated in the vacuum chamber of a scanning electron microscope (94,95).
This LM/SEM set–up allowed correlating the surface topology of human lymphocytes to
their cell cycle stage, which was determined based on the quantification of nuclear DNA.
The cells, growing on a coverslip, were stained with the nuclei acid dye Acriflavine, and
processed for SEM. FM was performed from one side of the specimen, through the
coverglass. The other side the specimen was coated with gold, and the same region
could be imaged with the electron beam.
Both the LEM–2000 and the LM/SEM are no longer available on the market. Most
probably, the timing of their introduction was unfortunate; correlative microscopy had not
yet become as popular in research as it is today (see also Figure 1.1). At this time,
potentially due to the increased use of correlative microscopy, other integrated forms are
emerging on the market. These include the JASM–6200 Scanning Electron Microscope
ClairScope™, introduced in 2010 by Jeol Ltd, the SECOM platform, developed by
Delmic B.V. and commercially available since August 2012, and the iCorrTM, that was
released by FEI Company in November 2012.
The ClairScope TM
The ClairScopeTM embodies a light microscope mounted on top of an inverted
atmospheric scanning electron microscope (ASEM) (96–98). The cells investigated with
this set–up are grown in a culture dish with, in its bottom plate, a window of Silicon
Nitride (SiN) film. The 100 nm thin SiN film is capable of dealing with pressure
differences of at least 1 atmosphere. It forms a physical border between the vacuum of
the scanning electron microscope and the atmospheric pressure in the sample chamber.
The sample is imaged from above with a wide field light microscope, which can acquire
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both reflection (bright field) and fluorescence images. EM is performed from below the
specimen; the electron beam passes through the SiN film and back scattered electrons
are detected that form the EM image. An optimal resolution of 8 nm is reported (97), but
this strongly depends on the thickness of the SiN film, the spotsize, the acceleration
voltage of the electrons, the depth of imaging and the specimen itself.
An advantage of the ClairScopeTM is that the sample is at atmospheric pressure,
allowing it to be imaged in solution (97–100). Thus, directly correlating live cell imaging
to SEM of the same specimen is possible (101). Since the specimen chamber is open,
the sample can be manipulated without moving it from the microscope stage (96–98).
Chemical reagents can be added to the sample, and their effects can be monitored in

situ with both imaging modalities. Moreover, it allows performing sample preparation
steps, e.g. fixing or staining, in between imaging with LM and EM. The potential of the
ClairScopeTM is demonstrated in the study of different cells in culture, tissue sections
(placed on the SiN film and flattened by a coverslip mounted on top of the section), and
particle self–organization in gas and liquid (97–100,102).
A similar set–up was employed to modify the membrane of living cells with the electron
beam (103,104). Like in the ClairScopeTM, the sample was imaged through a 100 nm
SiN film. Here, however, the cultivation chamber was below the scanning electron
microscope, and no light microscope module was present in the set–up. Cellular
processes were reported to be undisturbed during the imaging procedures, and these
experiments provide a proof–of–principle for live cell imaging with SEM (103). Similar
experiments can potentially also be performed in the ClairScopeTM.
The SECOM Platform
The SECOM platform is developed by the Dutch company Delmic B.V. (105). SECOM
can be fitted to any commercially available scanning electron microscope, and it features
a large sample stage combined with an inverted epifluorescence microscope. Alignment
of the optical axes and the use of custom designed software allows for an impressive
accuracy of 50 nm in overlaying the EM and the FM results. Unlike the ClairScopeTM, the
specimen is imaged in the vacuum chamber of the scanning electron microscope. This
has as an advantage that the scanning electron microscope is uncompromised and a
large range of SEM detectors can be employed to study the specimen. Liquid imaging of
the sample is made possible through custom made liquid capsules.
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The iCorr TM
At the annual meeting of the American Society of Cell Biology 2011 in Denver, FEI
Company, one of the world’s leaders in the production and development of electron and
ion beam microscopes, gave the first demonstrations of novel tool for correlative
microscopy that integrates FM and TEM in a single set–up. Now advertised as the
iCorrTM at FEI Company’s website (106), the concept of a fluorescence microscope that
can be integrated into a transmission electron microscope originates from a discussion
between two professors from Utrecht University, the Netherlands, during a coffee break
in 2004.

The Integrated Laser and Electron Microscope
A Brief History
The development of an integrated tool for correlative FM and TEM is based on an idea
of prof. dr. H.C. Gerritsen, a specialist in the development of high–end FM approaches,
and prof. dr. A.J. Verkleij, an authority in the field of EM. Aiming to find a research
project for one of his co–workers, prof. Gerritsen discussed with prof. Verkleij new
collaboration possibilities. Correlative microscopy was becoming increasingly popular,
and they anticipated the demand for an integrated approach; a tool combining FM and
EM into a single set–up. As a result of this conversation, dr. A.V. Agronskaia started the
optical design of a laser scanning fluorescence microscope that could be integrated in a
conventional transmission electron microscope. The fluorescence microscope and the
transmission electron microscope together form the integrated Laser and Electron
Microscope (iLEM).
FEI Company showed interest in the plans and became a research partner, providing
not only financial but also technological support of the project. Funded by Stichting
Technologische Wetenschappen (STW, the Dutch Technology Foundation), in 2004 the
first prototype of the iLEM’s FM module was produced at Utrecht University and built into
a TecnaiTM 12 transmission electron microscope (107) (Figure 1.2). The first results
obtained with the iLEM were on rat liver and, in collaboration with dr. L.F. van Driel
(Molecular Cell Biology, Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands), on rat
intestine tissue. Over the last couple of years, great effort has been made to improve the
iLEM set–up and the software used to operate the system. A second STW funded
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project was started in December 2008. The two main aims of this project were 1) to
develop preparation procedures yielding samples that could be imaged with iLEM and 2)
to demonstrate the potential of novel set–up in life science research. The results of this
work are described in this thesis.
The iLEM Set–Up
In the design of the fluorescence microscope, the space restrictions and the vacuum in
the TEM column needed to be taken into account. Standard microscope objectives could
therefore not be employed; the fluorescence microscope is built up from commercially
available optical elements that allow it to be fitted into the transmission electron
microscope and make it vacuum compatible. The fluorescence microscope is mounted
onto the side–port of the transmission electron microscope, directly facing the objective
diaphragm, at the height of the TEM sample holder (Figure 1.2A and B). Due to the
integration of both microscopes in one set–up, a single sample is imaged with both FM
and TEM. For both imaging modes, the TEM stage performs the rotation and
movements of the specimen in the x, y and z direction. The optical axis of the
fluorescence microscope is perpendicular to the electron beam, which requires the
specimen to be rotated 90° for FM imaging.
The fluorescence microscope approaches the specimen by moving further into the TEM
column; its objective lens is now sitting between the two pole shoes of the TEM objective
lens (Figure 1.3A). The specimen is placed in focus by adjusting the z–position of the
TEM stage, and fluorescence imaging can be performed. Upon localization of the ROIs
in the specimen, the FM module is retracted 5 mm allowing space for the stage to tilt to
its 0° position (Figure 1.3B and C). Next, the areas of interest can be retraced in the
transmission electron microscope with an accuracy of 1–2 µm. The offsets between the
coordinate system of the fluorescence microscope and the transmission electron
microscope are fixed. For each ROI found with FM, the position of the stage in TEM
mode can therefore be automatically calculated by the iLEM software.
The fluorescence microscope embodies a custom designed scan lens system, with a
very small aspherical optical lens (NA = 0.55, diameter 6.3 mm, focal distance 3.1 mm)
that fits in the 9 mm spacing between the two pole shoes of the TWIN TEM objective
lens. An almost diffraction limited optical resolution of 0.55 µm was measured for the FM
module of the iLEM.
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Figure 1.2: The first and second prototype of the integrated Laser and Electron Microscope
(iLEM), designed and built at Utrecht University. A. The first prototype of the iLEM FM module,
inserted in the TEM column. The fluorescence microscope of the iLEM is mounted on the side
port of the transmission electron microscope, at the height of the sample stage. Since the
optical axis of the fluorescence microscope is perpendicular to that of the transmission electron
microscope, the TEM stage is tilted 90° for FM imaging. B. A top view inside the TEM column at
the height of the objective lens and sample stage (below, tilted to its 0° position). On the right
side, the part of the FM module that houses the objective lens is visible. This image in this panel
is reprinted, with permission, from Agronskaia et al (107). C. The second prototype of the FM
module of the iLEM. D. A close–up view of the part of the iLEM that is to be inserted into the
TEM column. For size reference, a pen is included in the picture.
Excitation of the fluorescent probes is performed by scanning an area on the TEM grid
with the laser, the size of which can be chosen by the user. A 500 x 500 µm sized field of
view can be imaged aberration free, but typically areas ranging in size from 30 µm2 to
200 µm2 are scanned.
The iLEM’s FM module has two imaging modes; fluorescence and reflection. Whereas
the detection of the fluorescence signal pinpoints the location of the labeled structures of
interest, the scattering of the laser provides valuable information on the topology of the
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specimen (reflection images). Often, the scattering images show contrast between cells
and embedding medium and even between different parts of the cell, like the nucleus
and the cytoplasm. The reflection images can therefore provide a reference to the FM
images recorded at the same area; for instance to determine from which part of the
specimen the fluorescence signal originates. The signal of the fluorescence and the
scattering of the laser are detected by avalanche photo diode detectors.

Figure 1.3: The different imaging modes of the iLEM. A. For FM, the specimen is rotated 90°
facing the objective lens of the fluorescence microscope (FM). B. Following FM, the FM module
is retracted 5 mm from the TEM column, creating space for the sample stage to rotate to its 0°
position for TEM imaging (panel C). Reproduced, with permission, from Agronskaia et al (107).
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Figure 1.4: The iLEM workflow. Thin sections of Lowicryl resin embedded Madin–Darby Canine
Kidney II (MDCK II) cells were imaged with the iLEM. The cells were labeled with immuno–gold
and immuno–fluorescent probes for acetylated alpha–tubulin (using a mouse anti–acetylated
alpha tubulin antibody from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc), found in Cilia; finger like structures
protruding from the cell membrane. A. A series of reflection images are stitched together to
create an overview image of the specimen (area 2 mm x 2 mm). The resin sections are visible as
dark rectangles. Panels B and C, respectively show a fluorescence and a reflection image of the
area indicated in Panel A with the dark red square (top right). (The figure legend continues on
the next page).
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(Legend of Figure 1.4, continued from previous page). Whereas panel B shows the fluorescent
labeling and the autofluorescence of the cells, the scattering image in panel C reveals some
structural aspects of the specimen. The outlines of the cells are clearly visible as elongated
wormlike structures, and even the cell nuclei can be recognized. The section edge is visible on
the right. The bright white spots are deposits of dirt on the sample, some of which are
fluorescent and also visible in panel B. D: An FM/TEM overlay image of the area indicated in
panels B and C with the red square. E. The high magnification TEM image of the selected area in
panel D (orange box) reveals the immuno–gold labeling of the cilium on the cell’s membrane.
The scalebars represent 300 µm in panel A, 30 µm in panels B and C, 5 µm in panel D and 500
nm in panel E.
Click ‘n’ Go: The iLEM Workflow
Most commonly, the specimen is first imaged in the FM mode and next in TEM mode of
the iLEM. With FM, an overview image of the sample can be created by stitching
together 4x4 images of 500 µm2 sized areas. These ‘search’ images can be made both
in reflection (Figure 1.4A) and in fluorescence mode. The structural details of the
specimen and the fluorescent signal are generally hard to distinguish in this field of view,
However, these large overviews can be used to determine, for instance, the position of
thin sections (Figure 1.4A, dark grey rectangles) that are mounted on the TEM grid.
Next, smaller areas on the grid are scanned. The fluorescence signal reveals the
position of the fluorescent probes in the specimen (Figure 1.4B), and the reflection
images give an indication of the structure of the specimen (Figure 1.4C). When the
desired images are obtained with FM, the FM module is retracted, the specimen is
rotated to a 0 ° tilt, and TEM imaging can be performed. The iLEM software allows for
automatic retrieval of the ROI in the TEM mode by simply clicking on the fluorescent
areas in the FM image (Figure 1.4D). Finally, high magnification TEM images can be
acquired at these positions (Figure 1.4E). Although switching back and forth between the
two imaging modes is possible, often the fluorescent probe does not survive the
radiation of the electron beam. Following imaging an area with TEM it can therefore
generally no longer be investigated with FM. This effect is electron dose dependent;
TEM imaging at low magnification often preserves the signal of the fluorescent probe. To
be on the safe side, however, it is wise to image the complete specimen with FM before
exposing the sample to the electron beam.
iLEM: The Next Generation
The second prototype of the iLEM was designed and built at end of 2009 (Figure 1.2C
and D). This novel prototype features an optical autofocus unit; the z–position of the
specimen is automatically adjusted so that the imaged area is in focus. In January of
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2010, a second edition of this prototype was installed in a Tecnai 12 transmission
electron microscope at the group of prof. dr. ir. A.J. Koster (Molecular Cell Biology,
Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands). Whereas the iLEM at Utrecht
University mainly images specimen at room temperature, the iLEM in the Koster group is
used for cryo–EM applications; frozen hydrated specimen are imaged at cryogenic
temperatures (108,109).
At around the same time that the second prototype was built, FEI Company started the
development of a commercial version of the FM module of the iLEM, the iCorrTM. The
iCorrTM module, a wide field fluorescence microscope, can be fitted on different models
of transmission electron microscopes from the TecnaiTM series. Furthermore, software
was developed that allows to store the coordinates of the ROI and to produce extended
focus images. The most advantageous feature of the iCorrTM software is that it
automatically displays the fluorescence, reflection and TEM images in a ‘grid overview’.
The TEM images are scaled, rotated and positioned in the overview at the sites were
they were recorded. In this way, FM/TEM overlay images are directly and automatically
produced, saving time in the post–processing of the results. Currently, the development
of the iCorrTM and the iCorrTM software is in its final stages, and this novel approach for
correlative microscope is now available on the market (106).
Although greatly advantageous in the study of rare events, correlative microscopy poses
two serious challenges. The first challenge, the retrieval of the ROI in the electron
microscope, can be overcome by the use of the iLEM. Following localization of the ROIs
with FM, the custom designed software retraces these areas in the TEM. With one
mouse–click in the fluorescence image, the ROI is automatically centered in the
transmission electron microscopes viewing area. When working with the iLEM, however,
a second challenge in correlative microscopy is encountered: how to prepare specimens
that can be imaged both with FM and TEM.

Sample Preparation for Correlative Microscopy
Correlative microscopy is complicated by the fact that FM and TEM demand very
different sample preparation procedures. Often, intermediate processing steps are
performed when moving the specimen from one microscope to the next. However, these
procedures may influence the appearance and the orientation of the ROI, making the
correlation between the fluorescence microscope and the transmission electron
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microscope very difficult. Moreover, the ROI can be damaged, distorted or even lost
during transfer and intermediate processing steps. Therefore, there is an increasing
demand for sample preparation procedures yielding specimen apt for both FM and EM.
Approaches for correlative microscopy that employ two separate imaging instruments
can greatly benefit from such sample preparation methods. Since the sample is not
further processed when moving from FM to TEM, the chance of damage or alternations
to its appearance is minimized. Furthermore, eliminating the additional processing steps
expedites the workflow, allowing for high–throughput correlative microscopy. For
integrated correlative microscopy, like iLEM, specimens that are suited for imaging with
both FM and TEM are a prerequisite. In this approach the sample is not removed from
the stage in between imaging modes, and therefore no sample preparation steps can be
performed before changing from FM to TEM.
Sample Preparation for TEM
A single sample apt for FM and TEM needs to fit the requirements of both imaging
modalities. For FM the specimen needs to be fluorescent, and TEM demands
immobilized specimens that are sufficiently thin (typically 70–200 nm) for the electron
beam to penetrate. Probing the structure of interest with a fluorescent marker for FM can
be achieved in various ways and is outlined below. Here, first a selection from the rich
collection of existing preparation procedures that yield specimen for TEM is described
(Fig 1.5).
An important initial step in the preparation of biological material for TEM imaging is the
immobilization of the sample, which can be achieved in various ways. A conventional
approach is to fixate the sample with aldehydes, osmium tetroxide or other chemicals
(110). Although chemical fixation is comparatively easy and often practiced, it can
produce artifacts in the specimen (111–115); including structural alternations to proteins
and membranes. Physical fixation, minimally influencing the cellular architecture, can be
achieved by cryo–immobilization (116). Here, the water in the sample is frozen to a
highly viscous, glass–like ‘vitreous’ state. For optimal preservation, the formation of ice–
crystals disrupting the cell’s ultrastructure needs to be prevented. This can be achieved
in thin specimen by rapid freezing, limiting time for crystal growth, or by high pressure
freezing (HPF), performed at a pressure of >2000 bar (117–121). HPF allows for the
vitrification of larger samples (100–300 μm); the high pressure induces the compression
of the sample volume slowing down the rate of ice–crystal nucleation and reducing the
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freezing temperature of water to –22 ˚C (122). The vitreous sample can be imaged at
cryogenenic temperatures; cyro–electron microscopy. Here, thin specimens are rapidly
frozen on EM grids (63,123,124) or cryo–sections are produced from larger vitreous
samples (Cryo–EM of Vitreous Sections, CEMOVIS) (125–127). Alternatively, the cryo–
immobilized samples can be chemically fixed and brought back to room temperature. To
prevent the formation of ice–crystals while raising the temperature, a freeze substitution
(FS) is performed (27,38,128,129).

Figure 1.5: The flowchart depicts sample preparation procedures that yield biological specimen
apt for TEM. Many alternative approaches exist and are described in literature. Here, a selection
of the commonly performed procedures is shown.
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First, the water in the sample is replaced at –90 ˚C for an inorganic solvent that is liquid
at low temperatures; ethanol, methanol or acetone. The FS medium may contain
chemical fixatives, e.g. glutaraldehyde (GA), uranyl acetate (UA) or osmium tetroxide
(OsO4). While raising the temperature, the fixatives chemically stabilize the sample.
Next, the sample can be infiltrated with resin and polymerized into a hard specimen
block, allowing for thin sectioning of the sample at room temperature (RT, see also
Figure 1.5). The sections are mounted on a grid and imaged with TEM.

Figure 1.6: A fluorescent probe can be introduced into the sample at different time–points
during the preparation procedures.
Chemically fixed specimen can also be dehydrated and embedded in resin; this is one of
the first sample preparation methods developed for TEM, already performed in 1956
(130,131). The rehydration can either be performed at RT, stepwise in a series of
increasing concentrations of organic solvents, or, following freezing of the specimen, via
FS. Alternatively, the chemically fixed sample can be processed according to the
Tokuyasu method. Following mild chemical fixation with aldehydes, the sample is
cryoprotected with 2.3M sucrose, frozen in liquid nitrogen (liquid N2, see also Figure 1.5)
and sectioned at cryogenic temperatures. The resulting cryosections are thawed and
mounted on a TEM grid (132–134).
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Probing the Region of Interest
To image the specimen with the FM, the ROI needs to be targeted with a fluorescent
probe. This can be achieved in various ways; via a fluorescent protein which is
genetically tagged to the protein of interest, by staining with a fluorescent dye or through
immuno–fluorescence labeling (IF labeling). For iLEM, the fluorescent probe can be
introduced into the specimen at various time–points during the sample preparation
procedure (Figure 1.6). Due to its limited spatial resolution, the FM module of the iLEM
only reveals the approximate location of the ROI. The TEM allows not only to determine
the position of the ROI at high resolution but also shows its structural context. Therefore,
it can be highly advantageous to label the ROI with markers visible in both imaging
modalities. For TEM, the ROI is generally labeled or stained with small electron dense
markers that yield high image contrast.
Previously, various probes have been employed to locate the ROI in both FM and TEM
(135,136). One approach is to generate electron dense deposits at the site of the
fluorescent labeling. Excitation of fluorophores with high energy illumination results in the
generation of oxygen radicals that can oxidize diaminobenzidine (DAB). This yields an
amorphous DAB polymer that can be stained with OsO4 and visualized in the
transmission electron microscope (12,17,136–138). However, the electron dense
deposits replace the fluorescent signal, and it is not possible to image the specimen with
FM and TEM without performing intermediate sample preparation procedures.
Particle based probes are more fitting for iLEM imaging. Quantum dots (QDs) are
crystalline nanoparticles that are both fluorescent and electron dense. Due to their long
fluorescence lifetime and their high resistance to bleaching, these nanocrystals are very
popular in life cell imaging (139,140), and correlative microscopy (79,135,141–143).
Localization of the ROI can also be achieved by immuno–labelling on sections of
biological material with antibodies conjugated to both a fluorophore and an electron
dense particle (32,33,144–147). A disadvantage of these hybrid probes, however, is that
the conjugation of a colloidal gold particle and a fluorophore to the same antibody can
cause quenching of the fluorescence signal (148). This quenching is not observed when
the gold–conjugate is sufficiently small (1–2 nm), like with fluoronanogold (146). The
visualization of fluoronanogold in the TEM is generally facilitated by silver enhancement,
increasing the size of the nanogold. Since silver enhancement quenches the
fluorescence of the fluorophore, it needs to be performed in between FM and TEM
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imaging. Fluoronanogold therefore is not an ideal probe for iLEM imaging. The sample
can also be sequentially labeled with immuno–gold and immuno–fluorescence markers
(40,149,150). To achieve this, a similar protocol may be employed as is used for post–
embedment immuno–TEM. Thin sections of cells are immuno–labeled with small gold
particles followed by an additional labeling step with a fluorescent secondary antibody.
Challenges in iLEM Sample Preparation
The preparation of a specimen fit for both FM and TEM imaging, without intermediate
processing steps, is challenging. FM demands samples to be labeled with a fluorescent
probe. With exception of cryo–electron microscopy, TEM requires the biological
specimen to be contrasted with heavy metal salts. However, when the fluorophore is in
close proximity to the heavy metal stain, its fluorescent signal is quenched (151,152)
(see also Chapter 2–5 of this work). Therefore, samples sequentially imaged with the
iLEM cannot be prepared according to conventional sample preparation protocols.
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Scope and Outline of this Thesis
The iLEM was developed to facilitate and expedite correlative microscopy. The aim of
this work is to investigate the potential of iLEM as a research tool for applications in the
field of life and material science.
The focus of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 is on the preparation of cells and tissues for iLEM;
novel procedures are introduced that yield specimen apt not only for iLEM, but for all
approaches that study a single specimen with FM and TEM. Previously, strategies have
been introduced that allow for the preservation of the signal of genetically tagged
fluorescent proteins (41,71–73) and stains (54,55,75) during FS and resin embedding of
the specimen. Here, however, we aim to optimize the sample preparation procedures for
specimen where the epitope is targeted on thin sections with immuno–gold and immuno–
fluorescent probes. One of the major challenges faced during sample preparation for
iLEM is quenching of the fluorescent probe following post–contrasting with heavy metal
stains. In this work, procedures are described that yield TEM image contrast from
Lowicryl resin sections and Tokuyasu thawed cryosections. Chapter 2 outlines an
optimized FS and Lowicryl embedding procedure that yields both good membrane
contrast in the transmission electron microscope and does not affect the brightness of
the fluorophore labeled on section. In addition, we have investigated the change in the
performance of six different fluorescent probes when imaged in water, similar to
conventional FM, or in dry conditions, like in the iLEM. Chapter 3 introduces a novel
contrasting method for thawed cryosections prepared according to the Tokuyasu
method; 2+Staining. Whereas the conventional staining procedure used for thawed
cryosections results in quenching of the fluorescence, following 2+Staining the
brightness of the immuno–labeled probe is not affected. Positive image contrast is
achieved that reveals the full topology of the specimen. Furthermore, by performing
additional steps in the labeling procedure, an amplification of the fluorescence signal
was demonstrated. In Chapter 4 a novel approach for the chemical fixation of vitreous
sections is introduced; the VIS2FIX method. Here, thin sections of cryo–immobilized
samples are statically adhered to a TEM grid and chemically stabilized via either a fast
freeze substitution and rehydration procedure (VIS2FIXFS) or via placing the grid on
frozen fixative in buffer and bringing it to room temperature (VIS2FIXH). After chemical
fixation, the sections can be immuno–labeled, stained and imaged with TEM or iLEM.
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Since only a small volume is fixed, i.e. thin sections, penetration and fixation rates are
fast. The whole procedure, from living cell to immuno–EM result, can therefore be
performed within eight hours.
The second part of this work, Chapters 5–8, demonstrates applications of the iLEM in
the field of life and material science. In Chapter 5, the iLEM is employed in the study of
UVC induced apoptosis (programmed cell death) of human umbilical vein endothelial
cells. A novel, RNA containing body was identified in the nuclei of cells going through the
various stages of the apoptotic process. Chapter 6 outlines the potential of iLEM in the
study of Facio Scapulo Humeral Dystrophy (FSHD), the third most common form of
inherited muscle dystrophy. In this study, diseased cells are identified based on the
immuno–labeling of proteins associated with FSHD pathology. Chapters 7 and 8 both
describe

studies

of

heterogeneous

catalysts.

Here,

structural

and

functional

characterization of Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) particles is performed with iLEM
(Chapter 7 and 8). FCC particles are employed in petrochemical industry, where they
catalyze the breakdown of large molecules in crude oil fractions into functional products
with lower molecular weight, like gasoline. The catalytic sites in the FCC particles were
selectively stained with a fluorescent probe, and next their structure was investigated in
the transmission electron microscope.
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‘Now the years have a way to make you forget
That we’re still in the same place, no hurry yet
The path we’re on is the path we chose
I’ll still remember how to keep you close’
-

‘Keep you close’, dEUS

http://tinyurl.com/iLEM–Chapter02
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One Protocol Fits All:
Optimizing Immuno–Labeling for Correlative Fluorescence and Electron
Microscopy on a Single Specimen
Abstract: The integrated Laser and Electron Microscope (iLEM) combines a
fluorescence microscope and a transmission electron microscope within one set–up and,
therefore, demands specimen that can be visualized with both imaging modalities.
Sample preparation for the iLEM, and for other forms of correlative microscopy on a
single specimen, is a challenge. To generate image contrast in the transmission electron
microscope, biological specimens that are imaged at room temperature are generally
stained with heavy metal ions. However, heavy metals that are in close proximity of a
fluorophore can quench its signal. In this chapter, a freeze substitution and resin
embedding protocol is described that very effectively yields membrane contrast for
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and prevents quenching of the fluorescent
immuno–labeling. The embedding protocol results in a single specimen preparation
procedure that performs well in both fluorescence microscopy (FM) and TEM.
Aside from the contrasting procedure, the imaging conditions of the iLEM should also be
taken into account when preparing the specimen. The performance of the fluorescent
probe employed for the iLEM should not be impaired by the vacuum of the transmission
electron microscope. In this work, the intensities of six different fluorescent probes
imaged in a dry, oxygen free environment were compared to their fluorescent brightness
in water. We demonstrate that the intensities of some fluorophores are strongly
influenced by the surroundings, which should be taken into account in the design of the
experiment. The findings described in this chapter are not only of interest for the users of
the iLEM, but are also of great value to those who employ other approaches for
correlative microscopy.
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Introduction
Correlative microscopy combines the strengths of different microscopy modalities in the
study of a single sample, and is at present increasingly employed for research in the
field of cell biology. Previously, the iLEM was introduced (1) (Chapter 1). This novel
imaging tool allows for the investigation of a single specimen with both a fluorescence
microscope and a transmission electron microscope integrated into one setup. The iLEM
therefore demands samples suitable for both FM and TEM. For FM, the structure of
interest is stained, tagged or labeled with a fluorescent probe. The transmission electron
microscope employs thin samples, e.g. sections of cells or tissue, mounted on a TEM
grid (Chapter 1). A suitable approach to localize and visualize the region of interest
(ROI) with the iLEM is to immuno–label thin sections of biological specimen with both
fluorescent and electron dense probes. This is referred to as post–embedding immuno–
labeling and it is most commonly performed on thawed Tokuyasu cryosections (Chapter
3), or on sections of resin embedded samples.
For on–section immuno–labeling, acrylic resins are generally considered to be more
suitable compared to epoxy resins. This distinction can be explained by the difference in
how these two types of resin interact with the sample. Acrylic based resin, e.g. Lowicryl
or London Resin, does not form covalent bonds with the specimen and polymerizes
around the biological material. In contrast, epoxy resins, like Epon, can bind to proteins
and co–polymerization occurs (2). While producing thin sections of acrylate embedded
samples, the specimen is cleaved along the area of least resistance: the interface
between the biological material and the polymerized resin. Consequently, more proteins
are exposed to the surface of the section, making them available for immuno–labeling.
Sectioning of epoxy embedded samples, on the other hand, produces smoother
surfaces and can even result in breaching of the proteins (3–5).
Here, we set out to optimize preparation methods of Lowicryl embedded samples for
correlative microscopy in general and iLEM in particular. The preparation of specimen
apt for both FM and TEM poses some challenges. To generate image contrast in the
transmission electron microscope, sections of resin embedded biological material are
generally post–stained with heavy metals. However, in the proximity of the heavy metal
stain the fluorescence signal of the probe is lost, due to quenching (6,7). In addition to
this problem, many commercially available fluorophores perform only well in an aqueous
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environment. iLEM, however, images the fluorescently labeled sample in a dry
environment; the vacuum of the transmission electron microscope. Here, we
characterize the performance of six different fluorophores in dry and wet conditions.
Furthermore, a staining protocol is described that yields good membrane contrast for
TEM but minimizes quenching by heavy metals of the fluorophore labeled on the
sections.
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Materials and Methods
High Pressure Freezing, Freeze Substitution and Embedding of Human Umbilical Vein
Endothelial Cells
Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) were grown on aclar as described previously
(8,9). For high pressure freezing (HPF), the aclars were mounted in  3 mm x 0.5 mm aluminium
platelets (M.Wohlwend). Two different types of platelets were employed; platelets with a single  2
mm x 300 μm recess and platelets with two recesses;  2 mm x 100 μm and  2 mm x 200 μm.
The 100 μm cavity of the latter type was filled with 0.8 μL cell culture medium and, next, an aclar
disc with the cells was placed inside. The platelet with the 300 nm cavity, coated with Lecithin, was
placed on top of the platelet with the aclar discs, its cavity facing upwards. Finally, the ensemble
was placed in the HPF specimen holder and frozen at a pressure of ~2000 bar. This procedure was
previously described in more detail by Jiménez et al (8). In the automatic freeze substitution unit
(AFS), set to –90 °C, the frozen water in the samples was first substituted for 0.1% uranyl acetate
(UA) in methanol. After 48 h, the solution of 0.1% UA in methanol was replaced for 0.1% UA in
acetone by four sequential 30 min washing steps. The sample was kept for another 46 h at –90 °C
in 0.1% UA in acetone. Next, the temperature was increased to –70 °C (slope 2 °C h–1) and the
specimens were kept at this temperature for 12 h. Finally, the temperature was raised to –50 °C
(slope 2 °C h–1). After 12 h, the sample was stepwise infiltrated with Lowicryl HM20 resin (10). The
UV induced polymerization of the Lowicryl resin was performed at –50 °C, over a period of 120 h.
Immuno–labeling of PDI on Lowicryl Sections for TEM, FM and iLEM
For immuno–TEM, 70 nm Lowicryl sections of HUVECs were mounted on a TEM grid and immuno–
labeled for PDI. To achieve this, first the free aldehyde groups were quenched by washing the
sections five times on drops of 0.02M glycin in PHEM buffer (composed of 60 mM PIPES (MERCK),
25 mM HEPES (MERCK), 10 mM EGTA (Sigma–Aldrich) and 2 mM MgCl (MERCK), pH adjusted to
6.9 ). Aspecific binding of the antibody was minimized by washing the sections on drops of blocking
buffer (1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) in PHEM) for 15 min before incubating with the primary
antibody. Next, the sections were incubated for 20 min with a bridging antibody; rabbit anti–mouse
IgG (1:300 in blocking buffer, Dako), followed by immuno–labeling with Protein A Gold (10 nm PAG,
UMC Utrecht, the Netherlands) for 20 min. After washing the sections three times briefly and seven
times for two min on PHEM buffer, the labeling was stabilized by fixation for five min with 1%
glutaraldehyde (GA, from 8% in water, Polysciences, Inc.) in PHEM. The sections were then
washed ten times one min on PHEM buffer and five times two min on water (filtered through a
Millipore 0.22 μm membrane filter). The excess of water was removed from the sections with a
moist filterpaper, and the grids were placed in an open gridbox to dry in the air.
For FM, thin 70 nm Lowicryl sections were mounted on a silan coated glass slides. The subsequent
quenching with glycin, blocking in 1% BSA in PHEM, and immuno–labeling with the primary and
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bridging antibody was performed as described above. The sections were immuno–labeled with
fluorescent goat anti–rabbit secondary antibodies (at a concentration of 0.01 mg mL–1, diluted in
blocking buffer) conjugated to Alexa 488 (A488, Invitrogen), Alexa 532 (A532, Invitrogen),
Tetramethyl Rhodamine Isothiocyanate (TRITC, Invitrogen), Fluorescein Isothiocyanate (FITC,
Jackson ImmunoResearch), Cyanine 2 (Cy2, Jackson ImmunoResearch) or Cyanine 3 (Cy3,
Jackson ImmunoResearch). In between the labeling steps, the unbound antibodies were removed
by washing the sections five times for two min in 0.1% BSA in PHEM. Following three brief and
seven two minute washing steps on PHEM buffer, the sections were washed five times for two min
in water. Finally, the sections were dried in the air. For imaging in water, a drop of water was placed
on the section and a coverglass was mounted on top. For imaging in the dry and oxygen free
environment, the sections were thoroughly dried with nitrogen gas (N2) before placing them in the
environmental chamber. Imaging of the sections was performed either first in water and next in N2
gas, or in reversed order, which did not influence the results.
The labeling protocol for iLEM samples was very similar to the labeling for immuno–TEM. However,
these sections also needed to be labeled with a fluorescent probe to allow for imaging with the FM
module of the iLEM. Hereto, the incubation with 10 nm PAG was followed by washing the sections
three times briefly in 0.1% BSA in PHEM, followed by seven additional two minute washing steps.
Next, the sections were labeled with goat anti–rabbit conjugated to TRITC. After washing the
sections five times for two min in PHEM buffer, the labeling was stabilized by fixation with 4% FA in
PHEM for 15 min. The sections were then washed and dried in the air as described in the labeling
procedure for immuno–TEM.
Fluorescence Measurements and Image Analysis:
The sections, mounted on an objectiveglass and immuno–labeled for PDI, were imaged with a white
light laser (NKT SuperK) tuned to 488 nm, for imaging the dyes fluorescing in green, and tuned to
532 nm for the dyes fluorescing in red. The laser power was in the range of 15–30 μW, and was
kept at a constant value during each experiment (the pixel dwell time was 640 μs). All fluorescence
imaging was performed using a Nikon C1 confocal microscope mounted on a TE2000 body and
equipped with a 40x, NA=0.7 air objective. Fluorescence intensity analysis was carried out using
ImageJ; the average intensity of the background signal was measured from an area not containing
fluorescence labeling and a threshold was applied to the images to select only pixels with sufficient
signal. The fluorescence intensity of the probe was calculated by subtracting the background signal
from the average fluorescence per selected pixel.
A homemade Time Correlated Single Photon Counting system with a 100 ps time resolution was
employed for measuring fluorescence lifetimes. Image analysis was performed using homemade
software. To analyze the fluorescence lifetime, the pixels with specific fluorescence signal were
selected by applying a threshold. The fluorescence decay curve of the selected pixels combined
was fitted to two mono–exponential decays and to the decay of the fluorescence signal of
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background. Finally, the average lifetime of the specific fluorescent labeling was calculated
according to this formula: τaver=(α12 τ1 + α22 τ2)/( α1τ1 + α2τ2), where α and τ are the amplitudes and
the lifetimes of the different components. The graphs show the results of two independent labeling
experiments; we imaged 30 different sections produced from two different sample blocks per
condition. The fluorescence intensities were normalized to the mean fluorescence intensity of
TRITC in air.
Thin sections of HUVECs, mounted on a TEM grid and immuno–labeled for PDI with TRITC, were
imaged with the iLEM. The iLEM embodies a custom–designed laser scanning fluorescence
microscope mounted on one of the side ports of a Tecnai 12 120 kV transmission electron
microscope (FEI Company). For FM, TRITC was exited with a 532 nm laser (NewPort corporation).
The emission signal was detected with an avalanche photodiode (APD, PerkinElmer) detector. The
iLEM is operated with software written in Labview 8.0. The micrographs shown in Figure 2.1, Figure
2.2 and panels A–C, F and G of Figure 2.5 were produced in the transmission electron microscope,
operating at 80 kV. The images were recorded with a bottom mounted TEMCam–F214 (Tietz video
and imaging processing systems) charge–coupled device (CCD) camera.
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Results and Discussion
An optimized protocol was developed for the freeze substitution and resin embedding of
chemically fixed biological samples. Instead of cryo–immobilization, mild chemical
fixation of the material was chosen since it yielded excellent results in our hands and it
greatly facilitated the workflow. The protocol was validated on a large variety of samples
including C2C12 mouse myoblasts, Madin–Darby Canine Kidney II (MDCK II) cells, THP–
1 monocytes and mouse and human muscle biopsies (Figure 2.1).
To optimize the protocol, Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) were
employed as a test system. HUVECs were isolated and cultured to a cobblestone state
(11,12). Following chemical fixation with 4% formaldehyde (FA), the cells were
embedded in 12% gelatin as described previously (13) and cryo–protected overnight in
1.8M sucrose in water. The sample blocks were plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen and
subsequently freeze substituted (FS). FS was performed in three sequential steps; first
the samples were left in the FS medium at –90 °C for ≥48 h to fully replace the water
with methanol. Then, the temperature was raised to –60 °C (slope 2 °C h–1) and kept at
stable for 8 h. The temperature was then further increased to –40 °C (slope 2 °C h–1).
After 8 h at –40 °C, the samples were stepwise infiltrated and embedded in the Lowicryl
HM20 resin (10). Polymerization of Lowicryl by UV was performed for 48 h at –40 °C
followed by 24 h at room temperature. Alternatively, excellent cellular morphology can
be achieved by performing the FS at –90 °C for 48 h, followed by 12 h at –70 °C, and
finally 12 h at –50 °C. Both the infiltration of Lowicryl and the 120 h UV polymerization
were carried out at –50 °C. Following polymerization, the blocks of Lowicryl embedded
HUVECs were ready for thin sectioning, immuno–labeling and imaging.
We have explored the possibility of using other Lowicryl embedding media, like the
hydrophilic Lowicryl K11M, and 1:1 and 1:3 mixtures of the hydrophobic HM20 and
K11M (data not shown). However, Lowicryl HM20 was chosen since it yielded superior
quality in ultrastructure of the sample. Lowicryl HM20 did not show a decrease in
immuno–labeling efficiency compared to Lowicryl K11M for the antibodies that we tested
(rabbit anti–caveolin, BD Biosciences, and mouse anti–Protein Disulfide Isomerase
(PDI), Stressgen Biotechnologies Corp.), which is in agreement with previous results
(10).
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Figure 2.1: Representative TEM images of different cell and tissue types freeze substituted in
0.2% UA in methanol and embedded according to the optimized protocol. A. C2C12 mouse
myoblasts, B. MDCK II cells, immuno–labeled for the transferrin receptor, C. THP–1 cells, D.
mouse muscle tissue, E. human muscle tissue. The endoplasmatic reticulum (ER), the Golgi (G),
lysosomes (Ly), mitochondria (M), the nucleus, and the plasma membranes are clearly revealed.
In the muscle tissue a fibroblast (panel D, middle) is shown and caveolae (Ca in panel D) can be
observed in endothelial cells. Endothelial cells (EC) outline a small capillary, harboring an
erythrocyte (Ery, panel E), found in between the muscle cells shown in panel E. In the muscle
cells (MC), muscle fibrils (MF) are shown in cross section (MF in panel D and MFc in panel E) or
longitudinally cut (MFl in panel E, MF in inset). The scalebars indicate 500 nm in panels A–D, 2
μm in panel E and 500 nm in the inset of panel E.
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Figure 2.2 (previous page): Differently immobilized HUVECs were freeze substituted in 0.2% UA
in methanol and embedded in Lowicryl according to the optimized protocol. The sections were
labeled for PDI with 10 nm PAG. The HUVECs were fixed with 4% FA (A), 2% FA + 1% Acrolein (B),
and 2% FA + 0.2% GA. An adjusted protocol was applied for the freeze substitution of high
pressure frozen HUVECs (D) (see Materials and Methods). The centrioles (C), the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), the Golgi (G), the lysosomes (Ly), the mitochondria (M), and the nucleus (Nu) are
indicated. The scalebars represent 500 nm.
The FS and Lowicryl embedding protocol yielded not only excellent results on specimen
fixed with 4% FA (as described above) (Figure 2.1 and 2.2A), but also on HUVECs fixed
with 2% FA+1% Acrolein (Figure 2.2B), 2% FA + 0.2% glutaraldehyde (GA)(Figure 2.2C)
and on high pressure frozen HUVECs (see Materials and Methods)(Figure 2.2D).
Because of its high quantum yield (QY) and resistance to photobleaching, Alexa 488
(A488) is considered to be an excellent fluorophore for FM imaging. However,
fluorescence intensities obtained from A488 with the iLEM were often disappointing.
A488 is generally imaged in an aqueous environment whereas for the iLEM dry samples
are employed. Indeed, FM of dried A488 yielded a much lower fluorescence intensity
compared to when the fluorophore was imaged in water (Figure 2.3A and B).

Figure 2.3: The performance of Alexa 488 and TRITC in dry and wet imaging conditions. PDI was
immuno–labeled with Alexa 488 (green, A and B) or TRITC (red, C and D) on 70 nm sections of
Lowicryl embedded HUVECs, and imaged in dry (A and C) and wet (B and D) conditions. The
scalebars indicate 10 μm.
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Importantly, another commonly employed dye, TRITC, did not appear to be influenced
by its environment. TRITC showed bright fluorescence labeling of PDI in both air and
water (Figure 2.3C and D). These results indicate that fluorescent probes respond
differently to environmental conditions. Variations in fluorescence intensity observed
under wet and dry conditions are not surprising from the point of view of photo physics.
However, this effect is not described in literature for commonly used fluorescent probes
in microscopy and may lead to unexpected differences between images from wet and
dry specimens.
An optimal fluorophore for iLEM should show strong fluorescence under vacuum
conditions, not bleach significantly and provide a high signal–to–noise ratio. Here, the
fluorescence behavior of six commonly used fluorescent probes was analyzed; three
green fluorescing dyes and three red fluorescing dyes, conjugated to the same type of
secondary antibody.

Figure 2.4: The effect of dry and wet conditions on the fluorescence intensities of six different
fluorescent probes. The bar graphs depict the fluorescence intensities in water and dry N2 gas;
intensities are normalized to the mean intensity of the fluorophore in water and the error bars
denote the standard deviation. A. Alexa 488, in water (1.00±0.42) and N2 (0.52±0.23); B. Alexa
532, in water (1.00±0.3) and N2 (0.58±0.20); C. Cy2, in water (1.00±0.19) and N2 (2.20±0.49); D.
Cy3, in water (1.00±0.23) and N2 (0.99±0.18); E. FITC, in water (1.00±0.23) and N2 (1.10±0.29); F.
TRITC, in water (1.00±0.28) and N2 (1.46±0.4). Statistically relevant differences in fluorescence
intensity of the same fluorophore are marked with asterisks (*, T–test). The two asterisks
indicate a p–value below 0.01.
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Comparing the performance of fluorophores is far from trivial; experimental and imaging
conditions may in practice not be equal for the different fluorescent probes. The
observed fluorescence intensity depends on many factors including the labeling
efficiency, the number of fluorophores conjugated to the antibody, the medium of the
probe, the excitation power, the quantum efficiency of the conjugated probe, its
extinction coefficient at the excitation wavelength, and the detection sensitivity of the
microscope at the probe’s emission wavelengths. Therefore, we restricted ourselves to
comparing the relative fluorescence intensity of each probe in water and dry N2 gas.
70 nm thin sections of Lowicryl embedded HUVECs were mounted on a glass slide and
immuno–fluorescently labeled with A488, A532, TRITC, FITC, Cy2 or Cy3 for PDI (see
Materials and Methods). PDI is an endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) resident protein and
was chosen since it shows a bright and homogenous labeling. To mimic the dry and
oxygen free environment of the iLEM vacuum, the sections were dried and imaged in an
environmental chamber flushed with dry N2 gas. We chose to image the sections in N2
since the presence of oxygen and/or water vapor in air may affect the fluorescence
behavior of the dyes. Oxygen could stimulate photo–degradation of the fluorophore, and
the presence of water in air may influence the performance of the dyes. The dyes
responded differently to the environmental conditions (Figure 2.4). Alexa 488 and 532
both showed brighter fluorescence intensities when imaged in water (Figure 2.4A and
B), while Cy2 performed better in N2 (Figure 2.4C). Cy3 and FITC did not show any
significant difference in fluorescence intensity when imaged in water or in N2 (Figure
2.4D and E). FITC, unfortunately, bleaches very fast. During our measurements we did
not observe any significant bleaching of the other dyes, even after repeated exposures.
Finally, TRITC fluoresces brighter in N2 then in water (Figure 2.4F). Importantly, red
emitting dyes are generally preferred since their longer excitation wavelengths yield
lower autofluorescence background signals (14). In our FM analysis we indeed observed
less background fluorescence when green excitation wavelengths were employed. This,
and its excellent performance under dry conditions, makes TRITC a good choice for
iLEM imaging.
Next, we set out to develop an optimized protocol that yields both good membrane
contrast in the transmission electron microscope and strong fluorescence signals in the
fluorescence microscope. When heavy metals and fluorophores are within ~100 Å from
each other, quenching of the fluorescence may occur. Generally, post–staining of the
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sections with heavy metals is performed as a final step in the immuno–labeling protocol.
As a result, the fluorescent label may be in close proximity to the contrasting agent
causing quenching of the fluorescence signal. One way to prevent this is to perform ‘en
bloc’ staining of the biological material. Here, the sample is stained before embedding in
resin.

Figure 2.5: En bloc staining of HUVECs yields high quality membrane contrast and does not
reduce the intensity nor the lifetime of TRITC immuno–labeled on the section. 70 nm sections of
Lowicryl embedded HUVECs were mounted on a TEM grid, immuno–labeled for PDI with 10 nm
Protein A gold (PAG) and imaged with TEM (A–C). Panel A shows a TEM image of sections of an
uncontrasted specimen, panels B and C show HUVECs stained en bloc with 0.2% UA in methanol
(B), or 0.2% UA and 0.5% OsO4 in methanol (C). The endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the Golgi (G),
lysomes (Ly), Mitochondria (Mi), and the Nucleus (Nu) are indicated. D. PDI was labeled with
TRITC on 70 nm sections of Lowicryl embedded HUVECs, mounted on a glass slide. (Legend
continues on the next page).
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(Legend Figure 2.5, continued from the previous page). The bar graphs show the fluorescence
intensity (left) and lifetime (right) of TRITC in different conditions. The sections were either
imaged in air (solid bars, ‘Dry’) or when immersed in a solution of 0.2% UA in water (shaded
bars, ‘In 0.2% UA’). The samples were unstained (Methanol) or stained en bloc with 0.2% UA in
methanol (Methanol+UA) or 0.2% UA and 0.5% OsO4 in methanol (Methanol+UA+Osm). The
fluorescence intensities were normalized to the mean fluorescence intensity of TRITC in air,
immuno–labeled on unstained sections. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
The histograms show the results of two independent labeling experiments where >37 sections
produced of two different sample blocks per condition were analyzed. There is no significant
difference between the fluorescence intensity and lifetime of TRITC labeled on unstained and en
bloc stained material (T–test, p>>0.05). E–G: iLEM imaging of PDI labeled on sections of en bloc
stained samples. 70 nm sections of HUVECs stained en bloc with 0.2% UA in methanol were
mounted on TEM grids, immuno–labeled with PAG and TRITC for PDI and imaged with the iLEM.
Panel E shows a fluorescence image of an area of 200x200 μm. An FM/TEM overlay image of the
region indicated with the white square is depicted in panel F. The HUVECs are embedded in
gelatin (Ge), which is sometimes separated from the cells (outlined in green) during FS and
Lowicryl embedding. During embedding, the empty space between the cells and the gelatin is
filled with Lowicryl (Lo). The black square in F indicates a region of the cell that is labeled for PDI.
G: A higher magnification TEM image of the area indicated in F with the black square. Due to the
quality of both the TEM contrast and ultrastructure, caveolae (Ca), the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), the Golgi (G), and lysosomes (Ly) can easily be observed. The scalebars indicate 500 nm in
panels A–C, 30 μm in panel E, 5 μm in panel F and 500 nm in panel G.
Fluorophores labeled on sections of en bloc stained samples are more distant to the
heavy metals; the unbound stain is already washed away during the FS procedure. To
investigate the possible effect of the en bloc stain on fluorophores embedded in the
specimen, e.g. pre–embedding labeling or fluorescent genetic probes, is beyond the
scope of this work. It was previously already shown that the fluorescence of genetic
probes like GFP and YFP survived a pre–embedding staining (14,15). However, the
effect of the embedding and staining method on the performance of fluorophores
immuno–labeled on section has, to our knowledge, never been quantified. With IF
labeled sections of en bloc stained samples, the average distance between the metal in
the section and the fluorescent label on top of the section is comparatively large and we
expect quenching to be reduced.
En bloc staining was achieved by adding heavy metal contrasting agents to the FS
medium, followed by subsequent Lowicryl embedding as described above. To
investigate if the en bloc staining interferes with the fluorescence, we compared
unstained specimen (Figure 2.5A) to samples stained in two different conditions (Figure
2.5B–C). For a milder staining, we chose 0.2% UA in methanol (Figure 2.5B), and for the
stronger stain a combination of 0.2% UA and 0.5% OsO4 in methanol (Figure 2.5C).
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OsO4 is a heavy metal stain, a very strong fixative (15) and an oxidizing agent (16); it
can induce alterations to epitopes which compromises the immuno–labeling. Here, we
did not observe any effect on the immuno–localization of PDI. Like in the previous
experiments, fluorescence intensity variations were observed between sections
produced from the same sample block, indicating different labeling densities on different
sections. To quantify the fluorophore’s performance on en bloc stained material, we
therefore measured both the fluorescence intensity (Figure 2.5D, left graph) as well as
fluorescence lifetime (Figure 2.5D, right graph). The fluorescence lifetime, the average
time that the molecule remains in the excited state before decaying to its ground state, is
related to the fluorophore’s quantum yield. Quenching of the fluorophore by heavy metal
stain would result in a reduction of the fluorescence lifetime. We note that the
fluorophore’s lifetime is not influenced by the immuno–labelling density (17). Indeed,
when TRITC immuno–labeled sections immersed in a solution of 0.2% UA in water were
imaged, a 25% decrease in fluorescence lifetime and a 68% decrease in fluorescence
intensity were observed (Figure 2.5D, shaded bars).
The effect of the presence of heavy metals on the TRITC fluorescence was investigated
for two en bloc stains; UA alone and a mixture of UA and OsO4. There was no significant
difference between fluorescence lifetimes (T–test, p>0.25) and intensities (T–test,
p>0.25) of TRITC labeled sections of unstained and en bloc stained HUVECs (Figure
2.5D). The results presented here indicate that our en bloc stain procedure does not
significantly influence the fluorescence behavior of the fluorophore labeled on section.
When imaged in the iLEM, sections of en bloc stained samples (0.2% UA in methanol)
indeed show both bright fluorescent signal of TRITC labeled PDI (Figure 2.5E, F) and
excellent preservation of the ultrastructure of the specimen (Fig 2.5G).
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Conclusion
Two important improvements in sample preparation for (integrated) correlative
microscopy are presented. Firstly, it is established how the quantum yield of
fluorophores is influenced by their environment. Based on these data we have selected
TRITC as an apt dye for iLEM imaging. Secondly, it was found that by using en bloc
staining the quenching effect of the contrasting agent on the immuno–fluorescent
labeling on the section is prevented. The use of TRITC in combination with the en bloc
staining results in a single specimen preparation procedure that performs well for both
FM and TEM, yielding beautiful ultrastructure in combination with bright fluorescent
labeling.
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2+Staining: The Best of Both Worlds

‘When we’re dancing and you are dangerously close to me
I get ideas, I get ideas
I want to hold you so much closer then I dare do’
-

‘I get ideas’, M. Ward

http://tinyurl.com/iLEM–Chapter03
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The Best of Both Worlds
Introducing Novel Contrasting and Labeling Procedures for Correlative
Microscopy
Abstract: Sample preparation for correlative microscopy poses a major challenge since
the protocols for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and fluorescence microscopy
(FM) often prove to be incompatible. Here, we introduce 2+Staining: an improved
staining method for thawed cryosections of samples prepared according to the Tokuyasu
method. This protocol very effectively yields both positive membrane contrast in the
transmission electron microscope and bright fluorescence of the probe labeled on
section. 2+Staining employs osmium tetroxide (OsO4), uranyl acetate (UA) and lead
citrate (LC), resulting in superb positive membrane contrast. In addition, we introduce
extra steps to the immuno–labeling procedure, yielding an increase in fluorescent signal.
The methods were validated using the integrated Laser and Electron Microscope (iLEM).
2+Staining was tested on HL–60 cells labeled for Lysosomal–Associated Membrane
Protein 2 (LAMP–2). The novel procedures yield excellent results and greatly speed up
and facilitate the correlative workflow. The methods are therefore of interest for those
working in the field of correlative microscopy and of great value for the future users of
integrated correlative microscopy.
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Introduction
By combining the strengths of two imaging modalities on a single sample, correlative
microscopy has proven to be extremely valuable for research in the field of cell biology
(Chapter 1). Correlative microscopy, however, also poses serious challenges. The
structure or region of interest (ROI) that was identified with the fluorescence microscope
needs to be traced back in the transmission electron microscope; a difficult and time–
consuming process. The next hurdle for correlative microscopy lies in the preparation of
the specimen (see Chapter 1 and 2). Here, we introduce new, optimized sample
preparation method for correlative microscopy. This protocol yield specimens that are
apt for both FM and TEM without any intermediate specimen preparation steps.
Identification of the ROI with both FM and TEM can be performed by on section
immuno–labeling with fluorescent and electron dense probes. To achieve this, a similar
protocol may be employed as is used for post–embedment immuno–TEM (Chapter 1
and 2). Labeling of thawed Tokuyasu cryo–sections is a commonly used and popular
method for immuno–TEM. Here, samples of cells or tissue are stabilized by mild
chemical fixation with aldehydes, e.g. formaldehyde (FA) and/or glutaraldehyde (GA).
Next, the sample can be embedded in gelatin and small ~1 mm3 specimen blocks are
produced. The sample is cryo–protected in 2.3M sucrose and plunge frozen in liquid
nitrogen. The frozen specimen blocks are sectioned at cryogenic temperatures (between
–100 °C and –150 °C). Ribbons of sections are picked up in a drop of methylcellulose
(MC) and sucrose, thawed and mounted on a TEM grid. Next, the thawed cryosections
can be immuno–labeled and stained (1–4). One of the advantages of the Tokuyasu
method is that the use of harsh fixatives is avoided, limiting the introduction of artifacts
and structural alterations to the epitopes. Also, the epitope is highly accessible for the
antibody since the biological material is not embedded during the immuno–labeling
procedure.
To allow for image contrast in the transmission electron microscope, thawed
cryosections need to be stained with heavy metals. A commonly employed staining
protocol is the Griffiths method. The sections are first stained on drops of uranyl oxalate
in water followed by embedding in a thin layer of 0.1%–0.4% UA in MC (5). Although this
protocol yields excellent membrane contrast in TEM, in previous work we showed that
increasing the concentration of uranyl employed for staining the thawed cryosections
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resulted in a decrease in intensity of the fluorescent probe labeled on section. This was
demonstrated by testing three different staining procedures: 1) staining on drops of
uranyl oxalate, 2) staining on drops of uranyl oxalate followed by staining with UA, and
3) the Griffiths method. Thin thawed cryosections of Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial
Cells (HUVECs) were immuno–labeled for –H2AX, a phosphorylated histone protein
found in the nuclei of cells with DNA damage (Chapter 5). Following labeling, the
sections were contrasted according to the different protocols. Figure 3.1 shows the
effects of the protocols on the fluorescent signal of the –H2AX labeling (Figures 3.1A–
C) and on the TEM contrast (Figures 3.1D–F).

Figure 3.1: The effect of different post–staining methods on the fluorescent signal of –H2AX
labeling and the TEM image contrast. Thawed cryosections of UVC–stressed Human Umbilical
Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) were labeled for –H2AX with Alexa 488 (A–C) and imaged in
the iLEM. The sections were post–stained either with uranyl oxalate (A and D), or uranyl oxalate
and then UA (B and E) or with uranyl oxalate and then embedded in UA/MC (C and F). The FM
images were scaled for optimal contrast and signal. Note the low specific signal when the
sections were embedded in UA/MC. No membranes could be seen around the mitochondrion
after post–staining with uranyl oxalate only (D). In contrast, membranes in lysosomes post–
stained with uranyl oxalate and UA (E) or post–stained with uranyl oxalate and embedded in
UA/MC (F) were clearly visible. Scalebars: 10 μm (A–C), 200 nm (D) and 100 nm (E and F). This
figure was published previously (6) in combination with the results described in Chapter 5.
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The TEM image quality was improved by employing higher concentrations of uranyl to
contrast the specimen. This resulted, however, in a strong decrease of the signal of the
fluorescent probe labeled on section. Weaker signals, e.g. the labeling of Cleaved
Caspase 3 in these cells, were completely abolished following contrasting with UA (6).
To allow for imaging of thawed cryosections with both with FM and TEM, an undesirable
compromise needed to be made by decreasing the amount of heavy metal stain and
accepting a lower fluorescent signal. The Griffiths method was demonstrated to be
incompatible with FM (Figure 3.1C) (6). We hypothesized that the final preparation step,
embedding the sections in the mixture of UA/MC, was the most detrimental. This
strongly increases the concentration of the heavy metal UA, leading to fluorescence
quenching (Chapter 2) (7).
In this work, we introduce a novel protocol for the post–contrasting of thawed
cryosections; 2+Staining. The contrasting procedure is based on staining the sections in
drops of different heavy metals, and it is followed by embedding of the section in MC
without UA. Inspired by the contrasting protocols employed for resin embedded
biological material, OsO4, LC and UA are employed for the staining of thawed
cryosections.
The novel staining procedure yields exquisite positive membrane contrast and is of
interest not only for the users of correlative microscopy, but for all those working with the
Tokuyasu method. Moreover, the method is of great interest for the users of the iLEM
(8). The two major hurdles in correlative microscopy, sample preparation and the
retrieval of the ROI, can be overcome by imaging specimen stained according to the
new protocol with integrated correlative microscopy approaches.
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Materials and Methods
Cell culture, Fixation, Embedding and Sectioning.
The HL60 cells were cultured as described earlier (9). The cells were fixed in 4% FA (from
paraformaldehyde, Sigma–Aldrich) in PHEM buffer (composed of 60 mM PIPES (MERCK), 25 mM
HEPES (MERCK), 10 mM EGTA (Sigma–Aldrich) and 2 mM MgCl (MERCK), pH adjusted to 6.9)
for 2 h at room temperature, continued by overnight fixation at 4 °C. After washing away the fixative,
the cells were scraped in 1% gelatin (De Twee Torens) in PHEM buffer and embedded in 12%
gelatin in PHEM buffer (10). Blocks of ~1 mm3 were cut and cryo–protected by overnight infiltration
in 2.3M sucrose in PHEM buffer at 4 °C (2). Next, the blocks were mounted on specimen holders of
a cryo–ultramicrotome (UCT, Leica Microsystems) and plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen. Following
trimming of the sample blocks at –101 °C, 90 nm glossy looking sections were produced and picked
up in a drop of a 1:1 mixture of 2% MC (Sigma–Aldrich) and 2.3M sucrose in PHEM (11,12). Upon
thawing, the sections were mounted on TEM grids with a carbon–coated Formvar film.
Immuno–labeling and Staining for iLEM Analysis
Immuno–labeling for iLEM was performed following a similar protocol as described in Chapter 2.
First, the grids were placed on PBS at 37 °C to melt away the MC/sucrose pick–up droplet and the
12% gelatin in which the cells were embedded. The free aldehyde groups were then quenched by
washing the sections five times for two min in 0.02M glycin (MERCK) in PBS. To block the
unspecific binding, the sections were then incubated for 15 min on drops of blocking buffer;
Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) containing 1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA, Sigma–Aldrich). This
was followed by incubation with mouse anti–LAMP–2 (BD Biosciences Pharmingen, diluted 1:150 in
the blocking buffer). Following five two minute washing steps in 0.1% BSA in PBS, the sections
were incubated for 45 min with goat anti–mouse Alexa 488 (diluted 1:200 in blocking buffer,
Invitrogen). The sections were then incubated for one hour with rabbit anti–Alexa 488 (diluted 1:100
in blocking buffer, Invitrogen), and next for 20 min with Protein A Gold (PAG, Utrecht Medical
Centre). Finally, the sections were labeled with goat anti–rabbit conjugated to TRITC (diluted 1:200
in blocking buffer, Invitrogen) for 45 min. In between the antibody incubations, the unbound
antibodies were removed by five two min washing steps in 0.1% BSA in PBS. The labeling was
stabilized by fixing the sections for 15 min with 4% FA in water. We note that the usage of GA as a
fixative may lead to an increase in autofluorescence of the section. Following fixation, the sections
were washed 10 times for one min washing on drops of water (filtered through a Millipore 0.22 μm
membrane filter).
Three different staining and embedding methods were employed. Immuno–labeled thawed
cryosections were either 1) rinsed, on ice, in a drop of 1.8% MC in water and directly embedded, 2)
stained according to the Griffiths method, or 3) 2+Stained. 2+Staining entails first the fixation of the
immuno–labeled sections with 1% OsO4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in water; for 30 min on ice
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and in the dark. This was followed by five two min washing steps in water, after which the sections
were stained with LC (prepared according to Reynolds (13) from sodium citrate (MERCK) and lead
nitrate (MERCK)) for less than three min (we note that one and a half or two min should be
sufficient). This step was performed in a closed petridish, shielded from the air and in the presence
of NaOH pellets, to prevent leadcarbonate precipitation. After two very brief washing steps, the
sections were stained for five min with 2% UA (pH 4, SPI–Chem) in water. Before embedding in
1.8% MC, the sections were washed again twice, very briefly, in water. It is of great importance to
keep the washing steps as short as possible; the access of stain should be rinsed away but the loss
of specific stain in the specimen should be limited. The Griffiths method as employed here involved
initial stabilization of the membranes with 2% uranyl oxalate (pH 7, prepared from oxalic acid (J.T.
Baker Chemicals NV) and UA (SPI–Chem) in water, followed by two brief washings steps and
embedding in 0.4% UA in MC.
Imaging, Statistics and Analysis
The immuno–labeled thawed thin cryo–sections, mounted on TEM grids, were imaged in the iLEM
(8) which is described in more detail in Chapter 2. A statistical analysis of the qualitative difference
between the three different contrasting conditions was performed based on the fluorescence
intensity and amount of fluorescently labeled structures (fluorescent area) observed in the iLEM.
Hereto, the pixels showing specific labeling were selected in ImageJ via thresholding the image to a
specific level of fluorescence signal, which was judged by eye. The mean fluorescence intensity per
pixel and the fluorescent area was calculated for the same conditions tested in different immuno–
labeling experiments (MC embedding: n=6, Griffiths method: n=5, 2+Staining: n=4). The mean of
the fluorescence intensity and the fluorescent area of each condition in each experiment was
normalized to the mean of the positive control; embedding in MC. Normalization of all the data to
the mean of the control condition permits the analysis of the data with a T–test (14). The image
quality assessment of the TEM images was performed based on scoring the visibility of various
cellular components (see Results section). Normalization of these results was performed as
described above, but here the Griffiths method was employed as the positive control. Microsoft
Office 2007 Excel was employed for the calculation of the T–Tests (2–tailed, unequal variance) and
the plotting of the graphs. The analysis of the different labeling protocols, direct labeling and the
Alexa–anti–Alexa amplified labeling method, was performed based on two different labeling
experiments. The fluorescence intensity and area were calculated for the three different contrasting
conditions. For these conditions the intensities and areas where normalized to the mean intensity of
the samples labeled via the Alexa–anti–Alexa 488 amplified labelling protocol and directly
embedded in MC (‘Uncontrasted’). The effect of the labeling protocol was tested for each different
condition (two experiments, three different conditions) by performing a two–tailed paired T–test.
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All figures were prepared in Photoshop CS3. For the production of the FM/TEM overlay images, the
–value of the FM image was adjusted. The FM and TEM images were scaled for optimal
brightness and contrast by applying linear adjustments to the levels of the entire image.
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Results
The 2+Staining Method
To validate our staining protocols, human promyelocytic leukemia (HL60) cells were
employed as a test–system. Thin thawed cryosections were immuno–fluorescently (IF)
and immuno–gold (IG) labeled for lysosomal–associated membrane protein 2 (LAMP–2,
also known as CD107B) with Tetramethyl Rhodamine IsoThioCyanate (TRITC) and
protein A Gold (PAG) (see Materials and Methods). LAMP–2 associates to late
endosomes (15), the limiting membrane of lysosomes, and the trans Golgi network
(16,17). We chose this antigen for the validation of our methods since it shows a clear
and recognizable labeling pattern and it is highly abundant in the HL60 cells. Following
immuno–labeling, the sections were either directly embedded in MC (uncontrasted), or
contrasted according to different experimental protocols and then embedded. The
fluorescence intensity was used as an indicator of the effect of the heavy metal
contrasting agents on the quantum yield of TRITC. In order to optimize both TEM
contrast

and

TRITC

fluorescence

quantum

yield,

different

combinations

and

concentrations of heavy metal stains to contrast the thawed cryosections were tested.
Based on these experiments, we developed an optimized contrasting procedure. The
novel method is named ‘2+Staining’ since it is yields specimen apt for two imaging
modalities, FM and TEM, and results in positive (+) membrane contrast in the
transmission electron microscope. First, the immuno–labeled sections were stained for
30 min, at 4°C in the dark, on drops of 1% OsO4 in water, followed by five two minute
washing steps in water. Next, the sections were stained for five min on 2% aqueous UA.
After briefly washing away the excess of UA on two drops of water, the sections were
stained for less than three min on drops of LC. Finally, the sections were rinsed twice in
water and embedded in MC (see Materials and Methods). Satisfying results can also be
achieved when the OsO4 fixation step is omitted from the protocol. However, in our
experiments post–fixation with OsO4 generally yielded a better membrane contrast and
more reproducible results.
The novel 2+Staining method was validated in the iLEM with a number of immuno–
labeling experiments. Thawed cryosections of HL60 were immuno–labeled for LAMP–2
(Figure 3.2A–C). iLEM analysis of 2+Stained specimens labeled for LAMP–2 (Figure
3.2A and B) revealed both good TEM image contrast and bright fluorescent labeling.
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Figure 3.2 (previous page): Employing 2+Staining for iLEM: IG and IF labeling of LAMP–2. 90 nm
thawed cryosections of HL–60 cells were IG and IF labeled for LAMP–2 and imaged with the
iLEM. A. A fluorescence image of an area of 210 x 210 μm on the sections. B. An FM/TEM
overlay image of the area indicated in panel A with the white square. Panel C depicts a high
magnification TEM image of the area of interest indicated in panel B. The endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), mitochondria (M), lysosomes (L), the nuclear envelope (NE) and the nucleus (N) are
indicated. The scalebars represent 30 μm in panel A, 5 μm in panel B and 500 nm in panel C.
Owing to the high quality of the membrane contrast, the intracellular localization of
LAMP–2 to the lysosomes could be studied in the transmission electron microscope. In
agreement with earlier results (16,18), LAMP–2 was mainly found on the limiting
membrane of the lysosomes and in multivesicular bodies.
Next, we set out to evaluate with the iLEM the effect of different contrasting procedures
on the ultrastructure of the specimen and the fluorescence intensity of the IF labeling. A
comparison was made between 1) direct embedding in MC, were no contrasting steps
are performed, 2) the Griffiths–method, where the sections are first stained on aqueous
uranyl oxalate for five min, briefly washed on water and then embedded in 0.4% UA in
MC and, finally, 3) the new 2+Staining method. Figure 3.3 shows typical TEM images of
the appearance of the nuclear envelope, the endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi,
mitochondria, lysosomes, the plasma membrane, and centrioles following the different
treatments. When the sections were not post–contrasted with heavy metal stains
(Uncontrasted, Figure 3.3A, D, G, J, M, and P), it was extremely difficult to identify the
different organelles and structures in the transmission electron microscope. The shapes
and outlines of some organelles could be recognized, like the nucleus, mitochondria,
lysosomes, and occasionally the centrioles. However, the membranes of these and other
organelles were not visible. Following contrasting the sections according to the Griffiths–
method, the membranes and organelles were clearly distinguishable (Figure 3.3B, E, H,
K, N, and Q). This method yielded a combination of positive contrast, observed as the
dark staining of the heterochromatin, and negative contrast, observed in the membranes
(5,19). The novel 2+Staining method yielded a positive contrast of the different
organelles and membranes observed in the cell (Figure 3.3C, F, I, L, O and R). The
membranes of the nuclear envelope, the cis and trans Golgi, the ER, the cristae of the
mitochondria and the lysosomes were clearly outlined. In a subset of the vesicles
surrounding the Golgi the content was stained.
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Figure 3.3 (previous page): The appearance of different cellular organelles in uncontrasted
thawed cryosections and sections stained according to the Griffiths and 2+Staining methods. 90
nm sections of HL–60 cells were immuno–labeled for LAMP–2. Next, the sections were either
directly embedded in MC (Uncontrasted, panels A, D, G, J, M, P), stained according to the
Griffiths–method (panels B, E, H, K, N, Q), or 2+Stained (panels C, F, I, L, O, and R) and imaged
with the transmission electron microscope. TEM images reveal the nuclear envelope (NE) and
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (panels A–C), the Golgi (G) (panels D–F), mitochondria (M)
(panels G–I), lysosomes (panels J–L), the plasma membrane (panels M–O), and the centrioles
(panels P–R). The scalebars in all panels represent 200 nm.

Figure 3.4. 2+Staining yields high quality membrane contrast and minimally influences the
intensity of on–section IF labeling. Thawed cryosections were immuno–labeled for LAMP–2 with
PAG and TRITC and subsequently either directly embedded in MC (Uncontrasted, panel A and
D), stained according to the Griffiths–method (panel B and E), or 2+Stained (panel C and F), and
imaged with the iLEM. The top row (A–C) shows TEM images of sections treated according to
the different contrasting conditions. The bottom row (D–F) depicts fluorescence images of 210
μm2 areas on the section. The scalebars represent 500 nm for panels A–C and 30 μm for panels
D–F.
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The results from this staining method resembled strongly the contrast obtained from
stained Epon or Lowicryl resin embedded specimen. This is unsurprising, since this
method is similar to the staining protocol employed for these types of specimen.
Although the contrast looks very different from the Griffiths method, similar structures
could be recognized following both staining protocols.
Qualitative Analysis of 2+Staining for Correlative Microscopy
Processing the sections according to the three distinct methods yielded a striking
difference in fluorescence intensity of the LAMP–2 IF label (Figure 3.4). When the
sections were not stained with heavy metals (Uncontrasted, Figure 3.4A and D), the
fluorescence of TRITC was bright. This signal was, however, strongly reduced in
intensity when the sections were contrasted according to the Griffiths–method (Figure
3.4B and E). The effect of 2+Staining (Figure 3.4C and F) on TRITC’s brightness was
much less detrimental compared to the Griffiths method. To quantify these effects, in a
series of different labeling experiments (n>5) the effect of the different contrasting
conditions on the fluorescence intensity was measured (Figure 3.5A). A total of 110–185
FM images obtained from different specimens were analyzed for each condition. The
fluorescence intensity values were normalized to the mean of the fluorescence intensity
of MC embedded specimen (Uncontrasted, normalized fluorescence intensity (NFI) =
1.00, standard error (SE) = 0.05, number of images analyzed (n) = 185). The sections
contrasted according to the Griffiths–method showed a significant reduction in
fluorescence intensity of 44% (NFI=0.56±0.01, n=140, T–test p=0.03, Figure 3.4A,
‘Griffiths’). Importantly, the novel 2+Stain method did not affect the fluorescence signal
(NFI=1.06±0.03, n=112): no significant difference in intensity (T–test, p=0.8) was found
between uncontrasted and 2+Stained sections.
While performing the fluorescence measurements, a difference was noticed in the
number of positively labeled structures for the different contrasting protocols. Unstained
or 2+Stained sections showed more fluorescently labeled structures per section area
compared to specimen stained according to the Griffiths method. Importantly, the
different contrasting protocols yielded no obvious difference in amount of IG labeling
(data not shown). We presume that by employing the Griffiths method low levels of
LAMP–2 labeling became invisible for FM. The already weak fluorescence signal of the
scarcely labeled structures is now below the detection level of the fluorescence
microscope or lost in background noise. In uncontrasted or 2+Stained sections, the dim
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fluorescence signal is preserved and therefore more fluorescent structures can be
observed; both the weak and the brightly labeled structures are visible. To quantify this
effect, the ratio of fluorescently labeled pixels and the total number of pixels in a section
area was calculated (see Materials and Methods). The number of cells and the number
of lysosomes per section area is not fixed. However, since we analyzed 110–185 FM
images per condition, this variation was minimized.
The measurements indicated a highly reproducible ‘fluorescent area–to–total section
area’ ratio of 0.2:1 for uncontrasted sections (Figure 3.5B, ‘Uncontrasted’ 0.2±0.01,
n=185). For the Griffiths–staining, the fluorescent area ratio was reduced to 0.09:1
(Figure 3.5B, ‘Griffiths’, 0.09±0.01, n=140). This result indicates that more than half of
the positively labeled structures that were readily observed in uncontrasted specimen
became undetectable for the fluorescence microscope after staining the specimen
according to the Griffiths method. 2+Stained sections, however, showed the same
fluorescent–to–total area ratio of 0.2:1 as the uncontrasted sections (Figure 3.5B,
‘2+Stained’ 0.2±0.01, n=112).
In conclusion, 2+Staining does not lead to a decrease in IF labeling intensity compared
to uncontrasted sections. Nor does 2+Staining influence the detection sensitivity of
faintly fluorescing structures. In an attempt to quantitate the quality of TEM contrast
yielded by the different methods, we scored the appearance of various cellular
structures. The features which were evaluated included the nuclear envelope, the Golgi,
the vesicles around the Golgi, the mitochondria, the lysosomal membranes, the
endoplasmic reticulum membrane, the plasma membrane and the centriole (Figure 3.3).
Each of the eight features were rated on a scale of 0 to 2 for their visibility:
indistinguishable (score: 0), discernible (score: 1), or clearly visible with high structural
detail (score: 2), yielding a maximum score of 16 (Figure 3.5C). In five different labeling
experiments, two or more specimens were analyzed per staining condition.
The quality of the contrast was quantified for each method based on the averaged
scores of the different features observed in the transmission electron microscope. The
Griffiths staining method yielded the highest quality of TEM contrast (Figure 3.5C,
‘Griffiths’, 15.8±0.12, n=72), followed closely by the 2+Staining (Figure 3.5C, ‘2+Stain’,
15.04±0.46, n=60). The 2+Staining method scored only 5% lower in TEM contrast
quality compared to the reference Griffiths method.
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Figure 3.5: The effect of the different contrasting and labeling methods on the fluorescence
signal intensity, the area ratio of positive IF labeling and the quality of the TEM image contrast.
The IF intensity (A), the relative amount of IF labeled structures (B) and the TEM image contrast
quality (C) were analyzed from thin 90 nm thawed cryosections which were IG and IF labeled for
LAMP–2. The sections were either directly embedded in MC (Uncontrasted, left), stained
according to the Griffiths–method (Griffiths, middle), or 2+Stained (2+Stain, right). The
quantification of the fluorescence intensity, area and the TEM contrast was performed as
outlined in the Results section and the Material and Methods section. Sections of HL–60 cells
were immuno–labeled for LAMP–2 via the Alexa–anti–Alexa amplified labeling procedure
(‘Amplified Labeling’, outlined bars) or via the conventional labeling protocol (‘Direct Labeling’,
solid bars). Following immuno–labeling, the sections were either directly embedded in MC
(‘Uncontrasted’), contrasted according to the Griffiths–method (‘Griffiths’) or 2+Stained
(‘2+Stain’). The IF intensity (D) and the relative amount of observed fluorescence labeling (E)
were calculated for the different conditions as described in the Results and the Materials and
Methods section. The error bars in both bargraphs indicate the standard error of the results.
Statistically relevant differences in fluorescence intensity of the same fluorophore are marked
with asterisks (*, T–test, p<0.05). The two asterisks indicate a p–value below 0.01.
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However, when the specimen was not stained, the image contrast was insufficient to
recognize the features (Figure 3.5C, ‘Uncontrasted’, 2.25±0.36, n=132). The quality of
the membrane contrast was significantly lower than the contrast resulting from the
Griffiths and 2+Staining methods (T–test, p= 5.75x10–12 and p= 5.46x10–5, respectively).
Combined, these results indicate that 2+Staining of thawed cryosections yields superb
TEM image contrast without affecting the fluorescence signal of the immuno–labeling on
section.
The Alexa–anti–Alexa Amplified Labeling Procedure
Immuno–localization on thin sections often yields disappointing IG and IF labeling levels.
The occupancy of the epitope in the specimen might be low, or immuno–labeling is
hindered due to the sample preparation protocol. Here, we set out to increase both the
immuno–fluorescence and immuno–gold labeling signal by the addition of extra steps to
the existing labeling protocol. Following primary antibody incubation with mouse anti–
LAMP–2, the sections were incubated with a goat anti–mouse Alexa 488 secondary
antibody. Next, this antibody was targeted with a rabbit anti–Alexa 488 antibody; the
Alexa/anti–Alexa step. Finally, the specimen was labeled with Protein A Gold (PAG), for
TEM, and with TRITC conjugated to a goat anti–rabbit secondary antibody for FM (see
Materials and Methods). To quantify and compare the fluorescence intensity between
the different experiments and conditions, the results were normalized to the mean
intensity of TRITC labeled via the amplified labeling method on uncontrasted sections.
Via the Alexa/anti–Alexa labeling step, an increase of both the fluorescence and the
immuno–gold signal is created. We presume that, with each additional labeling step, the
number of antibodies connected to the epitope is increased, which amplifies the signal.
The normalized fluorescence intensity of unstained (1.00±0.04, n=61), and contrasted
(Griffiths: 0.72±0.02, n=55, and 2+Stained: 1.27±0.04, n=26) sections was higher when
the Amplified Labeling method (Figure 3.5D, outlined bars) was employed compared to
unstained (0.79±0.02, n=51) and contrasted (Griffiths: 0.48±0.02, n=51, 2+Stained:
0.74±0.02, n=26) sections labeled via the direct method (Figure 3.5D, solid bars).
Furthermore, the amplified labeling method yielded a higher fluorescence area ratio
(Uncontrasted: 0.21±0.01, n=61, Griffiths: 0.10±0.01, n=55, 2+Stained: 0.24±0.01, n=26,
Figure 3.5E, outlined bars) compared to direct labeling (Uncontrasted: 0.13±0.01, n=51,
Griffiths: 0.08±0.04, n=51, 2+Stained: 0.13±0.01, n=26, Figure 3.5E, solid bars). The
observed difference was significant for both the fluorescence intensity (paired T–test, p=
0.017) and the fluorescent area ratio (paired T–test, p= 0.039). We note that with the
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extra steps added to the immuno–labeling protocol, the chance of background labeling
also increases. We did not, however, observe any significant increase in non–specific
labeling events in the samples compared to direct labeling (data not shown). In
conclusion, a brighter fluorescence signal could be observed by employing the
Alexa/anti–Alexa amplified labeling protocol compared to the direct labeling method.
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Discussion
Sample Preperation for Correlative Microscopy
The 2+Staining method results in specimens that are compatible with both FM and TEM
analysis; this makes the protocol very well suited for (integrated) correlative microscopy.
Currently, correlative microscopy is increasingly employed in cell biology research,
making the demand for apt sample preparation techniques more and more pressing.
Although many advances have been made in sample preparation for correlative
microscopy, most protocols require processing or staining of the specimen in between
the transfer of the specimen from the fluorescence microscope to the electron
microscope (20–25). Protocols yielding resin embedded specimen that can be imaged
both with FM and TEM were recently developed (Chapter 2) (26,27). However,
correlative imaging of thawed cryosections was hitherto not possible without
intermediate processing steps. Here, 2+Staining is presented; a novel method for the
contrasting of thawed cryosections for correlative microscopy and, more specifically,
iLEM. The procedure constitutes of sequential staining steps on drops of 1% OsO4, 2%
UA in water, LC and finally embedding in MC. Similar quality of cellular ultrastructure
was observed in conventionally stained (Griffiths method) and 2+Stained specimen.
Importantly, it was shown that unlike the Griffiths method, 2+Staining has little or no
influence on the fluorescence signal of the probe labeled on section. By investigating not
only the fluorescence intensity but also the number of observed immuno–labeled
structures (fluorescent area ratio), we have shown that the same information could be
gained from 2+Stained specimen as from unstained controls. The 2+Staining method
opens up novel possibilities for the usage of thawed cryosections in correlative
microscopy, and is of great importance for integrated correlative approaches like the
iLEM.
Methods for Post–Contrasting Thawed Cryosections Sections
A large number of different approaches to achieve satisfying TEM image contrast of
thawed cryosections have been tested since the introduction of the method. Tokuyasu
investigated a large variety of combinations with UA, Phosphotungstic Acid (PTA), lead
and OsO4, but was never fully satisfied with the results (3,28). One of the encountered
problems was the irreproducibility of the membrane contrast (19,29). The heavy metal
stain was lost while rinsing, leading to destaining of the specimen. Although destaining is
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also a threat to the success of 2+Staining, we can achieve highly reproducible and good
TEM contrast. Indeed, during the development of the protocol we encountered some
variation in quality of the contrast, but this was overcome by keeping the washing steps
as brief as possible (see Materials and Methods). The idea of employing OsO4, UA and
LC to stain thawed cryosections is not new, and was first tested by Tokuyasu in 1973.
His method yielded a mostly positive staining, resembling the image contrast from
‘conventional’ Epon resin sections (2,28). Various approaches that yield satisfying
contrast with OsO4 were tested, including dehydration of the specimen following
osmification and different section embedding media; amyl acetate, MC and
ethylcellulose (28,30,31). An important contribution was made by Keller et al, who
introduced the resin embedding of dehydrated thawed cryosections stained with OsO4
and UA (32). However, homogeneous embedding of the sections in resin is not a facile
task, and polymerization of the plastic is rather time consuming (31,33). Excellent
ultrastructure was achieved when osmicated and dehydrated thawed cryosections were
embedded in poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA) (21,31,34). Nevertheless, these methods are not
suitable for iLEM since they require including the heavy metal stain in the section
embedding medium, here PVA (34). Similar to the Griffiths–method, this would have a
detrimental effect on the fluorescence intensity. 2+Staining is an apt method to achieve
the beautiful positive contrast provided by the combined staining with OsO4, UA and LC
on samples prepared for correlative microscopy on a single specimen.
Staining Mechanism
We observed differences in contrast between 2+Stained specimen and sections stained
according to the Griffiths–method. This is due to the utilization of different contrasting
agents; whereas in the Griffiths–method the TEM image contrast mainly originates from
UA, the 2+Staining combines OsO4, LC and UA to stain the specimen. It is generally
believed that only the reduced form of OsO4, osmium dioxide or osmium black, yields
image contrast of biological specimen in the transmission electron microscope.
Reduction of OsO4 takes place at proteins and fatty acids, on sulfide groups, amino
groups, and at double bonds, leading to stained proteins and lipids (35,36). Dehydration
of the specimen leads to further oxidation of osmium, and is often performed in order to
obtain satisfying TEM contrast (32,37). OsO4, however, proves to have contrasting
properties even without dehydration (36), like in the 2+Staining method. Moreover, OsO4
is proposed not only to have a role as a contrasting agent but also to work as an
enhancer of LC staining. Lead is bound by OsO4 resulting in improved staining of
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membranes. In addition, LC stains carbohydrates and RNA containing structures in the
cell. Finally, UA is employed in the 2+Staining since it associates with phosphate groups
yielding stained membranes and nucleic acids, the latter not being a target of OsO4 (36).
By combining these different contrasting agents in 2+Staining, a wide variety of
structures present in the cell are stained creating a rich image of the cellular content.
Prospects
The small effect of the 2+Staining on the immuno fluorescence intensity is surprising. No
compromise was made in the use and concentration of the heavy metal stains in order to
retain the fluorescence signal. By creating a sufficient distance between the heavy metal
stain and the fluorescent probe, influence of the stain on the fluorescence brightness is
limited. We propose that by washing away the excess of contrasting agent following the
staining steps only the metals that were bound to the biological structures remain. Likely,
the distance between the bound stain and the fluorescent probe is sufficient to prevent
from quenching to occur. We showed that IF labeling intensity could be enhanced by
introducing the Alexa–anti–Alexa step in the immuno–labeling protocol. Brighter signals
were observed following this amplified immuno–labeling compared to the conventional
labeling method, irrespective of the subsequent staining protocol employed. We argue
that the secondary and tertiary labeling steps like in the Alexa–anti–Alexa amplified
labeling procedure may further increase the distance between the fluorophore and the
heavy metal stain.
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Conclusion
Here, a novel method is introduced for the heavy metal staining of thawed cryosections
prepared according to the Tokuyasu method. 2+Staining yields high quality positive
contrast and shows little to no effect on the fluorescence signal of the immuno–labeling
on section. In addition, an adapted labeling protocol is introduced which yields a higher
level of immuno–gold and immuno–fluorescence labeling by introducing an extra labeling
step. The novel methods are very well suited for the preparation of thawed cryosections
destined for imaging with both FM and TEM. Furthermore, the 2+Staining procedure
makes the intermediate processing steps between imaging the specimen in the
fluorescence microscope and the transmission electron microscope, commonly
employed in correlative microscopy, redundant. This not only speeds up the workflow,
but the introduction of structural alterations due to the extra preparation steps is
completely avoided.
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‘If it looks like it works
And it feels like it works
Then it works’
-

‘Wow’, Snow Patrol
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VIS2FIX
A High–Speed Fixation Method for Immuno–Electron Microscopy
Abstract: Immuno–transmission electron microscopy (immuno–TEM) is the technique of
choice for high resolution localization of proteins in fixed specimen. Here, we introduce
two novel methods for the fixation of sections from cryo–immobilized samples, that result
in excellent ultrastructural preservation. These high–speed fixation techniques, called
VIS2FIXH and VIS2FIXFS, allow for a reduction in sample preparation time from at least
one week to only eight hours. The methods were validated in immuno–TEM experiments
on THP–1 monocytes, Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) and Madin–
Darby canine kidney–II (MDCK–II) cells. The fixation and retention of neutral lipids is
demonstrated, offering unique prospects for the application of immuno–TEM in the
lipidomics field. Furthermore, the VIS2FIX methods were successfully employed for
imaging THP–1 cells labeled for Lysosomal–Associated Membrane Protein–2 (LAMP–2)
with the integrated Laser and Electron Microscope (iLEM).
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Introduction
Immuno–TEM allows for high resolution localization of proteins by labeling with
antibodies and immuno–gold (IG) on thin sections of cells or tissues. The fixation method
of choice for ultrastructural analysis is cryo–immobilization. In contrast to chemical
fixation this process is non–selective, less prone to artifacts and extremely fast; it
provides the ability to stop processes as they take place. High pressure freezing (HPF)
allows for quick freezing of relatively large volumes (300 µm3) of cells or tissue without
the formation of ice–crystals. For immuno–EM, the vitrified samples need to be brought
to room temperature in order to make immuno–labeling possible. Formation of ice–
crystals while increasing the temperature of the sample can be prevented by performing
a freeze substitution (FS). In FS, vitrified water in the sample is replaced with an organic
solvent at low temperature. Next, the temperature is raised and, simultaneously, the
sample can be fixed by chemicals in the solvent. The cells can then either be embedded
in resin (1), or rehydrated and further processed according to the Tokuyasu method
(1,2). A major disadvantage of these methods is that the processing is done on
comparatively large specimen blocks. Consequently, infiltration and fixation rates are
slow and the total procedure can easily take a week or more to accomplish.
Here, a novel approach to the preparation of cryo–immobilized material for immuno–
TEM is presented. First, sections of the cryo–immobilized sample are cut (vitreous
sections) and adhered to the grid by using an antistatic device (see Materials and
Methods). Next, the sections on the grids are chemically fixed, brought to room
temperature, and immuno–labeled. Two different methods to fixate (FIX) the vitreous
sections (VIS) are developed; VIS2FIXFS and VIS2FIXH (Figure 4.1). Due to the small
volume of the sections, both methods are much faster than the existing procedures.
Importantly, this allows the users to efficiently test different fixation conditions to optimize
the protocols for their particular usage. Since every ribbon of sections can be fixed
independently, many fixatives can be tested on one single sample. In particular for
unique specimen (eg. biopsies) this can be very advantageous.
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Figure 4.1: The VIS2FIX methods of section fixation. A. A flowchart highlighting the steps
involved in preparing biological material for immuno–TEM using the two VIS2FIX methods.
General steps, here indicated in blue, are described in detail in the Material and Methods
section. In green (for VIS2FIXFS) and yellow (for VIS2FIXH) the two most important steps in the
section fixation methods are shown, and the approximate duration of each step (in minutes) is
indicated. B. A top view of the two fixation set–ups inside the Automatic Freeze Substitution
unit (AFS, cooled down to −90 °C). The set–up for VIS2FIXFS is shown in the lower half of the
image. Here, five grids with adhered vitreous sections are placed in the flow–through ring filled
with fixative solution (in acetone). The left most grid is still floating on the solution, whereas the
four other grids have already sunk to the bottom of the flow–through ring. Above, for VIS2FIXH
four grids are placed on top of the frozen fixative solution (in buffer). During the fixation
procedures, the set–ups would normally be covered with an aclar disk to protect the grids and
fixative from the humid air. For visualization purposes, the covers were removed.
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Materials and Methods
Cell Culture and High Pressure Freezing
THP–1 human monocytes, a leukemic cell line, were purchased from ATCC (LGC Standards
GmbH) and cultured according to supplier’s instructions. MDCK–II cells were cultured in DMEM
(Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium) with low glucose (PAA Laboratories, Inc.), enriched with 5%
Fetal Calf Serum Gold (PAA Laboratories, Inc.). HUVECs were cultured to a cobblestone state as
described by Jiménez et al. (3,4), and kept in culture for six days until HPF. Preceding HPF, the
monolayers of the adhering cells were dissociated by placing a small volume of 0.05% Trypsin +
0.02% EDTA (PAA Laboratories, Inc) in the petri dishes for 10 min (MDCK–II) or less than one
minute (HUVEC). The trypsinization process was stopped by adding culture medium to the cells.
THP–1 cells, HUVECs and MDCK–II cells were spun down (five min, 1200 rpm) at 37 °C, and the
pellet was resuspended 1:1 in 30% dextran (Fluka) in culture medium. Copper specimen tubes
were filled with the suspension of cells in dextran and high pressure frozen with either the Leica EM
HPF or the Leica EM PACT (5) at a pressure of ~2000 bar. Prior to sectioning, the frozen tubes
were stored in liquid nitrogen.
Cryosectioning and Grid Transfer to the AFS
At a temperature of –150 °C, the tubes were trimmed and sectioned in the Leica EM UC6/FC6
ultramicrotome with the Leica CRION antistatic device set to discharge. For trimming the specimen,
a cryotrim 45 diamond knife was employed (Element 6). Ultrathin sectioning was performed with a
45° cryo–dry diamond knife (Element 6). Before the sectioning, a TEM grid with formvar film, carbon
coated and glow discharged, was mounted in the cross tweezers of the Leica micromanipulator.
Ultra–thin sectioning was facilitated with the discharge mode of the Leica CRION antistatic device.
Sectioning for VIS2FIX is very similar to sectioning for cryo–EM of vitreous sections (CEMOVIS),
since both involve cryo–immobilized material. Ultra–thin sectioning can be challenging. For trouble–
shooting and helpful suggestions on cryosectioning please refer to the excellent work of A. Al–
Amoudi (6) and J. Pierson (7). Furthermore, here some suggestions are given that yielded excellent
results in our laboratory.
Thoroughly cleaning the diamond knife helped the sectioning; the cleaning appears to slightly
charge the knife edge, preventing compression of the sections. Following HPF with the Leica
EMpact, the copper tubes need to be cut out of their holders with a tube cutter (Leica). Tubes
frozen with the Leica EM HPF were also cut with the Leica tube cutter to ensure that the tubes
frozen in different HPFs had equal lengths. The cutting of the tubes can locally influence the quality
of the ice in the tubes and mechanically damage the sample. Therefore, before first use, 400 µm
was trimmed from the front of the tubes (feed 200 nm, speed 100 mm s–1). The front of the tubes
was trimmed so that a black, shiny and flat surface was obtained. Subsequently, 100 µm was
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trimmed from the edges of the tube. To achieve a square block face employing a 45° trimming
knife, the onset point of the trimming was exactly on the interface between the sample and the tube.
Before ultrathin sectioning a TEM grid was mounted in cross tweezers in the Leica
micromanipulator (see also the Leica EM FC7 and UC7 brochure, page 13, top three images. The
brochure is freely available at http://www.leica–microsystems.com/fileadmin/downloads/Leica
%20EM%20UC7/Brochures/EM%20UC7_EM%20FC7_en_Brochure.pdf).

The

tips

of

these

tweezers (Dumont inox crossover type N5) were bended, resembling tips of coverslip–tweezers.
This modification allowed for the grid, when mounted into the tweezers, to be parallel to the cutting–
edge of the knife. This position facilitated the mounting and adhering of the ribbons following
sectioning. Furthermore, the cross tweezers were adjusted so that the tips were not pressed
against each other too tightly. This allowed for placing and manipulating the grid into the tweezers
while the tweezers were closed. To mount the grid, the tweezers in the micromanipulator were
rotated so that both legs of the tweezers were visible for the user. The grid was held in between the
legs, and next carefully moved into the tip of the tweezers. Subsequently, the tweezers were rotated
back to the original position, and the grids’ surface was in line with the knife edge. The grid was
positioned so that the grid bars were parallel to the ribbon produced while sectioning. Upon
adhering of the ribbons, this orientation allows the majority of the sections to be in the meshes of
the grid and not hidden from view on the grid bars.

Figure 4.2 (next page): The various steps in the VIS2FIX procedure, as described in detail in the
text. A. Vitreous sections are produced from the cryo–immobilized specimen. The grid (white
arrowhead) is mounted in the bended tip tweezers (T) of the micromanipulator and held in
place close to the edge of the diamont knife (DK). B. The grid with the adhered vitreous sections
(white arrowhead) is stored in the sapphire disc holder (SDh). C. To transfer the grids to the AFS,
the sapphire disc holder (SDh) is paced in the tin (T), sandwiched between three cold rings (CR).
The samples are protected from the air by two pieces of aclar foil (A). D. To allow for quick
transfer of the grids to the AFS cold room (arrowhead), the AFS that was cooled down to –90 °C
is placed in close proximity of the microtome (M). E. The fixative set–up(s) and a heat–sink for
the SD holder are already present in the AFS cold chamber. Following transfer, the SD holder
with the grids is carefully removed from the tin can, and is placed on the heat–sink. The tin (T),
the cold rings (CR) and the aclar foils (A) are removed from the AFS cold chamber. Using bended
tip tweezer (btT), the grids are gently transfered from the SD holder to the fixative set–up. Here,
the set–up for VIS2FIXFS (FS) is shown. Figure 4.1B depicts the fixative set–ups for both VIS2FIXFS
and VIS2FIXH. A petri dish lid (L) is placed on the fixative set–up(s) to shield the samples from the
air. F. For VIS2FIXFS, the sections are first freeze substituted and next rehydrated. Here, the
stepwise rehydration of the sections is shown. The majority of the first solution is removed,
without letting the samples fall dry, and the new solution is quickly added. Different pipettes are
used for each changing step. For the VIS2FIXH procedure, the frozen fixative with the grids is
protected from the air by placing it in a closed petridish before removing it from the AFS cold
chamber’s protective environment. Next, the set–up is carefully lifted out of the AFS and the
fixative is subsequently melted on a 40 °C hotplate. To facilitate removing the set–up from the
AFS chamber, it is placed on a small ‘lift platform’, as shown in panel G. The ‘platform’ was made
by bending a flat rectangular piece of metal to an ‘L’ shape. The pictures in panels F and G were
kindly provided by Dr. Dagmar Zeuschner.
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While sectioning, the tip of the tweezers with the grid was rotated away so that the presence of the
grid did not interfere with the sectioning. In this position the grid was still slightly charged by the
ionizer, facilitating the adherence of the ribbon in a later state. Ultra–thin sectioning (60–80 nm) was
facilitated with the discharge mode of the Leica Antistatic device. The ribbon was guided with a
guinea pig hair mounted on a wooden stick. Hairs of guinea pigs are slightly angled, particularly
strong and often the ribbons stuck to the tip of the hairs, which helped holding on to the ribbon.
When a sufficiently long ribbon was achieved, the discharge mode of the Antistatic Device was
switched off, and the grid was turned back towards the edge of the knife. To avoid limited visibility
of the ribbon due to the reflection of the grid’s film, the grid was tilted slightly towards the knife’s
cutting edge (Figure 4.2A).
The ribbons were statically adhered to the grids with the CRION set to charge. See also
supplementary movie SM2 from the work of Pierson et al (7). Here, it was of great importance to
check if the adherence was successful by trying to lift the ribbon from the grid, which should not be
possible. Following adhering of sections, the grid was removed from the micromanipulator
tweezers. Remaining inside the cold and dry environment of the microtome chamber, the grid was
then placed into a Leica sapphire disc (SD) holder (part of the SD freeze substitution unit), which
was sitting in a petridish (Figure 4.2B). The SD holder can hold 24 sapphire discs or, for this
application, grids.
After collecting and storing the required number of grids, the knife and the sample were removed
from the microtome. Subsequently, the SD holder with grids was transferred from the microtome
chamber to the FS chamber of the AFS2 (Leica automatic freeze substitution unit). During this
process, the grids in the SD holder must be kept cold and shielded from humid air to prevent the
formation of ice crystals on the section. Therefore, the SD holder with the grids should be placed in
a protective surrounding before the transfer. Hereto, a pre–cooled tin (Leica Universal Container)
was present in the microtome chamber with one cold ring (Leica bottom plate) on the bottom
(Figure 4.2C). The SD holder with the grids was placed in the tin, and covered with a donut–shaped
aclar foil, cut from a 200 μm thick aclar embedding film (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The aclar
foil’s outer diameter was 3.5 cm and the hole in the center had a diameter of 9 mm. Two more cold
rings were placed on top and covered by a disc–shaped aclar foil (diameter 3.5 cm).
Quickly but gently, the tin was then transferred to the AFS2 (set to –90 °C), which was positioned
very close to the ultramicrotome (Figure 4.2D). Before cooling down the microtome for
cryosectioning, the SD holder (kept in a closed petri dish), the tin with the cold rings, and the aclar
foils were placed inside the microtome chamber. A small piece of partially folded tape was stuck to
the face of the aclar foils and the lids of the petridishes, functioning as a handle to facilitate lifting
and moving. The items employed for grid storage and transfer were cooled down together with the
microtome to a temperature of –150 °C.
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VIS2FIX FS
A Leica flow–through ring (trimmed to a height of ±6 mm) was placed in a Leica reagent bath (cut–
off to a height of ±1 cm). The reagent bath with the flow–through ring was positioned on top of three
cold rings (Leica bottom plates) in a tin (Leica Universal Container) at –90 °C in the AFS2. At this
temperature, 3 mL of pre–cooled (–90 °C) dried acetone (MERCK) with fixatives was pipetted into
the flow–through ring, and covered with an aclar foil (diameter 3.5 cm). Acetone was chosen since
the retention of phospholipids in the sample following FS is higher with this solvent than with
methanol (8). The fixatives used were 0.1% uranyl acetate (UA, MERCK), 0.1–0.5% glutaraldehyde
(GA, from stock solution 10% in acetone, Electron Microscopy Sciences) and 0.2–0.5% osmium
tetroxide (OsO4, Electron Microscopy Sciences) in acetone. Following sectioning, the grids were
transferred in the SD holder to the FS chamber as described above. Using a pre–cooled, fine tip
tweezers (Dumont inox crossover type N5, the tips bended to resemble cover–slip tweezers,) each
grid was carefully floated, with the section side down, on the fixative within one individual
compartment of the flow–through ring (Figure 4.2E). One flow–through ring holds a maximum of 10
grids, but up to three flow–through rings with fixative can be placed in the AFS2 as described
above. Due to the low surface tension of the acetone, the grids eventually sink to the bottom of the
flow–through compartments. As soon as the last grid was placed on the fixative, the freeze
substitution program was started.
If desired, the fixative composition can be altered at any point during the freeze substitution. To
achieve this, the majority of the fixative was removed, pipetting it from the center of the flow–
through ring (Figure 4.2F). Here, it was important to not let the grids dry out. This can be followed
by some washing steps. Subsequently, the new fixative was added to the flow–through ring with the
grids. We achieved good morphology when the fixative employed from –90 °C to –60 °C was
composed of 0.1% UA and 0.2% OsO4 in acetone. This mixture was subsequently replaced by
0.1% UA and 0.2% GA in acetone. At the end of the freeze substitution program, when the
temperature reached 0 °C, the grids were washed five or more times with 0.2% GA in acetone
(approximately 3 ml per washing step) as described above (Figure 4.2F). The rehydration was
performed in the AFS2 at 0 °C, in seven sequential steps of one to two min: 0.2% GA in 95%
acetone, 0.2% GA in 90% acetone, 0.2% GA in 80% acetone, 0.2% GA in 70% acetone, 0.2% GA
in 50% acetone, 0.2% GA in 30% acetone and finally 0.2% GA in 10% acetone in water (filtered
through a Millipore 0.22 μm membrane filter). To prepare the solutions for steps 1–5 we employed a
stock solution of 10% GA in acetone (Electron Microscopy Sciences), and for subsequent steps we
used 8% GA in water (EM grade, Polysciences, Inc.).
After rehydration, the grids in the flow–through ring were washed three times with water. The grids
were removed from the flow–through ring with fine tip tweezers, and the back of the grid was dried
with slightly moist filter paper. Finally, the grids were washed seven times for one minute by floating
them on drops of water placed on a strip of parafilm. At this point, the grids were ready for immuno–
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labeling or storage. The grids can be stored similar to thawed cryosections produced from samples
prepared according to the Tokuyasu method (9). To this end, the grids were briefly incubated by
floating them on a drop of a 1:1 mixture of 1.8% methylcellulose (Sigma–Aldrich) and 2.3M sucrose
in PHEM buffer (composed of 60 mM PIPES (MERCK), 25 mM HEPES (MERCK), 10 mM EGTA
(Sigma–Aldrich) and 2 mM MgCl (MERCK), pH adjusted to 6.9) on ice. The grids were gently pulled
off the viscous drop and placed on a parafilm covered glass slide with the sections and the drop
facing downwards. The glass slide with the grids was placed in a glass petridish, sealed with
parafilm, and stored at 4 °C. To release the grids after storage, a drop of PHEM buffer can be
pipetted between the grid and the parafilm, dissolving the partly dried methylcellulose/sucrose
mixture.
VIS2FIX H
2 mL fixative solution was prepared containing 0.01–0.5% OsO4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences),
0.2% UA (MERCK) and 0.01%–0.2% GA (8% in filtered water, Polysciences, Inc.) in PHEM buffer,
on ice. In the reagent bath (cut–off to a height of 6 mm), we placed a final volume of 800 μL fixative
covering the bottom of the bath. The reagent bath was then transferred to the AFS2 (set to –90 °C)
and placed on top of three cold rings in a tin, covered with an aclar foil or a petridish lid (diameter
3.5 cm). The fixative immediately froze. The grids with adhered sections were transferred to the
AFS2 as described above. With a pre–cooled bended tip tweezers the grids were placed gently,
with the sections facing down, on the frozen fixative. The reagent bath with the grids was then
placed in a cooled petridish to protect it from the humid air (Figure 4.2G), and transferred from the
AFS2 onto a 40 °C hot plate. After four to five min, the surface of the fixative became partially liquid.
As soon as all the grids were floating on the fixative, the petridish with the grids and the fixative was
quickly placed on ice. The still partly frozen fixative and the grids were protected from light to limit
oxidization of the OsO4. The sections were allowed to fix for another 10 min. Finally, the grids were
removed from the fixative and washed 10 times for one minute on drops of PHEM buffer or water;
then they were ready for immuno–labeling or storage, respectively.
Immuno–Labeling for TEM and iLEM
For immuno–TEM, a similar protocol was employed as described in Chapter 2. The primary
antibodies were directed against Protein Disulfide Isomerase (PDI, mouse monoclonal, 1:100 in
blocking buffer, Stressgen Biotechnologies Corp.), Caveolin (rabbit polyclonal, 1:100 in blocking
buffer, BD Biosciences) and Forssman Glycolipid (rat monoclonal, diluted 1:10 in blocking
buffer)(10,11). Following the immuno–labeling, the sections were stained according to the Griffiths
method: first the sections where floated for five min on drops of 2% uranyl oxalate in water pH 7
(prepared from oxalic acid and uranyl acetate). Thereafter, we briefly washed the sections twice in
water. Next, the sections were embedded in 0.4% UA (pH 4, MERCK) in 1.8% methylcellulose (MC,
Sigma–Aldrich) on ice.
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Correlative labeling for the iLEM was performed as described before (Chapter 2). The primary
antibody, a mouse monoclonal antibody to LAMP–2 (1:150, BD Biosciences Pharmingen), was
targeted with rabbit anti–mouse. Next, the sections were labeled with PAG and Alexa 488
conjugated to a goat anti–rabbit antibody (1:200, Invitrogen). Following stabilizing the labeling with
4% FA and subsequent washings steps, as described in Chapter 2 and 3, the sections were stained
for five min with 2% uranyl oxalate and, next, with 2% UA for another five min. Between the staining
steps, we washed the sections twice briefly on filtered water. The sections were washed, two times
briefly on filtered water, and embedded in 1.8% MC on ice.
Imaging
The sections were imaged in the iLEM (12). The iLEM set–up is described in detail in Chapter 1 and
2. For this research, a 488 nm laser (Bluephoton, Omicron Laserage Laserprodukte GmbH) was
employed to image the specimens. Photoshop CS3 was used for image processing. To overlay the
fluorescence image and the TEM image (Figure 4.8B) the –value of the fluorescence image was
adjusted. In all figures, the TEM and FM images are scaled for optimal contrast by employing linear
adjustments of the levels of the entire image.
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Results and Discussion
VIS2FIX Freeze Substitution
The first method, VIS2FIXFS, is based on FS and subsequent rehydration of the sections.
The grids with the adhered sections were transferred to the FS chamber (–90 ˚C) of an
AFS (Figure 4.1B, lower part). A high–speed FS procedure was employed, which is
completed in only 85 min (Table 4.1). To achieve this, the grids were placed on dry
acetone at –90 ˚C containing 0.1% UA, 0.2% GA and 0.2% OsO4. In the AFS, the
temperature was increased from –90 ˚C to 0 ˚C in three steps. First, the specimen was
kept at –90 ˚C for 15 min to fully replace the ice with acetone. Next, the sections were
fixed for 15 min at –60 ˚C and –20 ˚C. It is known that OsO4 already starts reacting at –
70 ˚C (13) and GA at –50 ˚C (1), but choosing –60 ˚C and –20 ˚C yielded better results in
our experiments. After leaving the sections for 15 min at –60 ˚C, the OsO4 may be
removed from the FS medium to prevent any negative effect on antigenicity (14,15). At 0
˚C, the sections were stepwise rehydrated in the presence of 0.2% GA to prepare them
for immuno–labeling.
Table 4.1: Freeze substitution schedule for VIS2FIXFS.
Temperature in ˚C

Slope

(Period in Minutes)

(Degrees Hour–1)

–90 ˚C (15 min)

0 ˚C

Increase to –60 ˚C (13 min)

maximum slope (138 ˚C)

–60 ˚C (15 min)

0 ˚C

Increase to –20 ˚C (18 min)

maximum slope (133 ˚C)

–20 ˚C (15 min)

0 ˚C

Increase to 0 ˚C (9 min)

maximum slope (133 ˚C)

VIS2FIX Hydrated
The second method, VIS2FIXH (‘H’ for hydrated), is easier and quicker. Like with
VIS2FIXFS, the grids with sections were transferred to the AFS at –90 ˚C (Figure 4.1B,
upper part). In this cold and dry environment, the grids were placed on water based
frozen fixative. The fixative was melted on a hotplate until the surface became liquid.
Next, it was placed on ice and the sections were fixed for another 10 minutes. To
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optimize the method, several combinations of fixatives were tested. The optimal fixative
for fixing THP–1 human monocytes was composed of 0.05% OsO4, 0.2% GA and 0.2%
UA in buffer. In a mixture of 0.01%–0.2% OsO4 and 0.2% uranyl acetate (UA), the
addition of either 0.2–2% formaldehyde (FA), 0.01–0.2% GA or 0.1–1% Acrolein gave
similar results. Satisfactory results were also obtained when OsO4 was omitted from the
fixative mixture. We note, however, that the use of OsO4 aids in the stabilization of e.g.
heterochromatin. The composition of the fixative can be altered depending on the
antibody to be employed for immuno–labeling or the cell type used. This freedom makes
this method applicable for experiments involving antigens sensitive to OsO4 or GA.

Figure 4.3: VIS2FIXH allows for the retention of neutral lipids. A. After VIS2FIXH fixation, the
neutral lipids in the core of a lipid droplet (LD) are preserved. This is visible from the
comparatively high gray value (electron density) inside the droplet. B. This density is lost after
VIS2FIXFS. The scalebars represent 300 nm.
The usage of OsO4 in the fixative mixture has a great advantage since it allows for the
fixing of lipids. Lipid droplets (Figure 4.3A and B, indicated with ‘LD’) are organelles
composed of a core of neutral lipids surrounded by a phospholipid monolayer. The
fixation and retention of neutral lipids (Figure 4.3A) is a unique feature of the VIS2FIXH
method. In existing immuno–TEM preparation procedures, neutral lipids are usually
either extracted during freeze substitution or not fixed, like in the Tokuyasu method. Also
using the VIS2FIXFS method the lipid core is lost from the droplets, whereas the shape of
the droplet remains (Figure 4.3B). The preservation of the lipid droplets using VIS2FIXH
offers novel prospects for immuno–TEM in the lipidomics field.
Ice Crystal Formation
When the temperature of a cryo–immobilized specimen is raised from –150 ˚C to 0 ˚C,
like with VIS2FIXH, both small cubic ice and larger hexagonal ice can be formed (16).
Small cubic ice, which is formed while warming the sample to temperatures above –135
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˚C, has little influence on the ultrastructure of the sample and localization of
macromolecules (17). When hexagonal ice is formed during vitrification, ultrastructural
damage can be observed in the cell, and it is most easily detectable in the nucleus and
cytoplasm (17–19). Following VIS2FIXH, no ice crystal damage was observed in the
nucleus, cytoplasm or organelles of the cells (Figure 4.3A).

Figure 4.4: The effect of warming up and cooling down sections of HPF material in the AFS2.
Vitreous sections of THP–1 cells were transferred to the AFS at −90 °C, and directly fixed
following VIS2FIXFS (A) or warmed up to −5 °C and cooled down again to −90 °C, followed by
VIS2FIXFS (B). The VIS2FIXFS of both the conditions was performed simultaneously, employing
0.1% OsO4 + 0.2% GA + 0.1% UA in acetone. Subsequently the sections were rehydrated,
contrasted and examined in with TEM (see Materials and Methods). Ultrastructural cryo–
damage could not be observed in the cytoplasm or in the heterochromatin in either condition.
The scalebars represent 500 nm.
The effect of a temperature rise on the formation of hexagonal ice, produced at
temperatures higher than –90 °C, was examined. The level of damage was assessed by
the integrity of the heterochromatin, the cell’s organelles and the cytoplasm. Sections of
THP–1 cells were cut and statically adhered to the grids as described previously. These
grids were equally divided over two SD holders. One SD holder with grids was
transferred to the AFS, at –90 °C (see Materials and Methods). Next, these grids were
heated to –5 °C, and cooled down again to –90 °C in the dry environment of the AFS. As
a control, the grids in the second SD holder were kept in the ultramicrotome at a
constant temperature of –150 °C during the experiment. At the end of the thermal cycle,
the control grids were transferred to the AFS at –90 °C. Together with the thermally
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cycled sections, the controls were freeze substituted and rehydrated according to
VIS2FIXFS.
During FS the sections were fixed at low temperature. Importantly, if any ice–crystal
induced damage would be present in the samples it would be fixed, and visible in the
TEM. A morphological comparison was made between the sections directly freeze
substituted (Figure 4.4A) and the thermally cycled sections (Figure 4.4B). No difference
could be observed between the ultrastructure of the differently prepared sections, not
even in the structure of the heterochromatin. We note that heterochromatin is known to
be very sensitive to hexagonal ice–crystal damage. The observed preservation of the
structural integrity of the samples implies that no ultrastructural damage is introduced by
the formation of ice–crystals during thermal cycling from –90 °C to –5 °C and cooling
back down to –90 °C.
At present, we don’t have a definite explanation for these observations. According to the
work of Jacques Dubochet (17,20), ice formation during devitrification of a sample has
little or no influence on the ultrastructure of biological material and localization of
macromolecules. It is suggested that cubic ice–crystals are formed from immobile water
and large hexagonal ice can be created by connecting small cubic ice crystals without
displacing them (20). This process has no influence on the location of macromolecules,
since the ice does not move.
Another explanation for the absence of hexagonal ice–crystals could be sublimation of
water from the thin sections at –90 °C. The removal of water from the specimen would
reduce the formation of ice–crystals. The AFS room is filled with dry nitrogen gas to
prevent the inflow of air and water vapor. This cold and dry environment allows for
(partial) freeze drying of the thin sections. This could explain the lack of ice crystal
damage after re–cooling the specimen from –5 °C to –90 °C. Further work, using for
instance cryo–EM, is required to come to a conclusive explanation.
Immuno–labeling of Sections Fixed According to the VIS2FIX Methods
To validate the VIS2FIX methods with immuno–TEM, a selection of antibodies was
tested. Efficient labeling was found when membrane bound proteins like CD63, LAMP–2
(both located at the lysosome) and AP–1 (located at clathrin coated vesicles close to the
Golgi) were targeted (data not shown). Furthermore, both fixation techniques allowed
abundant labeling of Protein Disulfide Isomerase (PDI), located in the lumen of the
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endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Figure 4.5). In both methods the ER, the nuclear envelope,
the Golgi, cristae of the mitochondria and lysosomes were clearly revealed (Figure 4.3
and 4.5). With the VIS2FIXH method, the membrane contrast is somewhat less
pronounced (Figure 4.5A), possibly because more of the cytoplasmic content is
preserved that contributes to the overall contrast. A striking quality of both methods is
the outstanding preservation of vesicles, in particular in the Golgi area, and organelles.
This result could be due to the choice of fixatives in combination with the nature of
section fixation; we hypothesize that the open structure of the sections allows for high
accessibility for the fixatives.

Figure 4.5: Ultrastructural aspects of VIS2FIX methods and immuno–gold labeling of Protein
Disulfide Isomerase (PDI). A. Immuno–gold (IG, 10 nm) labeling of endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
resident PDI on a VIS2FIXH section. B. IG (15 nm) labeling of PDI on a VIS2FIXFS section. Note the
full cytoplasm and well–preserved heterochromatin in the nuclei (N). ER, endoplasmatic
reticulum; G, Golgi; Ly, lysosome; M, mitochondria; Mv, multivesicular body. Scalebars
represent 500 nm.
Immuno–labeling of Caveolin
The potential of the VIS2FIX methods for immuno–labelling was further assessed by
testing the labeling efficiency of an antibody directed against Caveolin on VIS2FIX
sections of HUVECs. This antibody no longer recognizes its epitope when the cells are
fixed in a solution containing 0.2% GA (data not shown). Following VIS2FIXH and
VIS2FIXFS fixation, however, the immuno–labelling of Caveolin is still possible, and very
effective, when 0.2% GA is present in the fixative (Figure 4.6A and B, respectively).
Surprisingly, the negative influence of GA on the labeling of Caveolin observed in other
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preparation methods for immuno–TEM is not observed with both VIS2FIX methods. This
result suggests that the VIS2FIX methods offer new possibilities for immuno–labeling
with antibodies hitherto not usable for immuno–TEM. Possibly, the shielding of epitopes
caused by cross–linking of larger volumes is prevented due to the fact that only a thin
section is fixed using the VIS2FIX methods.

Figure 4.6: Immuno–gold labeling of Caveolin on VIS2FIX sections of HUVECs. Sections of high–
pressure frozen HUVECs were fixed according to A. VIS2FIXH and B. VIS2FIXFS, and subsequently
IG labeled for Caveolin, located to caveolae. Caveolae are invaginations of the plasma
membrane and also occur in the cell; resembling small vesicles (50–100 nm). For VIS2FIXH (A) a
fixative mixture of 0.2% GA + 0.2% UA in buffer was employed. For VIS2FIXFS (B), the sections
were fixed with 0.1% OsO4 + 0.1% UA in acetone between −90°C to −60°C. At −60°C, the fixatives
were changed to 0.2% GA + 0.1% UA in acetone. Following FS, the sections were stepwise
rehydrated in the presence of 0.2% GA (see also Materials and Methods for more details and
subsequent steps). The scalebars represent 200 nm.
Retention of the Forssman Glycolipid Following VIS2FIX Fixation
The similarity between the Tokuyasu method and the VIS2FIX methods is the use of
non–resin embedded biological material. The lack of a resin matrix is generally
considered to be an advantage of the Tokuyasu method since it improves the
accessibility of the epitopes. However, the absence of a resin matrix also results in the
loss of material. To investigate the retention of material following VIS2FIX, the Forssman
glycolipid was immuno–labeled on sections of MDCK–II cells. Previously, the immuno–
labeling of the Forssman glycolipid was performed on both thawed cryosections and
Lowicryl sections of MDCK–II cells (10). Although abundant labeling of Forssman
glycolipid could be achieved on Lowicryl sections, the epitope seemed to be extracted
and relocated during the thawing and labeling of thawed cryosections. To test the
retention of the Forssman glycolipid following the novel fixation methods, sections of
MDCK–II cells were fixed using VIS2FIXFS and VIS2FIXH, and subsequently immuno–
labeled. Excellent immuno–labelling of Forssman glycolipid was achieved with both
methods (Figure 4.7A and B). Labeling was found on the plasma membrane, lysosomes,
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endosomes and the golgi, which is in agreement with previous findings (10). In
conclusion, the omission of resin embedding does not lead to a loss of this epitope in the
case of VIS2FIX fixation. The increased retention of material, combined with the high
accessibility of the epitopes due to lack of a resin matrix, make the VIS2FIX methods
excellent for immuno–labeling.

Figure 4.7: Immuno–gold labeling of Forssman glycolipid on VIS2FIX sections of MDCK–II cells.
Sections of high–pressure frozen MDCK–II cells were fixed according to A. VIS2FIXFS and B.
VIS2FIXH and subsequently IG labeled for Forssman glycolipid. Positive labeling of Forssman
glycolipid can be found on the plasma membrane, endosomes, lysosomes, and the Golgi. A.
Sections fixed according to the VIS2FIXFS method were treated as described for the HUVECs (see
the legend of Figure 4.4). B. For VIS2FIXH, the sections were fixed with 0.2% OsO4 + 0.2% GA +
0.2% UA in PHEM buffer. The scalebars represent 500 nm.
iLEM Imaging of VIS2FIX FS Fixed Sections Labeled for LAMP–2
To further investigate the potential of both methods, VIS2FIX was applied in iLEM (12).
On VIS2FIXH (data not shown) and VIS2FIXFS fixed sections, LAMP–2 was double
labeled with gold and fluorescent markers (Figure 4.8). Both techniques yielded high
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fluorescence signals and rich immuno–gold labeling. It is challenging to prepare
specimens that are compatible with both fluorescence microscopy and TEM; the heavy
metals used for obtaining TEM contrast quench the fluorescence signal (Chapter 2 and
3) (21,22). Therefore, less heavy metal stain is allowed to post–contrast the iLEM
samples. This specimen yielded a somewhat lower, but still satisfactory, TEM contrast
than conventionally prepared samples (Figure 4.8B and C) and showed little quenching
of the fluorescence signal. For future endeavors, however, it could be of interest to
investigate the application of the 2+Staining contrasting method (Chapter 3) on VIS2FIX
fixed samples.
These results indicate that the VIS2FIX methods are well suited for use in both
conventional immuno–TEM and (integrated) correlative microscopy. The potential of the
VIS2FIX methods is further illustrated by promising first results in electron tomography
on VIS2FIX prepared sections (data not shown).

Figure 4.8: iLEM imaging of VIS2FIXFS sections labeled for LAMP–2. A. A fluorescence image of a
50 µm2 area on a section labeled for LAMP–2 with IG and Alexa 488. B. Overlay of the
fluorescence signal of the area indicated in A (white square), and a TEM image of the same
region. C. A TEM image of the area indicated in B (black square). Here, it becomes clear that the
lysosomes are abundantly labeled. Scalebars represent 10 µm in A, 1 µm in B, and 500 nm in C.
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Conclusions
Here, we introduce two novel section fixation techniques for immuno–labeling of high
pressure frozen material. Section fixation was first introduced by Slot and Geuze (23),
but good results could only be obtained in small areas of the section (1,23). In contrast,
the VIS2FIX methods exhibit excellent conservation of ultrastructure throughout the
entire section. Importantly, the methods are fast, reproducible, and the results are of
high quality. Now it is possible to perform cryo–immobilization, sectioning, subsequent
fixation and immuno–labeling within a period of eight hours. The methods offer prospects
for conventional immuno–TEM but also have potential to meet the challenges in areas
such as lipidomics, correlative microscopy and tomography.
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Facing Apoptosis

‘And in a year, a year or so
this will slip into the sea
Well, it's been a long time, long time now
since I've seen your smile’
-

‘Nantes’, Beirut

http://tinyurl.com/iLEM–Chapter05
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Facing Apoptosis
Discovery of a New RNA–Containing Nuclear Structure in UVC–Induced
Apoptotic Cells by integrated Laser and Electron Microscopy
Abstract: Treatment of cells with UVC radiation causes to the formation of DNA cross–
links which, if not repaired, can lead to apoptosis. The present study sets out to identify
early morphological markers of apoptosis using the integrated Laser and Electron
Microscope (iLEM). –H2AX, formed following UV induced DNA damage, and Cleaved
Caspase 3 (CC3), a marker for apoptosis, were immuno–fluorescently (IF) labeled to
identify the cells of interest. These cells were subsequently searched in the fluorescence
microscopy (FM) module of the iLEM and further analyzed at high resolution with
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Following the treatment of Human Umbilical
Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) with UVC radiation, in the majority of the cells –H2AX
was formed. Only in a subset of these cells CC3 was observed. In severely damaged
cells a round, electron–dense nuclear structure was found, which was hitherto not
identified in UV–stressed cells. This structure exists only in nuclei of cells containing
CC3 and is present during all stages of the apoptotic process. Energy–loss imaging
showed that the nuclear structure accumulates phosphorus, indicating that it is rich in
nucleic acids. Because the nuclear structure did not label for DNA and was not affected
by regressive EDTA treatment, it is suggested that the UV–induced nuclear structure
contains a high amount of RNA. Since the UV–induced nuclear structure was only found
in cells labeled for CC3, it is proposed as an electron microscopic marker for all stages
of apoptosis. Such a marker will especially facilitate the screening for early apoptotic
cells, which lack the well–known hallmarks of apoptosis. It also raises new questions on
the mechanisms involved in the UV–induced apoptotic pathway.
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Introduction
UVC radiation induces DNA damage, which makes it highly mutagenic and carcinogenic
(1,2). Unrepaired UV–induced DNA damage can trigger the cell to go into apoptosis
(1,3). Apoptosis is an energy–dependent process, which leads to the elimination of
mutagenic cells. This process is very complex and involves the activation of a family of
cysteine proteases, collectively called Caspases (4). Caspases mediate the cleavage of
several downstream proteins, which function in the execution of apoptosis. Besides the
activation and cleavage of proteins, apoptotic cell death is also accompanied by
morphological changes. Morphological characteristics or hallmarks of apoptosis include
the condensation of chromatin, fragmentation of the nucleus and cytoplasm (pyknosis)
and, in a final stage, the formation of apoptotic bodies (5–9). These features can be
easily identified by TEM and light microscopy, which facilitates the screening for late
apoptotic cells within a population. Although morphological hallmarks are quite well
established for cells progressed in the apoptotic pathway, early structural markers of
apoptosis have not yet been identified.
UV–induced DNA damage was previously found to lead to the segregation of the
nucleolus and to the disruption of Cajal bodies (10,11). However, it remains unknown
whether these processes can aid to identify cells in a beginning state of apoptosis. In a
cell–free system, Toné et al. could identify four distinct stages of chromatin condensation
in apoptosis: 0, uncondensed; 1, ring condensation; 2, necklace condensation; and 3,
collapse and disassembly (12). In the present study we aim to determine if these stages
can also be found in intact, primary human cells after UV–induced apoptosis.
General morphological apoptosis markers would facilitate screening for early apoptotic
cells within a large population and specifically study these cells. The further analysis of
this process may provide more insight into the initiation of the apoptotic process. To find
cells affected by UVC–induced DNA damage or determined for apoptosis, in the present
study –H2AX and CC3 were used as molecular markers. UVC–induced activation of the
DNA damage repair pathway leads to the formation of –H2AX, which indicates that this
protein is a suitable marker for UV–induced DNA cross–links (13,14). The levels of –
H2AX formed in a stressed cell were used as an indicator of the degree of DNA damage
caused by UVC radiation. To locate cells which cannot be repaired and therefore are
determined for apoptosis, CC3 was used as a marker. After treatment of cells with UVC
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radiation, Caspase 3 is found to be activated by cleavage: an essential step in the
execution of the apoptotic pathway (1,15,16). Therefore, immuno–labeling of –H2AX
and CC3 allows identification of cells which are damaged by UVC radiation.
The emphasis of the present study relies on ultrastructural changes in the nucleus of
UVC–stressed cells. TEM allows for the high resolution investigation of the nucleus in full
structural detail. With an FM, on the other hand, a few labeled cells can easily be traced
in a large area. Furthermore, fluorescence labeling is much more efficient compared with
immuno–gold (IG) labeling. The advantages of FM and TEM are combined in the iLEM
(17). In the present study, iLEM was used to identify heavily damaged cells within a
large population based on IF labeling of either –H2AX or CC3. Subsequently, the
ultrastructure of these cells was investigated by TEM.
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Materials and Methods
Cell culture and UVC Irradiation
HUVECs were isolated from freshly obtained human umbilical cords provided by the
Diakonessenhuis Hospital in Utrecht, The Netherlands, with approval of the Medical Ethical
Committee and with the informed consent of the parents. The HUVECs were cultured at 37 °C in
endothelial cell growth medium (EBM–2 Bullitkit; Lonza Clonetics), enriched with serum (singlequots
EGM–2 with Penstrep–Glutamine; Lonza Clonetics). At a confluent stage, the cells were transferred
to a new flask following trypsin (Gibco) digestion. The experiments were performed on cells that
had previously undergone only two to three passages, and were grown in petridishes to a fully
cobblestone stage, and kept in culture for four days. Before treatment with UVC radiation, the
growth medium was replaced and the HUVECs were washed with HBSS (Hank’s balanced salt
solution; Gibco). A thin layer of HBSS was placed on top of the cells. The HUVECs were exposed
to 1000 J m−2 UVC (254 nm) radiation generated in a Stratalinker UV crosslinker 1800. Control cells
did not receive UVC radiation. Following treatment, the HBSS was replaced with medium enriched
with serum and the cells were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h before harvesting.
Fixing, Embedding and Cryosectioning
Following UVC treatment, the HUVECs were chemically fixed by immersion in 2% formaldehyde
(FA) and 0.2% glutaraldehyde (GA) in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 2 h at room temperature.
The cells were scraped, embedded in gelatin, cryo–protected and sectioned as described in
Chapter 3. Instead of PHEM buffer, however, here Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) was employed.
Whole–Mount Immunofluorescence Microscopy
HUVECs were grown on strips of aclar (1 x 0.5 cm; Honywell International) attached to the bottom
of a petridish with BD Matrigel (1:200; BD Biosciences). Following UVC treatment (200 J m–2), the
HUVECs were fixed for 20 min with 2% FA in 0.1M phosphate buffer and the strips were transferred
to a 12–well plate. Subsequently, the cells were rinsed three times with PBS and left overnight in
the fridge at 4 °C. The HUVECs were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X–100 in PBS for 10 min,
followed by quenching of the aldehyde groups with 100 mM ammonium chloride in PBS for 10 min.
Primary antibodies were diluted in 1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA, Fraction V; Sigma) in PBS, and
incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Mouse monoclonal anti––H2AX (Ser139; Upstate) was
diluted 1:250, and rabbit anti–CC3 was diluted 1:100 (Asp175, Cell Signaling Technology). After the
incubation of the primary antibodies, the aclar strips were washed three times for 10 min with PBS,
followed by the incubation of the secondary antibodies for 45 min at room temperature. The
secondary antibodies used were Alexa 555–conjugated goat anti–mouse IgG antibody (2 mg mL–1;
Molecular Probes) and Alexa 488–conjugated goat anti–rabbit IgG antibody (2 mg mL–1; Molecular
Probes), both diluted 1:200 in 1% BSA/PBS. Nuclear DNA was stained by DAPI (1 μg mL–1) diluted
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in PBS, for five min. Following rinsing, the aclar strips were mounted on glass slides and
subsequently embedded in Prolong Gold antifade reagent (Molecular Probes). Fluorescence
microscopy was performed using a Leitz Orthoplan light microscope equipped with a 63X, NA 1.4,
oil–immersion objective. The acquisition of the images was performed with a Leica DC350F camera
under control of IM50 Leica software. Camera exposure time and gain were kept constant for each
condition. Image processing was performed with Adobe Photoshop CS2 and CS3.
Western Blot Analysis
Equal amounts of protein were separated by SDS/PAGE (15% gels) and transferred on to PVDF
membrane. After blocking with 4% Protifar in TBST (20 mM Tris/HCl and 0.13 M NaCl containing
0.1% Tween 20) the blots were incubated with antibodies anti––H2AX (1:1000) and anti–CC3
(1:500) for 1 h. After washing and incubating, for 1 h, with horseradish peroxidase–conjugated anti–
rabbit antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) for CC3 and with horseradish peroxidase conjugated
anti–mouse antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) for –H2AX, the antigen–antibody complexes
were visualized by chemiluminescence (Thermo Scientific). As a loading control we used anti–actin
(1:5000, Amersham).
Immuno–Labeling of Thawed Cryosections for TEM and iLEM
For TEM, the grids were placed on PBS at 37 °C for 30 min to allow the pick–up solution to diffuse
away together with the 12% gelatin. The thawed cryosections were quenched with 0.02M glycine in
PBS and blocked with PBG (PBS/1% BSA/0.05% coldwater fish skin gelatin). A mouse monoclonal
anti–DNA antibody and a rabbit anti–CC3 antibody, both diluted 1:100 in PBG, were used. For the
monoclonal antibody, an extra incubation step of 20 min with rabbit anti–mouse IgG (Dako
Cytomation) diluted 1:300 in PBG was added. Following washing steps, PAG (Protein A Gold,
Utrecht Medisch Centrum) was incubated for 20 min. The grids were post fixed with 1% GA in PBS
for five min, followed by extensive washing steps with water (filtered through a Millipore 0.22 μm
membrane filter). The sections were post–stained with uranyl oxalate (pH 7.4) (18) for five min and
embedded in 1.8% methylcellulose (MC) containing 0.4% uranyl acetate (UA).
For iLEM, grids with thawed cryosections were immuno–labeled as described above. Following the
immuno–labeling with PAG, Alexa 488 conjugated to goat anti–rabbit IgG diluted 1:200 in PBG was
incubated for 45 min. Grids were stained either with uranyl oxalate (pH 7.4) for five min only, or
followed by staining with 2% UA. Subsequently, the sections were embedded into 1.8% MC or 1.8%
MC containing 0.4% aqueous UA.
TEM, iLEM and Energy–Filtered TEM
The thawed cryosections were examined using a Tecnai 10 transmission electron microscope (FEI
Company), equipped with a side–mounted MegaView II (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions) camera
(Tecnai 10). Alternatively, the sections were imaged with the iLEM; described in more detail in
Chapter 1–3. For this work, the laser–scanning microscope employed a 473 nm solid–state laser
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(CobaltBlues) (17). To produce phosphorus maps, the sections were analysed in a field–emission
electron microscope (Tecnai F20; FEI Company) equipped with a Gatan Energy filter (GIF 2001;
Gatan). Images were taken at zero–loss and mapping was performed at the phosphorus L edge at
−132 eV.
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Results
UVC Radiation Leads to Formation of –H2AX and Activation of Caspase 3
The presence of –H2AX and CC3 in mock–treated and UVC–stressed cells was
investigated using IF labeling and Western blotting (Figure 5.1). In control HUVECs, only
a few cells displayed weak –H2AX labeling (Figure 5.1A and B) in the nucleus. No
activated Caspase 3 was found in untreated cells (Figure 5.1C). After treatment of
HUVECs with UVC radiation (Figure 5.1D–F), however, most cells showed bright
labeling for –H2AX. The different levels of –H2AX observed in UVC–stressed cells
indicated various amounts of DNA damage. Interestingly, cells which displayed very high
labeling of –H2AX were also fluorescently labeled for CC3 (Figure 5.1E and F).

Figure 5.1: After UVC irradiation, –H2AX is formed and Caspase 3 is activated. Top panels:
immuno–fluorescence (IF) labeling of –H2AX and CC3 in control and UVC–stressed cells. Mock–
treated (A–C) and UVC–stressed (D–F) HUVECs were stained for DNA with DAPI (A and D), and
fluorescently labeled for both –H2AX (B and E) and CC3 (C and F). –H2AX was localized in
speckles in the nucleus of the HUVECs. Note the increase in both –H2AX and CC3 labeling as a
consequence of treatment with UVC. The scalebar represents 10 μm. G. Western blot analysis.
Left–hand lane (−) mock treatment: –H2AX was found in these cells, but no CC3 was observed.
Right–hand lane (UV): after UVC irradiation the amount of –H2AX was largely increased and
Caspase 3 was activated. Actin served as a loading control.
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Western blotting provided similar results (Figure 5.1, lower panel). In mock–treated cells,
–H2AX was found to be expressed at low levels and active Caspase 3 was absent (left
lane), whereas UVC stressed cells showed higher levels of –H2AX and CC3 labeling. In
conclusion, UVC radiation induced both the activation of Caspase 3 and increased the
levels of –H2AX.
Morphological Aspects of the Cell Nuclei of HUVECs with High Levels of –H2AX
To investigate the morphological aspects of UVC induced DNA damage in the cell
nucleus, thawed cryosections of UVC–stressed HUVECs were fluorescently labeled for
–H2AX and located with the FM module of the iLEM (Figure 5.2A). In agreement with
our previous results, almost every HUVEC displayed a certain level of –H2AX labeling.

Figure 5.2: iLEM of UVC–stressed HUVECs. The cells were fluorescently labeled for –H2AX (A–C)
2
and CC3 (D–F). An area of 100 μm was visualized with the FM module of iLEM (A and C). Note
the heavily fluorescent folds in the section (shown by arrowheads). Cells of interest are
indicated by arrows. Panels B and E show TEM images of the same areas as are shown in panel A
and D. In the bottom middle of panels A and B, a nucleus that is brightly labeled for –H2AX is
indicated with an arrow. A large cell in the centre of panel D and E showed an apoptotic
morphology and was labeled for active Caspase 3 (D). At higher magnification, the cells
indicated by arrows in panels A, B, D and E showed electron dense, round structures in the
nuclei (C and F; indicated by arrowheads). Scalebars: 10 μm in panels A, B, D and E, 2 μm in
panel C and 1 μm in panel F.
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We have focused on one particular HUVEC with a very bright –H2AX signal (Figure
5.2A and B, indicated by an arrow), indicating that it harbors more DNA damage than its
neighbors. To investigate the ultrastructure of this cell we imaged the same area with
TEM (Figure 5.2B). At higher magnification, it became obvious that the –H2AX labeling,
like in all cells, was specifically found in the nucleus (data not shown). The cytoplasm of
the cells contained large vacuolar structures, but the arrangement of heterochromatin
and euchromatin seemed to be normal. The most striking phenomenon was the
existence of a large darkly stained round structure (Figure 5.2C, indicated by an
arrowhead). Although this nuclear structure resembled the nucleolus in size, it lacked the
granular and fibrillar components and seemed also to be more condensed.

Figure 5.3: CC3 is found in cells with the unknown nuclear structure. 100 nm sections of UVC–
stressed HUVECs were labeled for CC3 with 10 nm PAG. No structural hallmarks of apoptosis are
observed, but next to the nucleolus three darker nuclear structures were found. The cells
containing these unknown structures were positively labeled for CC3 (inset, IG labeling). The
scalebar represents 2 μm.
The UVC–Induced Nuclear Structure is Found in Apoptotic Cells
The question then arose as to whether the cells that were heavily labeled for –H2AX
were determined to undergo apoptosis. Therefore we set out to investigate if the
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unknown nuclear structure might be found in cells expressing CC3. CC3 was mainly
found in cells showing obvious signs of apoptosis (Figure 5.2D and E), like chromatin
condensation and the formation of apoptotic bodies (previously reviewed (8)).
Interestingly, some cells expressing lower levels of CC3 were not directly recognizable
as apoptotic based on their structural features observed with FM and low magnification
TEM. An arrow in Figure 5.2D and E indicates such a cell; it is positively labeled for
CC3, but does not show any known morphological hallmarks of apoptosis. However, in
the high magnification TEM image (Figure 5.2F, indicated by arrowheads) the dark,
round nuclear structure was observed.

Figure 5.4: The unknown nuclear structure is found in UVC–stressed HUVECs in all stages of
apoptosis. A. Early stage of apoptosis. Except for the presence of CC3 (results not shown), the
nuclei did not show any morphological hallmarks of apoptosis, indicating that this HUVEC was in
a very early state of the apoptotic process. B. Progressed stage of apoptosis. The HUVECs
showed morphological hallmarks of apoptosis such as condensed chromatin (indicated by the
black arrows). C. The final stage of apoptosis. At this later stage, the formation of apoptotic
bodies and condensation of the chromatin was visible (indicated by black arrows). The unknown
nuclear structure was found at all stages of apoptosis (indicated by arrowheads). The nucleolus
(Nu) is indicated is each panel. The scalebars represent 1 μm.
The presence of CC3 in UVC stressed HUVECs containing this nuclear structure was
confirmed by immuno–TEM (Figure 5.3): thin thawed cryosections were labeled for CC3
and imaged with TEM. Note that in cells devoid of apoptotic morphology the number of
the gold particles was low (Figure 5.3, inset). This made searching for CC3 labeling in
TEM a tedious, if not impossible, task. Investigating the fate of cells containing this newly
discovered nuclear structure, we identified three different stages of apoptosis. In the first
stage (Figure 5.4A), the cell morphologically resembled its unaffected neighbors, except
for the presence of the dark round structure in the nucleus. The second stage was more
progressed into apoptosis (Figure 5.4B), condensation of chromatin had started and
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again the UV–induced nuclear structure was present. The final stage of apoptosis was
easily recognized by the formation of apoptotic bodies (Figure 5.4C), condensed
chromatin (arrows in Figure 5.4) and a disintegrating nucleolus. Also in this stage the
nuclear structure was found (Figure 5.4C, arrowhead).
The setup of iLEM allows easy and fast quantification of fluorescent signals, another
advantage of the instrument. Therefore we decided to employ statistical methods to
prove that cells with the nuclear structure have enhanced CC3 labeling. Indeed,
fluorescence signal from the cells with the nuclear structure, but devoid of clear
apoptotic signs, was significantly higher (23.8 counts) than the autofluorescence signal
of the neighbouring non–apoptotic cells (14.1 counts) (Table 5.1). These results showed
that the nuclear structure exists in early stages of the UVC–induced apoptosis. Its
formation coincides with the activation of Caspase 3 and it is present until the final stage
of apoptosis.
Table 5.1: Fluorescence Intensity of Normal Cells, Cells with a Nuclear Body without
Showing Signs of Apoptosis, and Apoptotic Cells.
Cell Population

Fluorescence intensity

Number of cells

(number of photons±S.D.)
Normal cells

14.1±8.8

204

Cells with the nuclear structure

23.8±11.0

22

Apoptotic cells

33.6±13.6

78

Intensity values (photon counts), after subtraction of the background, for three populations of cells:
normal cells, cells containing only nuclear bodies and cells containing both nuclear bodies and
hallmarks for apoptosis. All three populations are significantly different as determined with a T–test.
−6
Origin (Origin 6.1, OriginLab) calculates p–values of p=2.8×10 (normal compared with nuclear–
−35
structure–containing cells), p=6.3×10
(normal compared with apoptotic cells) and p=0.00237
(nuclear–structure–containing cells compared with apoptotic cells).

What Is the Nature of the Unidentified Nuclear Structure?
To determine the nature of the structure found in the nuclei of apoptotic cells, various
possibilities were taken into account. As the structure is found in early stages of
apoptosis, it is tempting to assume that the structure consists of fragmented DNA.
Formation of large DNA fragments, ranging from 50.000 to 700.000 base pairs, has
been found to be an early apoptotic event that is followed by further fragmentation into
smaller pieces of 180–200 base pairs at a later stage (20,21). A phosphorus map
created by energy–filtered TEM (22,23) confirmed that the nuclear structure had high
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levels of phosphorus, similar to those observed in the nucleolus and the heterochromatin
(Figure 5.5A–B), suggesting that it contains nucleic acids: either DNA or RNA. To
identify the type of nucleic acid, sections of UVC–stressed HUVECs were IG labeled for
DNA, and examined by TEM. The gold label was mainly found on the heterochromatin at
perinuclear and perinucleolar regions. Occasionally, DNA label was found in the
euchromatin. In late stages of apoptosis, the apoptotic bodies containing the fragmented
DNA were also labeled (results not shown), which indicates that the DNA antibody also
recognized fragmented and condensed DNA. Importantly, the new nuclear structure was
never labeled for DNA (Figure 5.5C). Another nucleic acid that could be present in the
structure is RNA. Supporting this presumption was a connection between the unknown
structure and the nucleolus, observed in some cells (Figure 5.5D, indicated by an arrow).
To further investigate if the nuclear body indeed contains RNA, a regressive EDTA
staining was performed on sections of UVC–stressed HUVECs. EDTA is a chelator that
removes the uranyl ions, employed to contrast the specimen, from all structures except
from ribonucleoprotein (RNP) bound to RNA (24). As a result, the RNA containing
structures will show higher TEM contrast compared to the other features in the
specimen. In the control sample, which was not treated with EDTA, heterochromatin at
the nuclear envelope (Figure 5.5E, indicated by an arrow) had a similar high contrast as
the UV–induced nuclear structure. After regressive EDTA staining, the contrast of
heterochromatin was bleached (Figure 5.5F, indicated by an arrow). Interestingly, the
contrast of the nuclear structure was not affected (Figure 5.5F), indicating that the newly
found nuclear structure indeed contains RNA–bound RNP. The high phosphorus content
of the nuclear structure and the presence of RNPs indicate that the nuclear structure
harbors RNA.
Figure 5.5 (next page): The round nuclear structure found in UVC–induced apoptotic cells does
not contain DNA, but does contain RNA. A. In the zero–loss image the unknown nuclear
structure was as dark as the heterochromatin close to the nuclear envelope. B. Compared with
the nucleoplasm, the phosphorus map showed high phosphorus contents in heterochromatin
and the nuclear structure, indicating the presence of nucleic acid. C. A high–magnification
electron micrograph of the nucleus of UVC–stressed HUVECs labeled for DNA with immuno–gold
(10 nm PAG). The label was restricted to the heterochromatin located at the nuclear envelope
(indicated by black arrows), but it is never found in the structure of interest. D. In a few cases
the electron–dense nuclear structure was directly connected to the nucleolus (Nu). E. UVC–
stressed HUVECs were post–stained with UA for five min. Note the highly contrasted
heterochromatin (indicated by arrows) and nuclear structure. F. After treatment with EDTA the
contrast of heterochromatin (indicated by arrows) was bleached, whereas the contrast of the
nuclear structure was not affected. Cyt, cytoplasm. The scalebars indicate 200 nm in panels A, B,
C and D and 500 nm in panels E and F.
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Discussion
In the present study we set out to analyze the morphological changes of the cell nucleus
induced by UVC radiation. Here, the advantages of the iLEM in life science research
were demonstrated.
The Advantages of iLEM
The present study has shown that iLEM is an excellent tool for fast analysis of complex
biological events. In tissue or, as demonstrated in the present study, in cultured cells,
certain processes occur in only a subset of cells in the sample. After IG labeling those
cells need to be found at high magnification, which is comparable with finding a 5 cm ball
on a soccer field. In addition, IG labeling in general is less efficient than IF labeling. With
iLEM, the material under investigation is labeled by fluorescence markers and the
positively labeled cells can easily and quickly be found in the FM mode. The area of
interest can be directly analyzed at high resolution in the electron microscope and does
not need further manipulations, like searching the same area on an in–parallel labeled
thin section (25,26) or additional transfer from the light to the electron microscope (27).
iLEM will speedup microscopic investigations and provide a powerful tool to find ‘the
needle in the haystack’ (see also Chapter 1 and 9).
Morphological Aspects of Apoptosis in Human Cells
Apoptosis follows a very reproducible chain of events, which is similar in various cell
types and species (8). In a cell–free system, Toné et al. (12) defined four distinct stages
of the apoptotic process in the nucleus based on chromatin condensation (12). We
wanted to analyze and identify these different stages in intact human cells to find
structural markers for early apoptosis. On UVC–induced apoptosis in HUVECs, stage 1
could not be recognized according to the criteria of Toné et al. (12). In early apoptosis,
HUVECs morphologically resembled the non–apoptotic stage where the heterochromatin
is always found in the proximity of the nuclear envelope as in unaffected cells. However,
an unknown nuclear structure was observed that appears already in very early stages of
apoptosis. This spherical structure is electron dense and has a diameter of approx. 0.3–
2 μm; sometimes it is as large as the nucleolus. This nuclear structure is observed
throughout all stages of apoptosis (Figure 5.4). It is observed in CC3–expressing cells
and it appears before stage 2 of apoptosis, which coincides with the extensive
fragmentation of DNA (9,12). The newly found nuclear structure is rich in phosphorus
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(Figure 5.5B), hence it contains nucleic acids. DNA labeling demonstrated that the
nuclear structure does not embody DNA (Figure 5.5C), but the regressive EDTA method
indicates that RNA–bound RNP is one of its main components (Figure 5.5F).
Identification of the Nuclear Structure Found in Apoptotic Cells
Several nuclear compartments have been found to be distorted during the apoptotic
processes; one of them is the nucleolus. A sign of UV–induced apoptosis is the
segregation of the nucleolus into a fibrillar and a granular compartment (7). This event is
found to coincide with Caspase 3 activation (28). In a few cases, the nuclear structure
has a thin connection with the nucleolus (Figure 5.5D). Therefore it is tempting to
suggest that this structure is a product of the disruption of the nucleolus; however, it is
morphologically different to the dense fibrillar or granular compartment of the segregated
nucleolus found in previous studies (7,29,30). Furthermore, in some nuclei of UVC
stressed cells, intact nucleoli were found present together with up to five nuclear bodies
(Figures 5.3 and 5.4A).
Biggiogera et al. (31,32) described heterogeneous clusters of RNPs, which are formed in
the nucleus during induced and spontaneous apoptosis. The clusters contain inter– and
peri–chromatin granula, nucleolar components and perichromatin fibrils. It has been
shown that these HERDS (heterogeneous ectopic RNP–derived structures) are markers
of transcriptional arrest and they were proposed to be storage sites for RNPs (31,32).
Although the nuclear structure found in the present study also appears after the start of
apoptosis and contains RNPs, there are reasons to assume that it is not a HERDS. First,
during chromatin condensation the HERDS extrude into the cytoplasm. In the present
study, the unknown structure was never observed outside the nucleus. Even in apoptotic
bodies, it remained in close proximity of the condensed chromatin. Secondly,
morphologically the nuclear structure does not resemble HERDS. HERDS are mainly
composed of a ‘cloud’ of RNP granule clusters. The nuclear structure, however, appears
to be condensed, and individual granules are not recognizable.
Nuclear Stress Bodies
Heat–shock treatment of human cells induces the formation of a nuclear body, which is
composed of a cluster of perichromatin granules merged into a highly packed core.
These structures are referred to as nuclear stress granules, HSF1 (heat–shock factor 1)
granules, HAP granules or stress–induced SAM68 nuclear bodies (33). Here, we will use
the term nSB (nuclear stress body) as in the review by Biamonti (33). In the nSB an
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accumulation of RNA, RNA–splicing factors, RNA polymerase, HSF1 and other proteins
are found (34–37). The retention of splicing factors in the nSBs is thought to regulate
alternative splicing following stress treatment (35,38); however, hitherto the formation
and the exact function of the nSBs remain unclear (39). The nSBs show remarkable
morphological similarities to the nuclear structure found in UVC–stressed HUVECs. The
nSBs associate with nucleoli and have a size of 0.3–3 μm (34–36), again very similar to
nuclear

structure

identified

in

this

work.

Furthermore,

structures

resembling

perichromatin granules were often observed close to the UV–induced nuclear structure
(Figures 5.5C and 5.5F), which is also the case for nSBs. Both the nSBs and the nuclear
structure are not affected by regressive EDTA treatment (Figure 5.5F) (34). Taken
together, it can be assumed that the novel nuclear structure found in apoptotic HUVECs
is an nSB. The nSBs are hitherto not associated with the apoptotic pathway. Therefore,
if the nuclear structure of the present study and nSB are identical, the present results
provide new implications on the role of nSBs. Further research is needed to verify
whether the newly discovered apoptotic nuclear structures are indeed nSBs.
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Where does it hurt?

For all those suffering from FSHD
‘Give me freedom, give me fire, give me reason, take me higher
See the champions, take the field now, you define us, make us feel proud
When I get older I will be stronger
They’ll call me freedom, just like a wavin’ flag
So wave your flag, now wave your flag, now wave your flag’
-

‘Wave your flag’, K’naan

http://tinyurl.com/iLEM–Chapter06
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Where does it hurt?
Navigating to Facio Scapulo Humeral Dystrophy Affected Cells with
Integrated Laser and Electron Microscopy
Abstract: Facio Scapulo Humeral Dystrophy (FSHD) is the third most common form of
muscle dystrophy, affecting 1:15000 individuals worldwide. Although the genetic basis
for the disease is well established, much remains to be elucidated about the cellular
processes resulting in the progressive weakening and loss of the muscles in FSHD
patients. Due to the heterogeneous expression of the disease, one of the main
challenges in the study of FSHD is the identification of diseased cells within a specimen.
In this chapter, the utility of integrated Laser and Electron Microscopy (iLEM) in the study
of FSHD on a cellular level is investigated. We exploit the advantages of the iLEM by
navigating to diseased cells within muscle biopsies. We demonstrate the quick
localization of FSHD affected cells within a patient muscle biospy, based on immuno–
fluorescence (IF) labeling of creatine kinase (CK) which forms crystalline inclusions in
the mitochondria of diseased cells. Furthermore, iLEM was employed in the study of a
mouse model system for FSHD. Mice overexpressing FRG1, a candidate protein for the
development of FSHD, show a phenotype which is morphologically and functionally
similar to patients. In muscle biopsies of these mice, iLEM identified atrophic cells based
on labeling for Cleaved Caspase 3 (CC3). In search of a biomarker specifically
expressed in FSHD, our next aim was to target DUX4. The genetic defects causing
FSHD result in stabilization of DUX4 mRNA, indicating that DUX4 mRNA or the protein
itself is involved in the disease. With iLEM, DUX4 could readily be targeted in
overexpressing C2C12 mouse myoblasts.
These results provide excellent examples demonstrating the power of the iLEM. iLEM
allows not only for the identification of diseased cells within muscle biopsies but also in
the study of FSHD model systems, making it an important tool for further research of the
pathology of this disease.
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Introduction
Facio Scapulo Humeral Dystrophy (FSHD) causes progressive weakening and
dystrophy of skeletal muscles, generally starting in face, shoulder blades and upper
arms and progressing to the lower limbs (1). FSHD is an autosomal dominant disease
with a worldwide prevalence of 1:15000, and the are approximately 900 registered
patients in the Netherlands (2). In 1990, the gene responsible for FSHD–1 (95%–98% of
the FSHD cases) was located to chromosome 4qter; the subtelomeric region (terminal
end; ter) on the long arm (q) of chromosome 4. This locus harbors an array of directly
adjacent copies of a sequence of 3,300 base pairs; the D4Z4 unit. Consisting of 11–150
copies of D4Z4 in healthy individuals, the array is contracted to 1–10 repeats in FSHD–1
patients (3,4). The D4Z4 unit contains the double homeobox gene coding for DUX4
which, owing to its two homeodomains, can bind DNA and is identified as a transcription
factor that can activate other genes (5). DUX4 is expressed in human testis, most
probably in germline cells, and in pluripotent cells. This suggests a role for DUX4 in early
developmental stages (6). Interestingly, DUX4 mRNA and protein was found in
myoblasts derived from FSHD patients, whereas its expression is normally repressed in
these cells (7).
FSHD: The Underlying Genetic Model
A major breakthrough, for the FSHD patients and for the scientific field, was the
postulation of a genetic model describing the complex prerequisites for FSHD–1
pathology (8) (Figure 6.1). Aside from the contraction of the of the D4Z4 array, the FSHD
permissive chromosome 4qA carries a mRNA stabilizing polyadenylation signal in the
pLAM region directly distal to the last D4Z4 unit. Contractions of D4Z4 on chromosome
4qB and 10q, which lack this sequence, are not pathogenic. Furthermore, in FSHD
patients the D4Z4 array is hypomethylated, creating an open chromatin structure (9).
This epigenetic de–repression of the DUX4 gene and the stabilization of its transcripts
most likely accounts for its increased expression found in FSHD cell lines. The D4Z4
contraction, the poly–adenylation signal stabilizing the DUX4 mRNA, and the chromatin
relaxation of the D4Z4 array observed in patients provide convincing evidence that the
transcription and stabilization of DUX4 mRNA is required for FSHD.
It remains to be elucidated what the role of DUX4 is in the pathology of this disease.
Studies are complicated by the expression profile of DUX4; low numbers of FSHD
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muscle cell precursors express comparatively high levels of DUX4 (6,10), whereas in the
majority of the cells no DUX4 mRNA is detected. More importantly, the expression of
DUX4 in FSHD muscle biopsies is hitherto not demonstrated (11).

Figure 6.1: A genetic model for FSHD. A cartoon representation of the FSHD locus on
chromosome 4qter is shown, and the relative positions of candidate genes ANT–1, FRG1, DUX4c
and FRG2 are indicated. A. In healthy individuals, the D4Z4 array embodies 11–150 repeats (grey
triangles) harboring the DUX4 gene, and is epigenetically repressed by its closed chromatin
structure (narrow circles). B. In FSHD permissive chromosomes, the mRNA stabilizing pLAM
sequence is adjacent to the DUX4 gene. The D4Z4 repeat array is contracted to 1–10 units,
which results in hypomethylation of the DNA and the histones, yielding an ‘open’ chromatin
configuration (broad circles). C. The three exons in the most distal DUX4 repeat and the pLAM
region are indicated. Below, two splicing variants of pathogenic full length DUX–4 RNA (fl–DUX4)
are depicted, found in samples derived from FSHD patients. This model is based on the results
described in the references mentioned in the text and (8,10–13).
A possible explanation could be that the DUX4 expression during the late development
of muscle cells induces a cascade of myopathic events resulting in FSHD. As a
transcription factor, DUX4 has multiple targets. It inhibits the expression of genes
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involved in oxidative stress and influences the expression of other transcription factors,
including PITX1 and MyoD (7,14–16). PITX1 is involved in hind limp development and
left/right symmetry, often found to be disturbed in FSHD patients (7). MyoD and its
downstream genes are involved in muscle cell differentiation and are downregulated by
DUX4 (14–16). Finally, DUX4 is found to activate the p53 pathway leading to muscle cell
death in zebrafish and mice (17).
Alternative FSHD Candidate Genes
Other FSHD candidate genes, including ANT1, FRG1, DUX4c, and FRG2, where
proposed to be involved in FSHD, due to their localization 40–120 kbp (kilo base pairs)
upstream of the D4Z4 microsatellite repeat array (18–24) (Figure 6.1). However, the role
of these candidate proteins in FSHD pathology is still under much debate. Conflicting
reports have been published on the change in expression levels of these proteins in
FSHD (14,19,25–27). The inconsistencies could partly be explained by the usage of
different methods employed to obtain these results, and by the heterogeneity of FSHD
expression in the samples. It remains to be elucidated if any of these candidate proteins
indeed play part in FSHD pathology.
Challenges in FSHD Research
Although the underlying genetic model causing FSHD is well established, a detailed
molecular mechanism of the disease and the proteins involved remains to be unraveled.
Complicating the research on FSHD is the heterogeneous expression of the disease; its
progression varies from patient to patient (28,29) and the onset and speed of dystrophy
can even vary within different muscle groups (1). The outcome of genetic or protein
expression studies of bulk specimen, like biopsies or cultured muscle cells, are
influenced by numerous factors. Results can vary based on inter specimen variation;
where in the muscle the biopsy was taken, the severity of FSHD progression, culturing
and differentiation protocols of the muscle cells (11), and even the lifestyle of the patient.
An intense training session the previous day, for instance, can result in symptoms of
oxidative stress in the muscle tissue. Intra specimen variety can result from the presence
of other cell types in the sample, e.g. fibroblasts, inflammatory cells and red blood cells.
Furthermore, heterogeneity in type, differentiation, and FSHD progression within a
population of isolated satellite cells results in genetic variations in the myoblasts and
myotubes cultured from these precursors (11). To circumvent some of the interspecimen
variation, large groups of samples should be analyzed. Moreover, in comparative studies
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only biopsies should be analyzed that are derived from the same muscle type at similar
time–points in FSHD progression (26). However, these resolutions do not allow for
identification and subsequent characterization of cells affected by FSHD within the
samples.
By combining fluorescence microscopy (FM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) in a single set–up, the integrated Laser and Electron Microscope (iLEM) offers
unique possibilities in the analysis of heterogeneous samples. To identify diseased cells
within a muscle biopsy or within a population of cultured muscle precursor cells,
fluorescently labeled FSHD biomarkers can be used. First, the fluorescence microscope
allows for localization of the region of interest (ROI) within the sample, and, next, these
cells can be studied at high resolution with the transmission electron microscope.
Due to its heterogeneous expression, the research of FSHD using conventional
biochemical techniques and genetic screenings is challenging. More importantly, these
approaches have proven in the past to yield divergent and irreproducible results. In this
study, we aim to investigate the potential of iLEM in the navigation to FSHD affected
cells in muscle biopsies and, in addition, characterize potential biomarkers for the
identification of the areas of interest. The iLEM identified the regions of interest in
muscle biopsies from an FSHD patient and from a mouse model system for this disease.
Furthermore, the prospects of DUX4 as a biomarker for FSHD were investigated.
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Materials and Methods
Muscle Biopsies, Cell Culture, Fixation and Embedding
A needle biopsy from the thigh muscle of a male FSHD patient was obtained with informed consent.
The biopsy was fixed in 4% formaldehyde (FA, from paraformaldehyde, Sigma–Aldrich) in PHEM
buffer (composed of 60 mM PIPES (MERCK), 25 mM HEPES (MERCK), 10 mM EGTA (Sigma–
Aldrich) and 2 mM MgCl (MERCK), pH adjusted to 6.9 ) for 2 h at room temperature, continued by
overnight fixation at 4 °C. The muscle tissue was washed in PHEM buffer to remove the fixative, cut
into ~1 mm3 sized blocks and embedded in drops of 12% gelatin in PHEM buffer. The sample
blocks were cut out from the solidified gelatin drop, and cryo–protected by 48 h infiltration in 1.8M
sucrose in water (filtered through a Millipore 0.22 μm membrane filter). Next, the blocks were
plunge frozen into liquid nitrogen. The frozen specimens were freeze substituted and embedded in
Lowicryl HM20 according to the optimized protocol (Chapter 2).
For C2C12 cultures, plates and dishes were coated with collagen (Purecol, Advanced Biomatrix) for
1 hr at 37 °C, 1:30 diluted in water and then dried for at least 30 min. Before plating the cells, plates
and dishes were washed with Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS). C2C12 cells were maintained
subconfluent in DMEM (11880) supplemented with 20% Fetal Calf Serum (Gibco), 1% pen/strep
(Gibco), 1% glucose (Gibco) and 1% glutamax (Gibco). Transfections were performed using
lipofectamine reagent (Invitrogen), combined with plus reagent (Invitrogen) according to
manufacturer’s instructions in 9 cm dishes with 5 μg pCS2–mkgDUX4. MKG marks the start of an
open reading frame (ORF) found in the DZ 182 basepairs upstream of the MAL ORF identified to
code for DUX4. Previously, transfection with mkgDUX4 was shown to produce full length DUX4
(30). 24 hrs post–transfection, the cells were fixed with 4% in PHEM buffer, scraped, embedded in
gelatin, cryo–protected, freeze substituted and finally embedded in Lowicryl HM20 resin as
described in Chapter 2.
Transgenic C57BL/6J mice overexpressing human FRG1 were maintained as described previously
(31). After sacrificing the mice, the Vastus Lateralis muscle was isolated, cut longitudinally into three
pieces and transferred into the fixative. The biopsies were fixed with 2% FA and 0.2%
glutaraldehyde (GA) in PHEM buffer, cryo–protected and frozen in liquid nitrogen as described
above for the muscle biopsy for the FSHD patient. Here, cryo–protection was performed in 2.3M
sucrose in PHEM buffer according to the Tokuyasu method (32,33) (Chapter 3). The frozen
specimens were stored in liquid nitrogen until cryosectioning.
Immuno–Labeling of Thin Sections for iLEM
To immuno–label Lowicryl embedded material, thin 70 nm resin sections were produced and
mounted on a TEM grid. Free aldehyde groups were quenched by washing the sections five times
for two min on drops of 0.02M glycin in PHEM buffer. Aspecific binding of the antibody was
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minimized by washing the sections on drops of blocking buffer (1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) in
PHEM) for 15 min before incubating with the primary antibody. Lowicryl sections of the FSHD
muscle biopsy were labeled for CK (Rabbit anti–creatin kinase, diluted 1:300 in blocking buffer, a
generous gift from prof. J. Smeitink), and C2C12 cells for DUX4 (Rabbit anti–DUX4 E5.5 (34), diluted
1:10 in blocking buffer). The primary antibodies were first targeted with Protein A Gold (PAG, UMC
Utrecht, the Netherlands) and next with Goat anti–Rabbit conjugated to Alexa 488 (diluted 1:200 in
blocking buffer, Invitrogen). In between the labeling steps, the unbound antibodies were removed
by washing the sections five times for two min in 0.1% BSA in PHEM. Following three brief, and
seven two min washing steps on PHEM buffer, the labeling was stabilized by fixation with 4% FA in
PHEM for 15 min. The sections were then washed five times two min on PHEM buffer and five
times two min on water. The excess of water was removed from the sections by gently tipping the
side of the grid on moist filterpaper, and then the grids were placed in an open gridbox to dry in the
air.
A similar procedure is employed for the immuno–labeling of thawed cryosections of FRG1
overexpressing mice Vastus lateralis biopsy samples, processed according to the Tokuyasu
method. Thin 80 nm cryosections were cut at –120 °C, picked up in a drop of 1% methylcellulose
(MC) and 1.15M sucrose in phosphatebuffer, thawed and mounted on a TEM grid. Before starting
the labeling procedure, the pick–up solution was melted away by incubating the grids for 20 min on
PBS at 37 °C. Quenching, blocking, immuno–labeling and washings steps were performed as
described above. Rabbit anti–CC3 (Asp175, diluted 1:10 in blocking buffer, Cell Signalling
Technology) was employed as a primary antibody, which was targeted with PAG and goat anti–
rabbit conjugated to Tetramethyl Rhodamine Isothiocyanate (TRITC, diluted 1:200 in blocking
buffer, Invitrogen). Following stabilization of the labeling with 4% FA as described above, the
thawed cryosections were rinsed five times two min in PBS, and next ten times briefly in water. The
sections were contrasted according to the 2+Staining procedure described in Chapter 3 and
embedded in 1.8% MC in water.
Immuno–Labeling of Thick Thawed Cryosections for Fluorescence Microscopy
For FM analysis of the FRG1 transfected mouse Vastus Lateralis, 450 nm glossy looking
cryosections were produced at –101 °C and mounted on silan coated glass slides. The pick–up
solution was melted away at 37 °C by washing the sections four times for five min with pre–warmed
PBS, followed by five additional two min washing steps in PBS at room temperature. The free
aldehyde groups in the sections were quenched by washing five times for two min on drops of
0.02M glycine (MERCK) in PBS. To reduce the level of autofluorescence, the sections were
incubated for five min with 0.01 mg mL–1 sodium borohydride (Roche) followed by washing
thoroughly five times for two min. Next, the nonspecific binding of the antibody was prevented by
incubating the sections for 15 min with blocking buffer, followed by 1 h incubation with mouse anti–
FRG1 (1:10 in blocking buffer, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) or rabbit anti–CC3. The sections
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were rinsed five times for two min in 0.1% BSA in PBS to remove the unbound antibody, which was
followed by incubation with goat anti–mouse Alexa 488 for FRG1 labeled sections or with goat anti–
rabbit Alexa 488 for CC3 labeled sections. After washing another five times for two min with PBS,
the nuclei were stained by incubation with 0.05 mg mL–1 DAPI (DAKO) in PBS. Finally, after five
times two min washing in first PBS and next water, the thawed cryosections were embedded in
Prolong Gold (Invitrogen).
Imaging
The resin sections and the thin thawed cryosections were imaged with the iLEM (35), as described
in Chapter 2. For the images in Figure 6.3A – C and 6.8A – C, a 488 nm laser (Bluephoton,
Omicron Laserage Laserprodukte GmbH) was employed, whereas for the FM images in Figure 6.5
a 532 nm laser (NewPort corporation) was used to excite the fluorophores. The TEM images in
Figure 6.2A and B and Figure 6.7 were recorded on Kodak 4489 sheet films with the plate camera
of a Jeol 1010 (stationed at Cell Microscopy Centre, Utrecht Medical Centre, Utrecht, the
Netherlands). Here, an acceleration voltage of 60 kV was employed for imaging the resin sections
(Figure 6.2A and B) and 80 kV for imaging the thawed cryosections (Figure 6.7).
The FM images shown in Figure 6.4 were obtained with an Olympos AX70 wide field fluorescence
microscope, using a 100X, NA 1.3, oil immersion objective. The images were recorded using a
Nikon DXM1200 digital camera operating under Nikon ACT–1 software.
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Results and Discussion
iLEM Navigates to Diseased Cells in FSHD Muscle Biopsies
The first aim of this study was to validate if the iLEM is a suitable tool to identify and
navigate to FSHD affected regions in heterogeneous samples. A muscle biopsy was
taken from the quadriceps femoris of a 67 year old male FSHD patient. Structural
analysis of the biopsy with TEM revealed that in a subset of the muscle fibers electron
dense crystalline structures were formed in mitochondria (Figure 6.2A and B). The
mitochondrial inclusions were positively labeled for Creatine Kinase (CK) (Figure 6.2C
and D).

Figure 6.2: Creatine Kinase (CK) forms crystalline inclusions in mitochondria of FSHD muscle
fibers. A muscle biopsy of an FSHD was chemically fixed and embedded in Epon (A and B) or in
Lowicryl HM20 resin (C and D). A. A low magnification TEM image of an area in the periphery of
the muscle cell. B. A higher magnification image of the area indicated in panel A. The
arrowheads indicate the crystalline inclusions in the mitochondria. Lowicryl sections of FSHD
muscle biopsy were labeled with immuno–gold (IG) for CK. C. A low maginification TEM image
shows mitchondria harboring CK crystals. D. A high magnification image of the area indicated in
C reveals IG labeling of CK on the crystalline structures (arrowheads). Scalebars represent 1 μm
in panels A and C and 500 nm in panels B and D.
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In cells demanding high and fluctuating levels of chemical energy, like in muscle tissue,
one of the main functions of mitochondrial CK is to create an ‘energy buffer’. CK
catalyzes a reaction between the energy providing adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and
creatine resulting in the formation of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and phosho–
creatine. Unlike ATP, phospho–creatine is metabolically inactive and comparatively
higher concentrations can be stored in the cell. Upon increased energy demand, the
cross–phosphorylation reaction is reversed and the required ATP is produced (36). In
mitochondrial diseases and upon energy deficiency, CK levels are compensated by
overexpression. The overexpressed enzyme was found to form crystalline structures in
mitochondria (37–39). Previously, the crystalline inclusions were identified in the
mitochondria of muscle tissue of a patient suffering for limb girdle muscular dystrophy
(40). Here, we aim to employ the immuno–labeling of these crystalline inclusions to
navigate to the FSHD affected cells within the biopsy. Thin 70 nm cross–sections of
Lowicryl resin embedded muscle tissue were immuno–labeled for CK with Alexa 488 and
Protein A Gold (PAG) (see Materials and Methods and Chapter 2). The specimens were
imaged with the iLEM (Figure 6.3). Apart from artifacts in the specimen, e.g. dust and
section folding, positively labeled regions are readily visible (Figure 6.3A). Interestingly,
laser scattering images of the specimen clearly reveal the muscle cells present in the
section (Figure 6.3B, MC). This allowed us to map the fluorescent signal in the boxed
area to the periphery of a muscle fiber. When investigating the same area with the TEM
mode of the iLEM, the labeled CK could be visualized in its ultrastructural context
(Figure 6.3C). The crystalline structures could clearly be discerned in the mitochondria
present in between the muscle fibrils and in large clusters close to the plasma
membrane (Figure 6.3C). Here, cells showing this typical sign of mitochondrial myopathy
caused by deficient energy supplies could easily be identified within the biopsy with
iLEM. There is currently no evidence that directly links the formation of CK crystals
specifically to FSHD pathology. The disturbed energy metabolism, resulting in these CK
inclusions, could be a symptom of the disease rather than a cause. These results,
however, do show that the iLEM greatly facilitates the rapid identification and
subsequent detailed analysis of diseased cells within patient biopsies.
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Figure 6.3: iLEM navigates to CK crystals in a muscle biopsy of an FSHD patient. Sections of
Lowicryl embedded FSHD muscle biopsy were labeled for CK with immuno–gold (IG) and
immuno–fluorescence (IF) and imaged with the iLEM. A. A fluorescence image and B. a
scattering image of an area of 200x200 μm. Arrowheads indicate some fluorescent folds and
dust on the section. In the scattering image, the outlines of the muscle cells (MC) are clearly
visible. C. A TEM/FM overlay image of the area indicated in panels A and B showing a muscle cell
(MC) and a capillary (C). D. A higher magnification image of the boxed area in panel C reveals the
IG labeling of the CK crystals in mitochondria (M) lying in between the muscle fibrils (MF). The
scalebars represent 20 μm in panels A and B, 3 μm in panel C and 500 nm in panel D.
FRG1 Overexpressing Mice: an FSHD Animal Model
Currently, most studies aiming to unravel the mystery behind the cellular processes
involved in FSHD are performed on muscle precursor cell lines (6,10,41–47). Moreover,
the development and study of FSHD animal models is of high importance for FSHD
research (48,49,31,50). Therefore, our next aim was to investigate the potential of iLEM
in the study of an FSHD animal model system. Until recently, no viable FSHD animal
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model was available. Gabellini and co–workers reported that FRG1 overexpressing mice
display a phenotype which strikingly resembles the functional and structural
characteristics of FSHD (48). The mice show an abnormal curvature of the spine,
muscle atrophy, and a reduction in exercise tolerance. Structural features associated
with dystrophy were also observed, such as increased connective tissue, nuclei located
in the centre of the muscle fiber, and muscle fiber necrosis. These effects could be
rescued by knocking down the FRG1 RNA via RNA interference (RNAi) (30,48). RNAi
via recombinant adeno–associated virus (rAAV) is therefore a promising approach for
the treatment of FSHD.

Figure 6.4: IF labeling of FRG1 and CC3 with Alexa 488 on thawed cryosections of FRG1
overexpressing mouse muscle biopsies. A. Nuclei positively labeled for FRG1 are found in the
centre (indicated with an asterisk in panel A and B) and periphery of the muscle fibers. B. A
merge of the Alexa 488 and DAPI signal confirms that FRG1 labeling localizes to the nuclei of the
muscle fibers. Thick cryosections produced from the same sample block were labeled for FRG1
(C and D) or CC3 (E and F). Panels D and F show merges of DAPI staining with the labeling of
FRG1 and CC3, respectively. The arrowheads indicate nuclei which are positively labeled for both
FRG1 and CC3. IF labeling of FRG1 and CC3 was performed on separate sections. However, the
same nuclei could be identified in the different sections based on their position relative to each
other and their surroundings. The scalebars represent 2 μm.
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Biopsies of FRG1 overexpressing mice Vastus Lateralis (thigh muscle) were chemically
fixed and processed according to the Tokuyasu method (see Materials and Methods and
Chapters 1 and 3). The expression of FRG1 was confirmed by performing an IF labeling
on 400 nm thawed cryosections of the muscle biopsy. In agreement with previous results
(50–52), FM revealed positive IF labeling of FRG1 in the nuclei: in the euchromatin and
the nucleous (Figure 6.4 A and B). DAPI staining and the IF labeling showed the
presence of centrally located nuclei in the muscle fiber, a sign of myopathy (38) and
dystrophy (47). Furthermore, fluorescent staining of the myofibrils and connective tissue
was observed. The connective tissue was a–specifically stained by the anti–mouse
antibody targeting the primary mouse anti–FRG1 antibody (data not shown). The
labeling of the myofibrils could be ascribed to the previously found association of FRG1
to actin and the sacromere (51,52).
Identification of Atrophic Muscle Cells in FRG1 Overexpressing Mice
FRG1 overexpressing mice showed a reduction in body weight which was attributed to
muscle atrophy (48), but the processes resulting in the wasting of the muscles remain to
be elucidated. Activation of Caspase 3 by cleavage, resulting in apoptosis (programmed
cell death) (53), was found to be increased in muscle biopsies of FSHD patients (21,54).
Furthermore, in DUX4 overexpressing cells CC3 was also found to be upregulated (17),
implying a role for the Caspase 3 mediated apoptotic pathway in the muscle atrophy
observed in FSHD (17,54). Indeed, positive IF labeling for CC3 was also observed in a
subset of the FRG1 overexpressing muscle fibers (Figure 6.4 C–F). To investigate the
structural

characteristics

of

these

cells,

thin

thawed

cryosections

of

FRG1

overexpressing mouse Vastus Lateralis were IG and IF labeled for CC3 and 2+Stained
(see Chapter 3). CC3 positive nuclei were readily found with the iLEM (Figure 6.5A).
Figure 6.5B and C show a nucleus positively labeled for CC3, found in the periphery of
the muscle fiber. No morphological hallmarks of apoptosis, e.g. chromatin condensation,
were observed, indicating that this muscle cell was not far into the process of
programmed cell death (Chapter 5). This result illustrates that muscle fiber apoptosis
can be identified and studied with iLEM, even in early stages of the process. Figure
6.5D–F shows a muscle fiber where CC3 immuno–labeling is not only found in the
nucleus, but also throughout the cell, mostly located in between the muscle fibrils. In
contrast to the muscle fiber shown in 6.5A–C, here we observed large lysosomal
structures. Moreover, a nuclear structure was observed, which closely resembled the
UVC induced apoptotic body identified in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.5: iLEM identifies apoptotic muscle fibers in FRG1 overexpressing mouse muscle
biopsies. iLEM imaging of thin 90 nm thawed cryosections of Vastus Lateralis samples, showing
low (A–C) and high (D–E) levels of IF and IG labeling for CC3 (A and D). Fluorescence images of
areas of 210 x 210 μm on the grid. Note the fluorescence signal from folds in the section and dirt
(arrowheads). The fluorescence signals from the areas indicated with the white square are
overlaid on TEM images of the same area (B and E). The images show various muscle cells (MC),
positively labeled nuclei (N) and a small capillary (C, in panel B). Panels C and F show high
magnification TEM images of the areas indicated in panel B and E, respectively. At this
magnification the PAG labeling for CC3 becomes apparent; the nucleolus (Nu) is free from
labeling. The nuclear envelope (NE) and the muscle fibrils (MF) are indicated. The arrowhead in
panel F points to a dense structure in the nucleus closely resembling the nuclear body
associated with apoptosis that was first described in Chapter 5 of this work. Scalebars represent
30 μm in panels A and D, 5 μm in panel B and E and 500 nm in panel C and F.
iLEM analysis furthermore revealed the presence of muscle cells showing advanced
levels of degradation, including disruption or complete loss of the muscle fibrils
architecture, formation of large lysosomes, and mitochondrial swelling (Figure 6.6A and
B). Whereas the latter has previously been attributed to more progressed stages of
apoptosis (51), these features was also observed in necrotic muscle fibres (52,55).
Possibly, some of the damaged muscle fibers observed in the biopsy are necrotic,
undergoing uncontrolled cell death. The immuno–labeling observed in these cells could
be explained by a–specific binding of the secondary antibodies. Indeed, control immuno–
labeling experiments showed that when the primary antibody was omitted from the
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procedure, positive labeling of these cells could still be observed. The observation of
inflammatory cells, more specifically eosinophil granulocytes (Figure 6.7), in between the
muscle cells further confirms that necrosis took place within the biopsied muscle (55).
The inflammatory response is proposed to be activated to remove cytotoxic cellular
debris resulting from necrotic breakdown of the muscle fibers. Necrotic breakdown (56),
activation of the inflammatory response (57,58) and the apoptotic pathway (17,21,54)
were earlier identified in FSHD, indicating that the observations in this model system can
be correlated to the pathology of the disease.
The above results demonstrate that iLEM is an apt tool to navigate to the region of
interest in an FSHD mouse model. Furthermore, iLEM analysis indicates that the
reduction in muscle weight observed in FRG1 overexpressing cells is a result of both
apoptosis and necrosis of the muscle fibers.

Figure 6.6: Identification of necrotic cells in muscle biopsies of FRG1 overexpressing mice. A. In
necrotic muscle cells (nMC) muscle fibers (MF) are no longer recognizable and lysosomes are
observed. In the adjacent muscle cell (MC), muscle fibrils (MF) and mitochondria (M) are
structurally intact. B. A high magnification TEM image of the boxed area in panel A reveals
distended mitochondria (dM). Scalebars represent 2 μm in panel A and 500 nm in panel B.
DUX4 Overexpression in Transfected Mouse Myoblasts
Although FRG1 overexpressing mice closely mimic the structural and functional effects
of FSHD observed in patients, the role of this protein in the progression of the disease is
still under debate. Currently, DUX4 is the leading candidate to be involved in FSHD
pathology. Therefore, there is a great need to characterize the spatial and temporal
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expression profile of DUX4 RNA and protein. The rare occurrence of DUX4 positive cells
in muscle precursor cells cultured from FSHD satellite cells makes it difficult to study its
effects. With iLEM, we hope to identify DUX4 positive cells, based on IF labeling, and
next study these cells at high resolution with TEM. DUX4 overexpressing mice
myoblasts, embedded in Lowicryl HM20, were employed for the optimalization of our
immuno–labeling protocol. 70 nm Lowicryl resin sections were IG and IF labeled for
DUX4 and imaged with the iLEM (Figure 6.8). Approximately 30–40% of the myoblasts
in the section were expressing DUX4, observed as different fluorescence labeling
intensity levels in the nuclei of these cells (Figure 6.8A–C). Interestingly, DUX4 often
showed a spotted labeling pattern throughout the nucleus. Further investigation of these
cells with TEM revealed the presence of 0.2–1 μm sized electron dense clusters at these
sites, which were heavily labeled with IG (Figure 6.8D–E). Since the occurrence of the
clusters correlates with high levels of IF and IG labeling (Figure 6.8E), we presume that
DUX4 overexpression results in the accumulation of this protein in domains in the
nucleus. In human myoblasts, Snider et al. observed aggregation of DUX4 in nuclear
foci 48 hr following overexpression (6). Since the formation of these foci coincided with
apoptosis, it could be related to chromatin condensation, which is an early event in the
apoptotic pathway. Interestingly, in our samples there was no structural difference
observed between cells showing different levels of DUX4 expression. Overexpression of
DUX4 was previously found to be toxic in human muscle precursor cells (6,10,59), and
in mice myoblasts and muscle tissue (16,17,23,50,59,60).

Figure 6.7: Eosinophil granulocytes are found in Vastus Lateralis of FRG1 overexpressing mice.
The TEM image shows the periphery of two muscle cells (MC), with intact muscle fibrils (MF).
One muscle cell shows signs over necrosis (nMC, top) and enlarged lysosomes (Ly). Bordering
the necrotic muscle cell are two eosinophil granulocytes, containing eosinophil granula (EG) and
lobbed nuclei (N). The scalebar represents 2 µm.
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Figure 6.8: iLEM imaging of DUX4 overexpressing C2C12 mouse myoblasts. 70 nm Lowicryl resin
sections were IG and IF labeled for DUX4 and imaged with the iLEM. Panels A and B show,
2
respectively, fluorescence and scattering images of an area of 185 μm . C. A TEM/FM overlay
image of the area indicated in panels A and B. Panel D shows a low magnification TEM image of
the boxed area in panel C. Panel E, a high magnification TEM image of the area indicated in
panel D, reveals the IG labeling of DUX4 in the nucleus (N). The scalebars represent 30 μm in
panels A and B, 5 μm in panel C, 2 μm in panel D and 500 nm in panel E.
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Results from zebrafish and Xenopus laevis model systems indicate that DUX4 toxicity is
preserved throughout all vertrebates and not limited to muscle cells (17,61). Therefore,
the normal appearance of our DUX4 overexpressing mouse myoblasts is surprising. A
possible explanation could be a deletion or modification of the DUX4 DNA binding
domain, which is required for cytotoxicity (17).
In conclusion, this test–system allowed us to validate our immuno–labeling protocol and
we have successfully visualized overexpressed DUX4 in the nuclei of C2C12 mouse
myoblasts with iLEM. Furthermore, these results illustrate another advantage of iLEM;
the navigation to genetically transfected or transduced cells within a large sample. Since
transfection efficiency is generally not 100%, the iLEM can be a valuable tool in
identifying the cells expressing the protein of interest.
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Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, the power of iLEM in FSHD research is demonstrated. First, we show the
quick localization of affected muscle cells within a patient biopsy, based on IG and IF
labeling of CK crystals formed in the mitochondria. Next, the value of iLEM in the
analysis of FSHD model systems is established. In FRG1 overexpressing mice, an
animal model for FSHD, atrophic cells were readily identified and characterized. Finally,
the subset of DUX4 expressing cells within a large population of transfected murene
C2C12 myoblasts was identified and their relative expression levels were determined
based on the intensity of the fluorescent labeling. Combined, these findings show that
iLEM is a valuable tool in the study of heterogeneously expressed diseases in general
and FSHD in particular.
The pathological processes resulting in FSHD can be studied using a full spectrum of
imaging modalities; from electron microscopy (EM) to magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) (62,63), from bench to bedside. Ranging in resolution from nm to cm, respectively,
correlating the results of these techniques is challenging, if not impossible. Here, iLEM
could function as a bridge between MRI, FM, and TEM. The regions of interest could be
determined and marked by targeting of FSHD biomarkers with different probes, visible
with all imaging modalities employed. Imaging the multi–modal probes would then allow
to retracing the ROI found with MRI in iLEM and subsequently study that area at high
resolution (Chapter 9). However, proteins candidate to point out the diseased areas
remain to be identified. The next step in this research should therefore be to establish
which proteins are down or, more preferably, up–regulated as a consequence of FSHD.
Identification of these proteins will not only create more insight in the pathological
processes, but will also allow for identification and characterization of the effects of
FSHD in patients, muscle, model systems and muscle cells.
In this work, the regions of interest were identified based on immuno–labeling of CK,
CC3 and overexpressed FRG1 and DUX4. Endogenous expression levels of DUX4 are
considerably lower and it remains to be investigated if proteins of such low abundance
can be detected with iLEM. In FSHD muscle precursor cells, DUX4 protein was
generally below Western Blotting detection levels, whereas the presence of the
transcript was revealed (Y.D. Krom et al., personal communication). These findings
indicate that the DUX4 mRNA may be a more suitable target for immuno–detection. A
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promising approach would be to visualize DUX4 RNA through in situ hybridisation (ISH)
methods. Here, the mRNA present in the cell is targeted by a complimentary mRNA
strand with a conjugated probe. ISH has been previously demonstrated to allow for
labeling of transcripts on thin resin sections (64–67) and on thawed cryosections (68–
73). Performing similar protocols, correlative ISH–EM could be performed by visualizing
the DUX4 transcript with both a fluorescent and an electron dense probe.
Aside from mRNA, the expression of DUX4 also leaves other footprints in the cell. As
described in the introduction, DUX4 is an transcription factor which influences the
expression of other proteins and transcription factors (for an excellent review, see (11)).
Targeting proteins downstream of DUX4 could therefore also help identifying FSHD
affected cells and, more importantly, provide insight in the DUX4 induced deregulation of
transcription pathways.
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Cracking the Crackers
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‐
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Cracking the Crackers
Integrated Laser and Electron Microscopy Correlates Structure of Fluid
Catalytic Cracking Particles to Brønsted Acidity
Abstract: Fluid Catalyst Cracking (FCC) is used in chemical industry to convert oil into
fuels and for the production of important base chemicals, such as olefins. The FCC
particles employed for these reactions are complex mixtures of the main active catalyst
component zeolite Y and matrix material. The cracking process is initiated at the
Brønsted Acid sites in the FCC particle. These can be selectively visualized with
fluorescence microscopy (FM) by using a probe that forms fluorescent products at the
Brønsted acid sites. However, the fluorescence microscope has limited spatial
resolution. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has superior resolution, and, unlike
FM, is not limited to imaging of the probe.
Combining the advantages of both FM and TEM, the integrated Laser and Electron
Microscope (iLEM) was employed for the characterization of FCC particles. The iLEM
allowed to correlate the Brønsted acidity to different structural features observed in the
FCC particles. In this way, we identified two functionally and structurally distinct regions
within the FCC particles; type I and type II areas. Type I areas showed bright
fluorescence, indicating Brønsted acidity, whereas type II areas were not fluorescent.
Based on their structure and on diffraction pattern analysis, we found that the type I
areas contained predominately zeolite Y crystallites, whereas the areas with lower
fluorescence intensities were mainly composed of clay and matrix material.
Furthermore, the effect of hydrothermal deactivation on FCC particles was studied with
the iLEM. Steam deactivation, a process known to occur in the industrial use of the FCC
particles, can lead to a decrease in Brønsted acid sites in the Zeolite crystals. With
iLEM, the functional and the structural changes to the FCC particles following steam
deactivation were demonstrated.
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Introduction
Oil refining is the processing of crude oil into lower molecular weight components, mainly
yielding transportation fuel components (e.g., gasoline and kerosene) and intermediate
bulk chemicals, like olefins and aromatics (Figure 7.1A). This is achieved by physical
separation of the crude oil compounds and by chemical alterations to their molecular
structure, including cracking reactions. Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) is the catalytic
breakdown of heavy feedstock into gasoline and light fuels. The FCC process is
employed worldwide in chemical industry and is responsible for 40–50% of the total
production of gasoline (1). In 2010, about 5 x 106 barrels of crude oil per day were
processed by FCC Units in the USA (2).

Figure 7.1: The FCC Process. A. FCC is employed in industry to convert high molecular weight
hydrocarbons from crude oil fractions into fuels and important base chemicals, such as light
olefins. B. A cartoon representation of an FCC Unit as present in an oil refinery. Panel B is
adapted from (3).
Fluid Catalytic Cracking Process and Reactor
In an FCC plant, crude oil is first desalted and distillated at atmospheric pressure. The
liquid resid is then run through a vacuum column for a second distillation. The heavy
vacuum gasoil (HVGO, boiling range 350–550 °C) generated here as a distillate product
is the main feed for the FCC process. Heavy components, like atmospheric and vacuum
resids, and intermediate products, like coker gas oil and light gas oil, are occasionally
co–fed to the FCC Unit (FCCU) (4).
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An FCCU consists of a riser, a reactor and a regenerator (Figure 7.1B). In the riser, hot
catalyst (600–650 °C) is mixed with the feed, causing it to evaporate. The actual
cracking reaction takes place in the riser and is an endothermic process. Upon arrival in
the reactor, the products are first separated from the catalyst material to prevent over–
cracking, and, next, they are removed from the FCCU. At a later stage in the refinery
process, the products are separated into gasoline, distillate and other components.
During the reaction, hydrocarbons and carbonaceous compounds (often coined as coke)
are deposited on the catalyst. The hydrocarbons need to be stripped off by steam before
the catalyst is transported into the regenerator. The coke, which was deposited on the
catalyst during the cracking process, is burned off in the regenerator at high
temperatures (i.e., 650–750 °C). The combustion of coke reheats regenerated catalyst,
providing the energy required for the next cracking reaction. The hot, rejuvenated
catalyst then flows back to the riser and the cycle continues. During the FCC process the
ratio of catalyst–to–oil can be as high as six, depending on the feed. Due to the very
short reaction times (approximately one to three seconds), approximately seven tons of
oil per minute can be fed to a typical FCCU, requiring a catalyst circulation rate of
around 40 tons per minute (4). The catalyst material gradually loses its reactivity during
the reaction, stripping, and regeneration cycles. To ensure the quality of the overall
catalytic cracking process, fresh catalyst is continuously fed to the riser.

Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the framework of A. Zeolite–Y and B. ZSM–5.
Fluid Catalytic Cracking Catalyst Particles
The catalyst employed in the FCC process is a mixture of round particles with an
average diameter of 70 µm, composed of matrix and zeolite materials. The matrix
material is made up of clay, alumina and silica. Although the main catalytic components
are the zeolite crystals, the matrix components have several features influencing the
cracking activity and stability of the FCC particles. Functional components in the matrix
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allow for the pre–cracking of large compounds in the feed and improve the diffusion rate
of the feed molecules into the catalyst particle. The clay in the matrix functions as a
heavy and strong matrix for the FCC particle, and, furthermore, prevents the harmful
effects of sodium in the feed.
The main functional component of the FCC particles is the zeolite fraction, which makes
up for about 20–40 weight percent of the FCC particle. Zeolites are crystalline
aluminosilicates with a three–dimensional porous structure. This is made possible by
corner–sharing of the oxygen atoms between adjacent alumina (AlO4) and silica (SiO4)
tetrahedra. By forcing aluminium (3+) into the tetrahedral coordination in the zeolite
framework, a negative charge is created which has to be counterbalanced by protons.
These protons form the Brønsted acid sites, which are the active sites in the cracking of
crude oil.
In FCC particles, ultrastable zeolite Y (USY) is generally employed as the active zeolite
fraction (Figure 7.2A). USY is formed from zeolite Y. This crystalline aluminosilicate
material has the FAU (faujasite) topology and consists of 12–membered rings (pore
openings of 7.3 Å) connecting the supercages, which are ~ 13 Å in size. Zeolite Y is
stabilized by applying a hydrothermal treatment, which leads to partial dealumination of
the crystal structure. This yields increased thermal zeolite stability and leads to the
formation of mesopores, improving the overall accessibility of the catalyst material for
the reactants. Cracking reactions catalyzed by USY typically yield gasoline (mostly C5–
C6 paraffins and olefins, and C6–C10 aromatics). The gasoline produced in the FCCU has
a high octane number; indicating increased stability under high pressure (5,6). Next to
gasoline, also fuel gas, light and heavy cycle oil and coke are produced.
To increase the amount of propylene made in FCC processes, Zeolite Socony Mobil–5
(ZSM–5) can be co–fed to the reactor. ZSM–5 differs from zeolite Y in its framework
organization (Figure 7.2B). More specifically, ZSM–5 possesses the MFI (mordenite
framework inverted) structure and consists of two intersecting channels: one with
sinusoidal 10–membered rings, while the other one has straight 10–membered rings.
Both rings have sizes in the range 5.1–5.5 Å, which is much smaller than the 12–
membered rings in zeolite Y (Figure 7.2). Due to this difference in microporosity, ZSM–5
yields lighter reaction products, such as C3 and C4 olefins (4,6,7).
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Visualization of Active Sites in Fluid Catalytic Cracking Particle
The cracking process is largely dependent on the active sites in the zeolite crystals,
either ZSM–5 and zeolite Y, present in the FCC particles. To gain more insight in the
localization and distribution of these active sites, in recent years staining reactions have
been developed that allow for selective visualization of Brønsted sites within zeolite
materials. At sufficiently strong Brønsted acid sites, the probe molecules fluorostyrene,
thiophene and their derivatives undergo an oligomerization reaction. The products
formed are conjugated carbocations, which can be visualized with FM and spectroscopy,
for example UV/Vis micro–spectroscopy (8,9). The probe reaction has not only proven its
value in the localization of the Brønsted acid sites within individual zeolite ZSM–5 and Y
crystals (8,10,11), but also in real–life FCC particles (12–14). FM imaging of fluorescent
products formed at the Brønsted acid sites offers the unique possibility of studying not
only the intra–particle localization, but also the activity of the Brønsted acid sites.
Previously, this method was successfully employed to visualize the structural and
functional effects of various industrially applied FCC catalyst deactivation protocols,
which mimic the damaging events taking place in FCCU (13). However, the use of FM to
study the localization of the active sites within the FCC particles poses some limitations;
FM has low spatial resolution and is limited to imaging of the fluorescent probe. Electron
microscopy (EM), on the other hand, allows for high–resolution imaging of nanometer–
sized structural details of the sample without the use of probe molecules (15,16).
However, EM imaging of the fluorescent probe in order to identify the Brønsted acid sites
within the particles, is a difficult if not unattainable. Therefore, we combine the strengths
of both FM and EM in the characterization of FCC particles.
The iLEM combines the strengths of FM and TEM in one setup and has already proven
to be a powerful tool for research in the field of life science (17) (Chapter 5 and 6). Here,
we report on the first application of iLEM in material science and, more specifically, in
the area of heterogeneous catalysis. FCC catalyst particles were investigated with the
iLEM after performing the Brønsted acid catalyzed oligomerization reaction of 4–
fluorostyrene. Previous confocal FM and UV/Vis microspectroscopy studies showed that
fluorescent products of such Brønsted acid catalyzed probe reactions are mainly formed
within the Brønsted acidic zeolite component (10,19). By employing iLEM, the Brønsted
acidity (measured by fluorescence intensity) can be directly correlated to the structural
organization of the FCC particles. The approach and the iLEM setup are schematically
shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3. The experimental approach and the iLEM setup. A. An FCC catalyst particle and a
structural detail containing zeolite Y crystallites (black, rectangles), clay platelets (brown,
elongated structures), and amorphous material (red, dotted structures) are shown. B. The FCC
particles are embedded in resin (yellow) after reaction with 4–fluorostyrene at 150 °C. C. 90 nm
thin sections of the FCC material are obtained and D. placed on a TEM grid. Panels E and F show
a schematic inside view of a part of the iLEM (Chapter 1). A detail of the fluorescence
microscope (‘FM’) is shown, on the right, positioned in between the two pole shoes of the
objective lens of the transmission electron microscope (‘TEM’). The laser beam is perpendicular
to the path of the electron beam. E. For FM imaging of the sliced particles, the grid is rotated 90°
to face the laser beam (in blue). F. To allow for TEM, the fluorescence microscope is partially
retracted and the grid is tilted to its 0° position.
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Materials and Methods
Albemarle Corporation kindly provided us with a sample of fresh FCC catalyst particles. The fresh
sample was either used as received, or hydrothermally deactivated. Steam deactivation of the fresh
catalyst particles was performed after sieving (between 38/125 μm). The catalyst sample was first
preheated/dried in air to 600 °C for 1 h followed by treatment at 800 °C for 20 h in 100% steam. The
oligomerization reaction of 4–fluorostyrene on both fresh and steamed FCC catalyst particles
containing zeolite Y (The FCC 2 batch from previous research) (11,12) and on FCC catalyst
particles without zeolite component was performed in an in situ reaction cell (Linkam Scientific
Instruments FTIR 600) equipped with a temperature controller (Linkam Scientific Instruments TMS
94). The FCC particles were placed on the heating element of the in situ cell and heated to 150 °C
for five min, after which 4–fluorostyrene was added and the heating was stopped after 10 s. FCC
catalyst particles, after reaction with 4–fluorostyrene or without performing any reaction, were
heated for 2 h at 150 °C under vacuum (10–7 mbar). Subsequently, a 7 : 3 volume ratio of methyl
methacrylate (Fischer Emergo, 99%, stabilized) and butyl methacrylate (Fischer Emergo, 99%) was
added at 60 °C, still under vacuum. The mixture of resin and FCC catalyst material was transferred
into gelatin capsules (Agar Scientific) and hardened out at 60 °C for 48 h. Sectioning was
performed using a Leica EMUC6 microtome and a diamond knife (Diatome HI 6985 histo size 6 mm
45 grade) under a 6 degrees angle with a cutting speed of 50 mm/s. 90 nm thick sections were
placed on either a TEM grid with a carbon film (Agar Scientific, 400 mesh copper grids with carbon
film) or with a silicon monoxide film (Agar Scientific, Formvar 400 mesh copper grids with silicon
monoxide film). Samples of the separate zeolite Y and clay component suitable for TEM were
prepared by dispensing the materials in ethanol and sonicating in an ultrasonic bath for two to four
min. A droplet of the dispersions was added to a TEM grid and, after evaporation of the ethanol,
analyzed.
Imaging
The majority of the imaging was performed with the iLEM. A detailed description of the iLEM set–up
is given in Chapter 1 and 2. A 488 nm laser (Bluephoton, Omicron Laserage Laserprodukte GmbH)
was used for excitation of the sample and fluorescence signal was detected after passing through a
long–pass 520 nm filter. The selected area diffraction patterns and Figure 7.6D were imaged with a
field emission gun Tecnai 20 transmission electron microscope (FEI Company) operating at 200 kV,
equipped with a SIS MegaView II CCD camera, and analyzed in iTEM. For image processing
Photoshop CS4 was employed. To overlay the FM and the TEM image, the –value of the
fluorescence image was adjusted. In all figures, the TEM and FM images were scaled for optimal
contrast by employing linear adjustments of the levels of the entire image.
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Results and Discussion
To obtain more insight into the fluorescence intensity and local structure within the
catalyst particles, the FM and TEM images were correlated. Areas of the FCC particle
showing bright and dim fluorescence in the fluorescence microscope (Figure 7.4 A) were
relocated in the transmission electron microscope (Figure 7.4B).

Figure 7.4: iLEM analysis of a sectioned FCC catalyst particle. A. FM image, B. TEM image, taken
from the same region. The area highlighted in panel B with the blue square is shown at higher
magnification in panel C, an overlay of a TEM and FM image, and in panel D, the TEM image.
Scalebars represent 10 μm in panels A and B and 2 μm in panels C and D.
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Figure 7.5: Representative TEM images from the FCC catalyst particles: A. type I, B. type I/II, and
C. type II. D. The TEM images of the 84 investigated areas of different catalyst particles were
ordered into the three structural types and the fluorescence intensity was measured. The left
graph indicates the normalized fluorescence intensity (In) measured for each investigated area
(TEM images). The graph on the right shows the average normalized fluorescence intensities (In),
of all images sorted into the three structural subtypes, and their standard errors (error bars). E.
Reference TEM images of separate zeolite Y crystallites and F. sections of catalyst particles with
only clay platelets and amorphous components. The scalebars all represent 500 nm.
Subsequently, the structure of these areas was investigated in detail (Figure 7.4 C and
D). A pictorial representation of the different structural features encountered in the TEM
images is shown in the inset of Figure 7.3A. We set out to investigate the relationship
between structure and Brønsted acidity within the FCC particles. Hereto, a statistical
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analysis was performed on 84 different regions in FCC particles imaged with the iLEM.
Two distinct structural types were found in the TEM images: type I, mainly composed of
electron dense angular structures, and type II, characterized by a more tightly packed
appearance filled with platelet structures and amorphous–looking granular material.
Furthermore, an intermediate type I/II was identified, which shows a mixture of structural
elements of both subtypes (Figure 7.5 A–C). The TEM images from the different FCC
particle sections were first sorted into type I, I/II, and II, based on their structural
characteristics alone. Next, the fluorescence intensity was measured for each of the
regions where the TEM images were obtained. Areas, in which bright fluorescence was
observed, always belonged to type I or I/II. Likewise, the areas showing the lowest
fluorescence intensity were always classified as type II or I/II (Figure 7.5D). This shows
that structurally different areas within FCC particles display distinct fluorescence levels.
Types I and II are different in both structure and fluorescence intensity, whereas type I/II
reveals a mixture of type I and II in terms of local structure and variations in fluorescence
intensity. Statistically, there is a significant difference between the fluorescence
intensities measured for type I, I/II, and II (p≪0.05, T–test).
Once a correlation between structural type and fluorescence intensity level was
established, the next step was to identify the components which are characteristic for
each type. As exemplified in Figure 7.5A, type I contains almost exclusively structures
with dimensions of a few hundred nanometers that display a very strong structural
resemblance to pure zeolite Y crystals (Figure 7.5 E). Electron diffraction patterns of type
I areas confirm that these structures correspond to zeolite Y. The high fluorescence
intensities in type I areas can therefore be explained by the presence of Brønsted acidity
within the zeolite component, forming the fluorescent products.
In the type II areas we observed plate–like components, assumed to be clay particles,
and an amorphous material (Figure 7.5C). To be able to structurally identify the matrix
components, a zeolite Y lacking reference FCC particle, which solely consisted of clay,
silica, and alumina, was imaged (Figure 7.5F). A strong structural resemblance was
found between TEM images of the components in these FCC particles and the type II
regions. Electron diffraction confirmed that the observed plate–like structures within the
catalyst particles are indeed a clay material. These results show that the type II areas
are mainly composed of matrix material. The low fluorescence signal observed in these
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areas is therefore expected, since the matrix components do not display significant
Brønsted acidity.
In summary, we have found that the type I areas mainly consist of zeolite Y and that type
II areas mostly of matrix material. Since the zeolite and the matrix material appear to
cluster in different areas, it can be concluded that they are not homogeneously
distributed within the FCC particles.

Figure 7.6. Analysis of FCC catalyst particles after steam deactivation. A. An FM image of sections
of steamed FCC particles. The fluorescence intensity is scaled by a factor of six compared to
Figure 7.4A. B. A TEM image from the same region. Panel C shows the area indicated in A and B
with an arrow at high magnification. D. High–magnification TEM image of a steamed FCC
particle. Note the pores in the zeolites and the amorphous material surrounding them. E. The
diffraction pattern (the grey values in this image are inverted) of the region indicated by the
blue circle in D. Here, both diffraction spots characteristic for zeolite Y and diffraction rings
corresponding to the presence of small –Al2O3 crystallites are visible. Scalebars represent 10
μm in A and B, 500 nm in C, and 200 nm in D.
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The iLEM was further employed to investigate the changes in structure and fluorescence
of the FCC particles following hydrothermal deactivation with steam. Steam deactivation
also occurs in industrial FCC units and leads to structural and chemical changes of the
different FCC catalyst components. Zeolite structures can be partially damaged by
steam because of the extraction of Al atoms from the framework. New extra–framework
Al species are created and the amount of Brønsted acid sites in the zeolitic material is
lowered. This is reflected in a decrease in the reactivity towards the formation of
fluorescent products, as previously described (18). In agreement with this loss in
Brønsted acidity, iLEM fluorescence microscopy images of steamed FCC particles
(Figure 7.6A and B) showed much lower fluorescence intensity compared to fresh FCC
particles (Figure 7.4A). The steam treatment also affected the structure of the zeolite
crystals (Figure 7.6C and D): a large fraction of the crystals appeared to be damaged
and more porous. Electron diffraction of steamed FCC particles revealed that, aside from
to the diffraction maxima of zeolite Y (small black dots in Figure 7.6E), additional
diffraction rings appeared (black rings in Figure 7.6E). These diffraction rings confirm the
presence of small –Al2O3 crystallites, which are formed upon zeolite dealumination.
Structural characterization of the steamed catalyst particles furthermore showed that
although zeolite crystallites and amorphous material were still present, the large regions
of clay regularly found in the fresh FCC particles were lost.
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Conclusion
The iLEM allowed for the detailed characterization of FCC catalyst particles. The active
component could be identified based on fluorescent signal and further analyzed at high
resolution with TEM. In the FCC particles, the active component was identified as zeolite
Y, and the matrix structure was visualized. Previous studies with confocal FM in
combination with the electron diffraction experiments described here corroborate the
truthfulness of our novel approach. Moreover, this approach shows sensitivity to
changes in activity, structure, and chemical properties of the catalytic material.
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Exposing the Cracks

‘You travel far but you can’t embrace
All that you are where you’re from, all the tracks you trace
Are leading off to a vacant space, a little spot where the lines in your face will fade
You call
Home, home is where the heart is,
I need the fuel to start this fire in the sky’
-

‘The Heart Of It’, Kensington
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Exposing the Cracks:
Probing the Different Life Stages of a Fluid Catalytic Cracking Particle
with Integrated Laser and Electron Microscopy
Abstract: While cycling through a Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) unit, the structure and
performance of FCC catalyst particles are severely affected. In this study, we set out to
characterize the damage to commercial equilibrium catalyst particles, further denoted as
ECat samples, and map the different pathways involved in their deactivation in a
practical unit. The degradation was studied on a structural and a functional level.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of ECat samples revealed several structural
features; including zeolite crystals that were partly or fully severed, mesoporous,
macroporous and/or amorphous. These defects were then correlated to structural
features observed in FCC particles that were treated with different levels of hydrothermal
deactivation. This allowed us not only to identify which features observed in ECat
samples were a result of hydrothermal deactivation, but also to determine the severity of
treatments resulting in these defects. For functional characterization of the ECat sample,
the Brønsted acidity within individual FCC particles was studied by a selective
fluorescent probe reaction with 4–fluorostyrene. Integrated Laser and Electron
Microscopy (iLEM) allowed correlating this Brønsted acidity to structural features.
Together, these analyses allowed us to postulate a plausible model for the degradation
of zeolite crystals in FCC particles in the ECat sample. Furthermore, the distribution of
the various deactivation processes within particles of different ages was studied. A rim of
completely deactivated zeolites surrounding each particle in the ECat sample was
identified with iLEM. These zeolites, which were never observed in fresh or steam
deactivated samples, contained clots of dense structures. The structures are proposed
to be carbonaceous deposits formed during the cracking process, and seem resistant
towards burning off during catalyst regeneration.
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Introduction
FCC is the major process employed in petrochemical industry for the conversion of
crude oil into lighter olefins, aromatics, and hydrocarbons. It is responsible for 40–45% of
the gasoline production worldwide (1). Spherical multi–component particles with an
average diameter of 70 μm are used to catalyze the cracking reactions. More
specifically, FCC particles are composed of the active phase consisting of zeolite
crystals as well as a functional matrix, containing clay, amorphous silica and amorphous
and crystalline alumina. Although pre–cracking of larger hydrocarbons certainly takes
place in the active matrix, the main FCC reactions are generally believed to be initiated
at the Brønsted acid sites within the zeolite crystallites.
In the FCC unit (FCCU) of an industrial oil refinery the FCC catalyst particles are
continuously circulated between a reactor and a regenerator. During oil cracking,
hydrocarbons are deposited on the FCC particles and unwanted carbonaceous species,
or coke, are formed. To prevent the deactivation of the catalyst material, the FCC
particles are stripped by steam to remove the hydrocarbons and the coke is combusted.
The rise in temperature resulting from burning off the coke supplies the energy required
for the next round of endothermic cracking reactions (2). The regeneration procedures
severely affect the structure and activity of the FCC particles. The deposition of heavy
metals, e.g. vanadium and nickel, from the feed further decreases the catalyst’s cracking
activity (3). To ensure the efficiency of the cracking reaction, there is a continuous
addition of fresh FCC particles to the FCCU. The mixture of old and fresh FCC particles
as present in the FCCU is called equilibrium catalyst material, further denoted as the
ECat.
Deactivation processes taking place in the FCCU were previously studied by
visualization of the structural alterations of the catalyst particle and the zeolite crystal
itself, employing various high resolution imaging techniques. Examples include atomic
force microscopy (AFM) (4–6), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (7–12) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (13–17). These methods provide high
resolution detail, but no correlation was possible between the structure and the activity of
the investigated catalyst particles. In previous work, a characterization method was
developed that allows selectively staining the active sites in the FCC particles with a
fluorescent probe. In Chapter 7, we demonstrated the power of integrated Laser and
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Electron Microscopy (iLEM) (18) in the analysis of fresh and steam deactivated FCC
catalyst particles stained with 4–fluorostyrene. The spatial distribution of the Brønsted
acid sites in the FCC particles could be mapped by FM based on the fluorescence signal
of formed dimeric carbocations of 4–fluorostyrene. Next, the particles were imaged at
high resolution with TEM, revealing the structure of the active areas within the FCC
particles (Chapter 7).
Due to their crucial contribution to gasoline production, as well as the increasing
worldwide demand for propylene, there is a great need to gain more insight in the
degradation of FCC particles as it occurs in the FCCU. By combining two different
approaches, FM and TEM, we aim to perform a unique characterization of the
deactivation of FCC particles in the ECat sample. First, we structurally compare the
features observed in these particles with the defects formed in FCC particles that
received different levels of steam deactivation. In this way, we aim to allocate the
observed structural defects to various severities of hydrothermal deactivation. Secondly,
the iLEM methodology is employed in a combined functional and structural analysis on
the features identified in FCC particles in the ECat sample. The level of Brønsted acidity
is correlated to the structural composition of the FCC particles. By combining insights in
the level of steam deactivation that results in the formation of each structural feature and
their Brønsted acidity, we aim to model the degradation processes taking place within
the FCCU. It is envisaged that increasing our understanding of the deactivation of FCC
catalysts at the single particle level will allow for the design of new and improved catalyst
materials.
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Materials and Methods
A fresh FCC catalyst as well as an equilibrated FCC catalyst, taken from a commercial FCC
cracking unit, were obtained from Albemarle Corporation. The fresh sample was used as received,
while the equilibrium catalyst material was calcined in a static oven for 2 h at 700 °C. Fresh catalyst
particles were also deactivated in two different manners: via an industrially applied steaming
protocol for 20 h, as described in Chapter 7, and via a steaming protocol developed in our lab for 3
h. Laboratory steaming was performed in a quartz tubular oven (Thermoline 79300). First, 0.5 g of
fresh catalyst material was dried under N2 flow (100 mL min–1) in the tubular oven by heating to 120
°C with a rate of 10 °C min–1. Subsequently, the sample was heated to higher temperatures (either
500 °C or 800 °C) with a rate of 10°C min–1 and steamed via saturation of the N2 flow with water
(100 °C) for 180 min. The styrene oligomerization reaction, the embedding in methyl methacrylate
(Fischer Emergo, 99%, stabilized) and butyl methacrylate (Fischer Emergo, 99%), and the
sectioning was performed as described in Chapter 7. The sections were placed on a TEM grid with
a silicon monoxide film (Agar Scientific, Formvar 400 mesh copper grids).
The thin sections of resin embedded FCC catalyst samples were imaged with iLEM (18). The iLEM
set–up is described in Chapter 2. For FM imaging, the fluorescent products in the sample were
excited with a 532 nm laser (Newport corporation). A field emission gun Tecnai 20 (FEI Company)
was employed for Energy Dispersive X–Ray (EDX) analysis and the acquisition of Figure 8.8B.
Images, acquired at 200 kV, were captured with a SIS MegaView II CCD camera and analyzed in
TEM. The figures were produced in Photoshop CS3, and for the overlay images the –value of the
fluorescence images was adjusted. Both FM and TEM images were scaled for optimal contrast by
performing linear adjustments to the entire image.
The structural composition and fluorescence intensities of the fresh and steam deactivated particles
and particles from the ECat sample were studied by analyzing randomly chosen areas in slices
through the catalyst bodies. Each resin embedded specimen contained multiple FCC particles, and
slices through 15–60 different particles were present in each sample section. Since 2–10 sample
sections were analyzed per condition, different slices of the same particle are occasionally included
in the data. Structural (TEM) and functional (FM) analysis was performed on 32, 40, 20, 20 and 85
unique slices of, respectively, fresh, hydrothermally deactivated (500 °C for 3 h, 800 °C for 3 h or
800 °C for 20 h) FCC particles and FCC catalyst particles from an ECat sample. The sample
sections of the fresh sample contained >60 different FCC particles, and >40, >20 and >20 FCC
catalyst particles were present in the sample sections of mild, medium and harsh steam deactivated
specimen, respectively. Slices of at least 33 different FCC particles from the ECat sample were
analyzed. First, fluorescence images of the sections were obtained. Next, randomly chosen areas in
the slices of the different particles were imaged at high magnification with the transmission electron
microscope. Areas where the section was severely damaged or folded were avoided. Two or more
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areas per particle slice were imaged at a magnification of 6500x–11000x, and the presence of each
structural feature shown in Figure 8.1 was scored. The fluorescence intensity measured at these
sites was assigned a relative score of 0–4, where ‘0’ indicated no fluorescence and ‘4’ the highest
fluorescence.
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Results and Discussion
Structural Analysis of FCC Particles in the ECat Sample
The catalytic activity is influenced by various physicochemical processes taking place in
the FCC Unit (FCCU), including attrition, coke formation, metal poisoning and steam
deactivation. By performing a structural analysis of equilibrium catalyst materials at the
single particle level we hope to gain more fundamental insight in the deactivating
processes of FCC particles. Hereto, thin sections of resin embedded groups of fresh
FCC particles and particles from an ECat sample were studied with TEM. The fresh
particles were mostly composed of zeolites crystallites (Figure 8.1A), amorphous
material and undamaged clay platelets (Figure 8.1B). Interestingly, the particles from the
ECat sample showed a larger diversity of features than the fresh particles (Figure 8.1). A
variety of structural defects was observed in FCC particles from the ECat sample. Some
of the defects we observed were found in structures that we identified as zeolites, based
on their size, electron density and shape. In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that
the different structures observed in the particle sections could be recognized as clay and
the zeolite component, based on their structural characteristics (Chapter 7). In
agreement with previous TEM studies on deactivated FCC catalyst materials (14–16 and
Chapter 7), the most prominent feature we observed was the formation of mesopores in
the zeolite crystals (Figure 8.1C). The mesopores were visible in the zeolites as either
small spherical holes (3–20 nm, open arrowhead in the inset of Figure 8.1C) or as
elongated pathways crossing parts or the full length of the crystal (full arrowhead in the
inset of Figure 8.1C). The more rarely observed neatly severing of zeolites is possibly a
result of the coalescence of mesopores, splitting up the particle in two or more parts
(Figure 8.1D) (14). Aside from the smaller and often linearly shaped mesopores,
macropores were also formed (Figure 8.1E). The macropores appear as large, spherical
holes (20–80 nm, open arrowheads in the inset of Figure 8.1E), giving the zeolites a
bubbly appearance. The occurrence of macropores was often combined with the
presence of mesopores or fragmentation of the zeolite crystals. A striking observation
was the occurrence of amorphous structures, corresponding closely in shape and size to
zeolite crystals (Figure 8.1F, compare to 8.1A). Amorphous alumina (Al) and silica (Si) is
added during synthesis and are found scattered throughout fresh FCC catalyst particles
and in between the clay platelets or zeolites (see also Chapter 7). The amorphous
structures observed here, however, strongly resemble remnants of zeolites with a fully
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collapsed crystal structure. Structural collapse is caused by the extraction of Al during
hydrothermal treatment and the cracking reactions in the FCCU (19). Other deformities
observed in the ECat specimen were needle shaped or round, electron dense, and
appeared to be clotting the mesopores in the zeolite crystals (Figure 8.1G, inset). These
clots were solely observed in comparatively undamaged crystals, which did not appear
amorphous nor macroporous. However, the clotting was occasionally found to coincide
with the complete severing of the zeolite crystals into smaller parts (Figure 8.1G).
Interestingly, a combination of features was often observed within the same crystallite;
part of the structure was amorphous, part was severed and part was showing large
macropores.
The particles showed additional structural deformities, which could not unambiguously
be identified as degraded zeolites. Rod shaped fragments, ranging 20–50 nm by 60–170
nm in size (Figure 8.1H), were present in between the crystallites and in larger domains
within the sections of the FCC catalyst particles. Their origin remains unclear; although
the fragments were often observed splitting off from damaged zeolite crystals, they also
could be remnants of clay particles. The fragments could then account for the little
amount of damaged clay (Figure 8.1I) present in the FCC catalyst particles in the ECat
specimen. Interestingly, large domains of fragments were observed within the ECat
particles (Figure 8.2). These areas strongly resembled in form and size the clay–
containing Type II areas found in fresh FCC catalyst particles. At low magnification
(Figure 8.2A), the fragments outline the shape of clay platelets, indicating that they result
from the cleavage of the platelets (Figure 8.2B). Importantly, one potential origin does
not necessarily exclude the other; fragments could be formed by the degradation of both
zeolites and clay particles.

Figure 8.1 (next page). Representative TEM images of various structural features observed in
fresh, steamed FCC particles and particles from an ECat sample. A. Undamaged zeolite crystals.
B. Undamaged clay particles. C. Mesoporous zeolites. The open and full arrowheads in the inset
indicate small spherical and channel–like mesopores, respectively. D. Severed zeolites. The inset
shows a zeolite crystal with partial and continuous cleavage sites. E. Macroporous zeolites. The
open arrowheads in the inset indicate the large cavities formed within the zeolite crystal. F.
Amorphous structures. G. Clotted zeolites, embodying needle shaped or round electron dense
structures. The zeolites also show signs of severing. The electron dense inclusions, referred to as
‘clots’, in the crystallite are clearly discernible in the inset. H. Fragments. I. Damaged clay
platelets. The scalebars in all the panels indicate 200 nm, and the scalebars in the insets
represent 50 nm.
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Figure 8.2. A. A large domain, observed in an FCC particle from the ECat specimen, solely
composed of fragments, is outlined in white (left side of the panel). The size and shape of this
area resembles the type II domains regularly present in fresh FCC particles (Chapter 7). At this
magnification, the positions of the fragments seem to outline the contours of clay particles. B.
High magnification TEM image of the area indicated with the black square in panel A. Scalebars
represent 1 μm in A and 200 nm in B.
Relating Structural Defects observed in Equilibrium Catalyst Specimen to
Severity of Hydrothermal Deactivation
Upon completing an inventory of structural defects observed within the FCC catalyst
particles from the ECat sample, the question arose whether the type and severity of
deactivation resulting in the creation of each observed feature could be determined.
Hereto, the formation of the structural defects was monitored in FCC catalyst particles
deactivated with a range of levels; control (fresh particles) and mild, medium and harsh
hydrothermal treatment. These treatments correspond, respectively, with steaming at
500 °C for 3 h, 800 °C for 3 h and 800 °C for 20 h. In this way, we set out to create a
‘calibration curve’ correlating different degrees of hydrothermal deactivation to the
occurrence of each structural feature. The presence of the different structural features in
randomly chosen areas in sections of fresh and steam deactivated FCC catalyst
particles are scored and listed in Table 8.1. In order to have sufficient statistical
information we have analyzed areas from a total of 112 unique slices of at least 100
different FCC particles. Sections of the resin embedded sample contained 15–60
different FCC particles per condition, and different slices through the catalyst bodies
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were imaged. Fresh FCC catalyst particles, as discussed above, were mostly composed
of undamaged zeolites and clay. In a subset of the imaged sections of fresh FCC
particles a small number of amorphous structures, severed or mesoporous zeolites was
observed. Hydrothermal deactivation, irrespective of the severity of the steaming post–
treatment, gave rise to mesopores and amorphous structures and strongly induced the
severing of the crystals. Increasing deactivation levels led to a loss of undamaged
zeolites and clay, and to the formation of macropores (Table 8.1, Scheme 8.1).
Table 8.1: Occurance of Structural Features in FCC Particles in Various States of
Deactivation.
Feature

Fresh FCC

Mild Steam

Particles

Deactivation

[a]

[b]

Medium Steam

Harsh Steam

Deactivation

Deactivation[d]

[c]

Undamaged Zeolites

30/32 (0.94)

12/40 (0.30)

3/20 (0.15)

0/20 (0.00)

Undamaged Clay

31/32 (0.97)

27/40 (0.68)

16/20 (0.80)

1/20 (0.05)

Damaged Clay

0/32 (0.00)

3/40 (0.08)

0/20 (0.00)

1/20 (0.05)

Amorphous

2/32 (0.06)

27/40 (0.68)

12/20 (0.60)

15/20 (0.75)

Severed

1/32 (0.03)

17/40 (0.43)

9/20 (0.45)

8/20 (0.40)

Mesopores

2/32 (0.06)

34/40 (0.85)

16/20 (0.80)

20/20 (1.00)

Macropores

0/32 (0.00)

2/40 (0.05)

3/20 (0.15)

16/20 (0.80)

Clotted Zeolites

0/32 (0.00)

0/40 (0.00)

0/20 (0.00)

0/20 (0.00)

Fragments

0/32 (0.00)

0/40 (0.00)

1/20 (0.05)

0/20 (0.00)

[a] For each analyzed particle slice, in two or more randomly chosen areas (minimally 2 x 2 μm in
size) the presence of the different structural features was scored. The table indicates the number of
particle slices harbouring the structural feature/total number of analyzed FCC catalyst particle slices.
The number of fresh FCC particles sections analyzed is 32, and 40 for mild, 20 for medium and 20
for harsh steam deactivated specimen. The relative occurrence of each feature in the particle slices
is indicated between the brackets. The fresh FCC particle specimen embodied 70 nm sections of
>60 different plastic embedded FCC particles. The analyzed specimens of mild, medium and harsh
steam deactivated populations contained 70 nm slices of >40, >20 and >15 different particles,
respectively. Multiple sections produced from the same sample, a block of plastic embedded FCC
particles, were analyzed. Therefore, the results may include the analysis of different slices from a
single FCC catalyst particle. [b] Mild Steam Deactivation: 500 °C for 3 h, [c] Medium Steam
Deactivation: 800 °C, 3 h, [d] Harsh Steam Deactivation: 800 °C, 20 h.

Based on these results, we propose that the severing of zeolites and the formation of
amorphous structures occurs already at low levels of steam deactivation, and that these
features remain present in the samples. Therefore, these features are unfit indicators to
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determine the deactivation levels of the catalyst particle. However, the occurrence of
undamaged zeolites and clay signifies that the catalyst particle is not severely damaged,
while macropores are formed in zeolite particles following comparatively high levels of
hydrothermal deactivation. A small trend is also observed in the formation of mesopores;
these structural defects appear more often in severely deactivated samples.
Interestingly, some key features observed in the ECat samples were not formed
following any level of steam deactivationi. The presence of fragments in these samples
was negligible, and the clotted zeolites were never observed. Likely, these structures
were formed during the circulation in the FCCU by other processes than steam
deactivation, e.g. metal poisoning or by mechanical damage.

Scheme 8.1: The occurrence of different structural features as a result of various levels of
hydrothermal deactivation. Control: Fresh FCC particles, Mild: Steam Deactivation: 500 °C for 3
h, Medium Steam Deactivation: 800 °C for 3 h, Harsh Steam Deactivation: 800 °C for 20 h.
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Analyzing Brønsted Acidity as a Measure of Deactivation
The structural defects in FCC catalyst particles from the ECat sample were further
characterized by evaluating their Brønsted acidity. Previously, it has been demonstrated
that catalyst particles could be selectively stained with 4–fluorostyrene as a probe
molecule, since it forms fluorescent dimeric carbocations at Brønsted acid sites (20,21).
The fluorescence intensity is indicative for the severity of deactivation of the FCC
catalyst particle. We aim to gain more insight in the level of deactivation of each
previously defined structural component. To achieve this, their Brønsted acidity is
measured based on the formation of fluorescent oligomers of 4–fluorostyrene at the sites
where the structures are observed.
The FCC catalyst particles were selectively stained with 4–fluorostyrene and embedded
in resin. 90 nm thin sections were produced, mounted on a TEM grid and imaged with
the iLEM as described in Chapter 7. By combining TEM and FM in one set–up, iLEM
allows for the direct correlation between structure and activity of a single FCC catalyst
particle. First, the different structural features were identified with the transmission
electron microscope and, next, their Brønsted acidity was analyzed based on the
fluorescence intensity measured at these sites. The method was validated for fresh FCC
particles (Figure 8.3A–D). In agreement with earlier results (Chapter 7), a high
fluorescence intensity was measured at areas composed of undamaged zeolites (Figure
8.3A, full arrowhead in Figure 8.3C and D), whereas clay components (Figure 8.3B,
open arrowhead in Figure 8.3C and D) did not induce the formation of fluorescent
products. Next, the iLEM was employed to analyze the Brønsted acidity of the features
observed in the FCC catalyst particles from an ECat sample (Figure 8.3E–H). The
fluorescence was assigned a score in between 0–4, indicating the intensity relative to the
other measurements on the same specimenii. Here, ‘4’ indicated a bright fluorescence,
and areas scoring a ‘0’ show no fluorescence signal. In ECat specimen, different
structural features were often observed within close proximity of each other (Figure 8.3E
shows a combination of mesoporous and fragmented zeolites). The limited resolution of
the fluorescence microscope then does not allow measuring the fluorescence intensity of
the components separately. In these cases, the features were grouped into combined
categories (Table 8.2). In regions composed of both mesoporous zeolites and
fragments, comparatively high fluorescence intensity was measured. Macroporous
zeolites, amorphous structures and fragments display lower levels of Brønsted acidity.
The clotted zeolites were true exceptions, which never showed any noteworthy
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fluorescence signal; this indicates a very low Brønsted acidity in these components
(Figure 8.4). The low fluorescence intensity measured in the different structural features
could be caused by chemical degradation of the zeolite. Steam deactivation leads to
extraction of Al from the zeolite crystal, resulting in the formation of extra–framework Al
and structural collapse of the zeolite (8,13,14,22).
Table 8.2: Mean Fluorescence Intensity (a.u.) Measured at Different Structural Features.
Feature

Fluorescence Intensity (a.u.)

Undamaged Zeolites

2.5

Mesopores + Fragments

2.4

Mesopores

2.3

Mesopores + Macropores

1.5

Macropores

1.3

Undamaged Clay

0.9

Mesopores + Amorphous Zeolites

0.9

Amorphous Zeolites

0.8

Fragments

0.6

Clotted Zeolites

0.2

Figure 8.3 (next page). Sections of fresh FCC catalyst particles (panels A–D) and FCC catalyst
particles from an ECat specimen (panel E–H) were imaged with the iLEM after a reaction with 4–
fluorostyrene, which forms fluorescent oligomerization products at the Brønsted acid sites
within the particle. Structural features were identified in the transmission electron microscope,
including A. undamaged zeolites and B. clay in fresh catalyst particles. In these areas,
fluorescence intensity of the 4–fluorostyrene oligomerization products is measured. C. A
fluorescence image of the FCC particle slice where the structural features depicted in panels A
and B were found. The arrowheads indicate the regions where the TEM images in A (full
arrowhead) and B (open arrowhead) were recorded. D. An FM/TEM overlay image; the FM
image is projected onto a TEM image obtained at the same region. The areas where the TEM
images depicted in panels A and B were produced are indicated as in panel C. FCC catalyst
particles from an ECat sample show E. macropores and fragments and F. clotted zeolites. G. A
fluorescence image of the area where the structural features depicted in E and F were found.
The arrowheads indicate the areas where the TEM images in panel E (open arrowhead) and
panel F (closed arrowhead) were recorded. H. An FM/TEM overlay image of the same area as in
G. The regions where panels E and F were imaged are indicated with an open and full
arrowhead, respectively. The scalebars represent 200 nm in A, B, E and F, and 5 μm in C, D, G
and H.
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Figure 8.4: The clotted zeolites occur in FCC catalyst particles from the ECat sample either
throughout the entire section of the particle (A–C) or at the periphery of the section, forming a
clotted rim (D–F). A. FM/TEM overlay image of a particle slice where clotted zeolites are the sole
components. B. Higher magnification FM/TEM overlay image of the area indicated in A with the
black rectangle. The presence of clotted zeolites in this region is shown in C, a TEM image of the
region of interest indicated in B. D. FM/TEM overlay image of a brightly fluorescing FCC particle
slice. E. The FM/TEM overlay image of the area indicated in D with a black rectangle shows that
the periphery of this particle is not fluorescing. F. TEM imaging of the area boxed in E confirms
presence of a rim of clotted zeolites surrounding this particle. Scalebars indicate 5 μm in A and
D, 1 μm in B and E and 200 nm in C and F.
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Figure 8.5: A model for the functional and structural degradation of zeolite crystals in FCC
particles in an industrial FCCU. The pie charts in the panels indicate the relative fluorescence
intensity measured from each feature. Information on the fluorescence intensity is not available
for the ‘severed’ feature, since it was so rarely observed in ECat specimens. The scalebars
represent 200 nm.
The amorphous structures and macroporous zeolites observed in the FCC catalyst
particles from the ECat sample could be the result of the extraction of Al. This would
account for the reduced number of Brønsted acid sites in the zeolite crystal.
Alternatively, the lack of formation of fluorescent products from 4–fluorostyrene staining
could be due to the reduced accessibility of the active sites (19). The low levels of
fluorescence measured from ‘clotted’ zeolites could be an example of this type of
deactivation. It remains to be elucidated at what rate the degradation process takes
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place, and which processes lead to the different forms of zeolite degradation observed in
the ECat materials.
Modeling the Deactivation of an FCC Particle on a Structural Level
By combining the structural evaluation of the deactivated FCC catalyst particles with the
functional characterization of the different features, a model was proposed for the
deactivation processes in ECat samples. This zeolite degradation model for FCC
catalyst particles in the FCCU is given in Figure 8.5. Currently, there is not yet a probe
available that allows for the functional analysis of the acidity of the matrix components or
the extra–framework aluminum species generated during hydrothermal treatment.
Therefore, the model focuses mostly on the degradation of the zeolite crystals. As
depicted, the degradation/deactivation model involves different pathways. The zeolite
materials may move from one deactivation state into another, degrading into the features
‘clotted’, ‘fragmented’ or ‘amorphous’. These components show the lowest levels of
Brønsted acidity. We note that from our measurements it could not be determined if any
of these three features are the final stadia in the zeolite deactivation process within ECat
specimens.
Interestingly, the zeolite deactivation routes observed in the ECat materials differ from
those in the hydrothermally deactivated FCC particles. In FCC catalyst particles from an
ECat sample, deactivation occurs mostly via fragmentation and/or decrystallization of
zeolite crystals and the formation of meso– and macropores (Figure 8.5, right hand
side). Furthermore, the ‘clotting’ of mesoporous zeolites (Figure 8.5, left hand side) is
limited to ECat specimen. Steam deactivation strongly induces the severing of zeolite
crystals. The degradation of severed zeolites into fragments is rarely observed in these
samples. The latter indicates that the formation of fragments could be due to physical
stress to the particles occurring in the FCCU, or that the fragments were formed as a
consequence of the cracking reactions. As mentioned previously, different features were
occasionally observed within the same crystal. This is exemplified in the 4th row of
images, where zeolite crystals are displayed in, possibly, intermediate stages showing
different types of structural damage.
Correlating the Structural Composition of the FCC particle to its Brønsted Acidity
Now the distinct features observed in the ECat FCC catalyst particles are characterized,
the question arises how the ECat’s overall Brønsted acidity is reflected in its structural
composition and organization.
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Figure 8.6: Representative fluorescence (A, C and E) and FM/TEM overlay images (B, D and F) of
sections of FCC particles from an ECat sample showing low (A and B), medium (C and D) and high
(E and F) levels of fluorescence intensity. The scalebars represent 5 μm.
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Table 8.3: Occurrence of Structural Features in FCC Particles from the ECat Sample Showing
Different Levels of Fluorescence Intensity.
Bright

Medium

Moderate

Low

No

Fluorescence{a}

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

Fluorescence

1/13 (0.08)

1/18 (0.06)

0/23 (0.00)

0/18 (0.00)

0/13 (0.00)

1/13 (0.08)

2/18 (0.11)

1/23 (0.04)

0/18 (0.00)

0/13 (0.00)

Amorphous

9/13 (0.69)

11/18 (0.61)

14/23 (0.61)

12/18 (0.67)

1/13 (0.08)

Severed

0/13 (0.00)

0/18 (0.00)

2/23 (0.09)

1/18 (0.06)

0/13 (0.00)

Mesopores

13/13 (1.00)

18/18 (1.00)

21/23 (0.91)

14/18 (0.78)

5/13 (0.38)

Macropores

5/13 (0.38)

9/18 (0.50)

10/23 (0.43)

14/18 (0.78)

5/13 (0.38)

Clotted Rim

13/13 (1.00)

17/18 (0.94)

19/23 (0.83)

15/18 0.83)

3/13 (0.23)

Clotted

0/13 (0.00)

0/18 (0.00)

1/23 (0.04)

2/18 (0.11)

8/13 (0.62)

Fragments

8/13 (0.62)

14/18 (0.78)

16/23 (0.70)

9/18 (0.50)

1/13 (0.08)

Feature
Undamaged
Zeolites
Damaged
Clay

[a] For this analysis, 85 unique slices of in total 33 FCC particles were analyzed. The number of
FCC particles slices sorted into the groups is 13 for ‘bright fluorescence’, 18 for ‘medium
fluorescence’, 23 for ‘moderate fluorescence’, 18 for ‘low fluorescence’ and 13 for ‘no fluorescence’.
For each particle slice, the presence of the different structural features was scored in two or more
randomly chosen areas (minimally 2 x 2 μm in size). The table indicates the number of particle slices
harbouring the structural feature/total number of analyzed FCC catalyst particle slices sorted in the
group. The relative occurrence of each feature in the analyzed slices is indicated between the
brackets.

Hereto, images were sorted into five groups; non–fluorescent sections of FCC particles
and sections displaying low (Figure 8.6A and B), moderate, medium (Figure 8.6C and
D), and high (Figure 8.6E and F) Brønsted acidity. The structural features observed in
the sorted FCC particles are summarized in Table 8.3, and some interesting tendencies
were revealed. The occurrence of amorphous zeolites and mesopores was similar
throughout FCC catalyst particles of all levels of Brønsted acidity, aside from non–
fluorescent ECat FCC catalyst particles. Two structurally different types of particles from
the ECat sample were both non–fluorescent. The first type was composed solely of
clotted zeolites (Figure 8.4A–C). In the other, the formation of meso– and macroporous
zeolites,

amorphous

zeolites

and

fragments

was

observed

(Table

8.3,

‘No

Fluorescence’). Undamaged zeolite particles and damaged clay were still present in a
subset of FCC catalyst particles with overall higher Brønsted acidity, but were not found
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in particles showing lower levels of fluorescence intensity. The formation of macropores
coincided with a decrease in Brønsted acidity. Severing of the zeolites, rarely observed
in the ECat sample, was limited to FCC particles with lower fluorescence, indicating that
this event occurs in a later stage of degradation.

Figure 8.7: The rim of clotted zeolites was observed in FCC particles from the ECat sample,
displaying the full range of fluorescence intensities. A. An FM/TEM overlay image of a brightly
fluorescing FCC particle slice. B. A TEM overview image of the boxed area in A. C. A high
magnification TEM image of the area indicated in B with the black box, showing fragments and
only slightly damaged zeolite particles. D. A TEM image of the area indicated in B with the red
box, revealing the clotted zeolites at the rim of the particle. E. An FM/TEM overlay image of a
FCC particle showing medium levels of fluorescence intensity. F. A low magnification TEM image
of the selected area in E. G. A high magnification TEM image of the area indicated in F with the
black box reveals microporous and severed zeolites. H. A TEM image of the area marked in F
with the red box shows clotted zeolites. I. A FM/TEM overlay image of particle section showing
negligible levels fluorescence intensity. J. The area, selected in panel I, reveals a clear difference
between the clotted rim surrounding the particle (right) and the severely damaged structures in
the centre of the particle. K. A TEM image of the area indicated in J with the black square reveals
macroporous and severed zeolites in the particle. L. A TEM image of the region indicated in K
with the red square shows the comparatively undamaged, but clotted zeolite crystals present at
the periphery of the particle. The scalebars indicate 5 μm in panels A, E and I, 2 μm in panels B, F
and J and 200 nm in panels C, D, G, H, K and L.
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The above observations in ECat FCC catalyst particles are in agreement with the results
from the hydrothermally deactivated samples. Upon more severe levels of steam
treatment, clay and undamaged zeolites were lost and severed zeolites and macropores
were formed (Table 8.1 and Scheme 8.1). Furthermore, like in the ECat samples,
amorphous and mesoporous zeolites were present throughout all levels of deactivation
(Table 8.1). The formation of fragments and clotted zeolites is unique to the FCC
particles from the ECat sample and could therefore not be correlated to the severity of
hydrothermal deactivation. From our FM measurements, it indeed could be concluded
that both clotted zeolites and fragments were very low in Brønsted acidity. Interestingly,
a peripheral layer of ‘clotted zeolites’ was formed in almost all particles (Figure 8.4D–F),
and is indicated separately in Table 8.3 (‘clotted rim’)iii. The rim was present in FCC
catalyst particles displaying all levels of Brønsted acidity, as is illustrated in Figure 8.7.
The latter finding implies that the border of clotted zeolites neither prohibits the
penetration of 4–fluorostyrene nor protects the core of the FCC particle from deactivation
and degradation processes.

Figure 8.8: TEM imaging of clotted zeolite crystals in FCC catalyst particles from the ECat
specimen. A. At an acceleration voltage of 80 kV, several clots (indicated with the black
arrowhead) are visible as electron dense structures in the –otherwise intact– zeolite crystals. B.
Imaging the same area at 200 kV with high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning TEM, the
clots are no longer discernible. Note the reversed image contrast obtained from HAADF STEM
imaging. The white arrowhead points out the region which is indicated in A with the black
arrowhead. Scalebars represent 100 nm.
Characterization of the Clotted Zeolites found in Equilibrium Catalyst Samples
The nature of the dense structures within the clotted zeolite crystals remains to be
elucidated. Since no fluorescent product was formed by the clotted zeolites, the
densities were initially presumed to be metals deposited during the cracking process in
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the FCCU. The metal could account for the lack of fluorescence intensity observed from
the clotted zeolites for two reasons. First of all, metal poisoning leads to deactivation and
shielding of the acid sites, preventing the formation of fluorescent products. Secondly,
fluorescence is quenched when metals are in close proximity of the probe (Chapter 2–5)
(23,24), meaning that even if fluorescent product was formed at these sites its signal
would be diminished.
We set out to perform an Energy Dispersive X–Ray (EDX) analysis to further
characterize the clots. The preferential presence at the rim of the FCC catalyst particles
indicated that densities could be nickel; this metal oxide is relatively immobile following
deposition on the particle (25). In 11 sections out of the 85 analyzed, however, a
homogeneous distribution of the clotted zeolites was observed. The analysis was
therefore not limited to investigation of the presence of nickel in the clots but we
considered multiple candidates, including vanadium and iron. To perform EDX analysis,
the specimen was analyzed in a transmission electron microscope operating at 200 kV,
whereas the TEM module of the iLEM was operating at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV
(Figure 8.8A). Interestingly, the ‘clots’ in the zeolites were no longer discernible when
imaged at 200 kV, neither by high–angle annular dark–field imaging (Figure 8.8B) nor by
the secondary electron imaging mode of the scanning transmission electron microscope
(data not shown). These structures were not sufficiently electron dense to provide TEM
image contrast at higher acceleration voltages, implying that they are composed of light
elements. Indeed, EDX analysis of the clots did not show the presence of additional
elements aside from C, O, Al, and Si.
We next considered two alternatives for make–up of the densities observed in the clotted
zeolites; 1) coke deposition formed during oil cracking (5,9,17) or 2) extra–framework
alumina expelled from the zeolite framework and deposited in the mesopores (8,13,22).
Coke is too low and extra–framework alumina is too similar in molecular weight to the
surrounding zeolite to create image contrast at the high acceleration voltages. However,
if the ‘clots’ would indeed be composed of deposited alumina, they should also have
been formed in our steamed FCC catalyst samples since hydrothermal deactivation
results in the formation of extra–framework alumina (8,13). We note that the laboratory
steaming protocol only mimics, but is not exactly the same as the events in the FCCU.
Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that the results of the formation of extra
framework Al are structurally different in ECat and steamed specimen and the clots
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observed in the ECat samples are indeed accumulations of extra–framework Al. Based
on the experiments performed, we are however of the opinion that the densities
observed in the mesopores in ‘clotted zeolites’ is coke created in the riser reactor during
the FCC reaction. These coke deposits are apparently not completely removed during
the regeneration treatment in the FCCU, possibly because they are too stable or
inaccessibleiv.
Mapping of Deactivation Processes within Equilibrated FCC Catalyst Particles
Although the zeolite degradation model (Figure 8.5) implies a continuous process of
FCC catalyst particle degradation, various deactivation stages were observed
throughout the sections of the ECat specimens. We next aimed to gain more insight in
the progression and localization of the deactivation process within ECat samples. FM
measurements revealed a large intra–particle heterogeneity in the distribution of
Brønsted acid sites in fresh FCC catalyst particles, as shown in Figure 8.3C and D. The
FCC catalyst particles from the ECat sample, however, showed an overall much more
homogeneous fluorescence staining throughout single particle sections (Figure 8.3G–H,
Figure 8.6)v. In fresh FCC particles, the contrast in fluorescence intensity originated from
the different type I and type II domains (Chapter 7). Bright fluorescence was measured
from the zeolites constituting the type I areas, whereas the clay in the type II is too low in
Brønsted acidity to generate fluorescent products.

Figure 8.9 (next page): Different domains are more easily discerned in FM images of FCC
particles with a high overall fluorescent intensity. A. FM image of two neighboring FCC particles
sections showing different levels of fluorescence intensity. B. FM/TEM overlay image of the
same area as imaged in A. Panels C and D show TEM overview images of the areas indicated in A
and B with the white and grey square, respectively. The black and the red rectangle are
positioned in structurally different domains within the sections of the particles. The TEM images
in panels E and F reveal the structurally different constituents of the areas indicated in C and D,
respectively. E. High magnification TEM images of the macroporous zeolites (top panel) and
fragments (bottom panel) observed in the areas highlighted in C. F. High magnification TEM
images of the mesoporous zeolites (top panel) and fragments (bottom panel) observed in the
areas outlined in panel D. These regions (F) show high contrast in fluorescence intensity (grey
panel in A and B). In FCC particles with an overall lower fluorescence intensity (panel A and B,
white square), less contrast in fluorescence brightness was observed from the different domains
(panel E). The scalebars indicate 5 µm in panels A and B, 1 µm in panels C and D and 200 nm in
panels E and F.
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The homogeneous staining of the particles from the ECat sample could be explained by
the loss of functionally distinct domains, which leads to a more uniform distribution of
Brønsted acid sites throughout the particles. TEM analysis showed that structurally
different domains within single FCC catalyst particles still occur, although the
undamaged clay particles constituting the type II domains are lost. Domains observed in
FCC catalyst particles from the ECat sample are typically composed of fragments,
amorphous zeolites, or, on occasion, deformed clay. Often, little contrast in fluorescence
signal was observed between structurally distinct domains within a single particle.
Indeed, in FCC particles with low Brønsted acidity the difference in fluorescence
intensity between the domains was low, as illustrated in Figure 8.9A and B; the area
depicted in the white box. In the FM images of FCC catalyst particles with an overall
higher Brønsted acidity, the contrast in fluorescence intensity was sufficient to discern
different domains (Figure 8.9A and B, the area depicted with the grey box). Areas rich in
Brønsted acid sites will have a comparatively larger contrast in fluorescence intensity
than domains containing deactivated amorphous zeolites, damaged clay and fragments.
We propose that the divergence in Brønsted acidity within an FCC catalyst particle
decreases upon degradation.
Structural diversity within the FCC catalyst particles was not limited to the manifestation
of different domains; fragments, macropores and amorphous zeolites were formed
scattered throughout the sections of the particles. More importantly, different stadia of
deactivation occurred within close proximity of each other within the particles from the
ECat sample, even within a single zeolite crystal (Figure 8.5, 4th row from the top).
These observations are in agreement with previous findings, where an inhomogeneous
distribution and level of defect formation was observed in deactivated FCC particles
(6,7). Our results show that the degradation can either occur in homogeneous domains
within the FCC catalyst particle, or in a more heterogeneous manner, where even
neighboring zeolites can vary in structure. Combined, these findings indicate that the
degradation of the zeolite crystals is not a synchronous process and can vary in onset
and progression from zeolite to zeolite within a single FCC particle.
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Conclusion
The deactivation and degradation processes taking place in an industrial fluid catalytic
cracking unit were studied by performing a combined structural and functional analysis
of a population of individual catalyst particles. The structural defects observed in these
commercially used FCC particles were compared to features found in control fresh and
steamed FCC particles. The structural alterations resulting from hydrothermal
deactivation included the creation of meso– and macropores in the zeolite crystal and
the formation of amorphous and severed zeolites. Moreover, increasing the level of
stream treatment led to a loss of intact clay particles and zeolites in the specimen.
Unique to the FCC particles from the ECat sample was the occurrence of clotted zeolites
and fragments. In a next step, the iLEM uniquely allowed to determine the Bønsted
activity of each structural defect based on the formation of fluorescent products after
selective staining the acidity of the FCC particles with 4–fluorostyrene. Several structural
defects, or combinations of defects, observed in the ECat samples could be correlated to
the effects of different levels of steam treatment. Upon increasing the severity of the
hydrothermal deactivation, the formation of macropores in zeolites was induced,
whereas undamaged clay and zeolites were lost from the FCC particles. A subset of the
structural features observed in the ECat specimen was never formed in the
hydrothermally deactivated FCC particles. Fragments of clay or zeolites and dense clots
formed in the zeolite crystal were only observed in the ECat specimen. By combining
structural and functional analysis of the different features, the deactivation processes of
zeolites in the FCC particles were modeled. Following the characterization of the
individual structural features, their occurrence in particles of various Brønsted acidity
levels was determined and mapped. Features previously identified as either being low in
Brønsted acidity or formed upon high levels of hydrothermal deactivation, e.g.
macropores and clotted zeolites, were increasingly found in sections of particles
displaying low overall fluorescence intensities. Furthermore, a comparatively large
proportion of damaged clay, undamaged zeolites and mesoporous zeolites was
observed in particles with higher Brønsted acidity. The various features were found both
in large domains within the FCC particles as scattered throughout the sections.
Interestingly, structural features representing various levels of deactivation were found in
close proximity of each other, occasionally even within the same zeolite.
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From our detailed iLEM characterization study we can draw two major conclusions.
Firstly, we propose that at least two structurally distinct zeolite degradation processes
take place in the FCC catalyst particle while circling through the FCCU. A first possible
deactivation pathway is through the formation macroporous zeolites crystals, which can
then be further degraded into amorphous structures or fragments. Apart from the
fragmentation, these processes are also observed upon hydrothermal deactivation of the
specimen, indicating that this type of zeolite degradation results from exposure to steam
in the FCCU. The second type of deactivation is observed as the dense clots in the
zeolite crystal. Owing to its unique properties, the iLEM methodology revealed a border
of non–fluorescent, possibly fully deactivated, clotted zeolites in the majority of the
imaged FCC catalyst particles in the ECat sample. Based on their low Brønsted acidity,
the clotted crystals were initially proposed to originate from metal poisoning. However,
EDX and HAADF analysis indicate that the densities are coke deposits.
The second conclusion is that the deactivation state of the FCC catalyst particle is more
readily determined based on its Brønsted acidity than from its structural composition. In
most occasions, various states of zeolite degradation were observed with TEM, making
it difficult to determine the deactivation level of the particle based on its structure. It was
however possible to sort the sections of the particles into separate groups based on their
overall fluorescence intensity, which is a measure for the Brønsted acidity. This greatly
facilitated relating the formation of various structural features to the Brønsted acidity of
the FCC catalyst particle. Structures representing various levels of hydrothermal
deactivation, identified in the steamed samples and plotted in the ‘calibration curves’,
were also formed in the FCC particles from the ECat sample. By identification of these
features in sections of particles displaying various levels of fluorescence intensity, the
level of deactivation could be correlated to the Brønsted acidity. Structural features
indicating low levels of hydrothermal deactivation, e.g. undamaged zeolites and clay
(Scheme 8.1), were present in areas showing high levels of Brønsted acidity. FCC
particles displaying lower fluorescence intensities, indicating low Brønsted acidity, also
contained structural features associated with high levels of steam deactivation; e.g. the
formation of macropores. This observation is in agreement with previous findings that
Brønsted acidity is a measure for the catalyst particle’s reactivity.
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Footnotes
iThe

severed zeolites occurred more often in steam deactivated FCC catalyst particles

relative to fresh FCC catalyst particles and particles from an ECat sample, indicating that
this feature is caused by steam deactivation. Since the latter process also occurs in an
FCCU, the severed zeolites should also be observed in the particles from the ECat
sample. However, it could be that there are other forms of structural damage inflicted to
the zeolites in the FCCU preceding, and thereby potentially circumventing, the severing
process observed within steam deactivated FCC catalyst materials.
iiThe

fluorescence intensity measured from the FCC particle sections is indicative for

their reactivity. However, the level of fluorescence signal is largely dependent on the
amount of material in the specimen, which is determined by the section thickness. When
the sections are thicker, the fluorescence intensity is higher. The brittle FCC particles are
challenging to section, and the section thickness is not very reproducible. We therefore
opted not to compare variations in fluorescence intensity between different FCC
particles. Furthermore, the intra– and interparticle variations in fluorescence intensity are
high, requiring bulk analysis of the specimen to measure an overall change in reactivity
between the fresh, ECat and steamed FCC catalyst samples. The amount of different
FCC particles analyzed in this study is unfortunately too small to identify this difference.
The Brønsted activity of the fresh, steamed and ECat bulk samples was previously
determined based on UV–Vis micro–spectroscopy (20,21). Therefore, we have limited
our analysis to comparing intra– and interparticle variations observed within single
specimens imaged with the iLEM.
iiiThe

clotted rim could result from damages to zeolite crystals present at the periphery of

particles. No rim of zeolites is observed around the fresh FCC particles; here clay is also
found at the particle’s edge. In the ECat specimen, however, the clay particles have
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mostly disappeared leaving zeolite crystals as the particle’s main and almost only
component. The lack of clay could explain the sole presence of zeolites at the periphery
of the FCC particles, forming the clotted rim.
ivFrom

our data it appears that the zeolite crystals at the periphery of particles are

damage that is uniquely formed following circulation through the FCCU, as discussed in
‘Characterization of the Clotted Zeolites found in Equilibrium Catalyst Samples’.
However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the clots are a result of the sample
preparation; the embedding or sectioning procedures. The clotted rim, like the feature
‘fragments’, is observed in almost all FCC particles from the ECat specimen, but not in
fresh and steamed samples. Since these samples are all prepared according to the
same protocol, the chances are slim that the clotted zeolites (and the fragments) are
result from sample preparation procedures.
vThe

intraparticle variation in reactivity was determined from the FM images of sections

of the FCC catalyst particles. First, the parts of the image showing sections of FCC
catalyst particles were selected with Image J image processing software. Next, the mean
fluorescence intensity per image pixel composing these regions was calculated. Finally,
the relative error of each pixel from the mean fluorescence intensity was determined.
High relative errors imply a larger variation in fluorescence intensity within the measured
area. This variation indicates the presence of areas of high and low Brønsted acidity
within a single catalyst particle. If the relative error is low, the fluorescence intensity and
therefore the Brønsted activity within the catalyst particle is more homogeneously
distributed. Indeed, we observed a higher relative error in sections of fresh FCC catalyst
particles (53.9, with a standard error (SE) of 1, total number of particle sections analyzed
(n) = 70) compared with FCC catalyst particles from an ECat sample (45.2 ± 0.5, n =
145). FCC catalyst particles, which were steamed at 800 °C for 3 h also showed a more
homogeneously distribution of Bronsted acid sites (47.6 ± 0.6, n = 80).
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Chapter 9: A SWOT Analysis
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats of Integrated Laser and Electron
Microscopy
M.A. Karreman

A SWOT Analysis of iLEM

I’m thinking of you, dear
Every moment of the way
I’ve tied my hands with rope now watch you escape
And I make no mistake

‐

‘Afternoon’, Youth Lagoon

http://tinyurl.com/iLEM–Chapter09
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Chapter 9: A SWOT Analysis
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of Integrated Laser
and Electron Microscopy
Abstract: In the corporate world, a project or business plan can be evaluated by a so–
called SWOT analysis. Here, the subject’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats are listed. This analysis, originating from an idea of the business guru Albert
Humphrey, indicates the internal and external factors influencing the success of the
project (1). Internal factors are the strengths and weaknesses of the project, whereas the
external factors are listed as opportunities and treats. A SWOT analysis can also be
performed upon the introduction of a novel product on the market. In this chapter, the
SWOT analysis is used to discuss the potential of integrated Laser and Electron
Microscopy (iLEM) in scientific research, and outline the strong and weak points of this
novel approach for correlative microscopy.
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Strengths
Quick Navigation to the Region of Interest
The iLEM allows for quick and effortless correlation between fluorescence microscopy
(FM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in the imaging of a single specimen.
Since the same TEM sample stage is employed for both imaging modalities, the
retracing of the region of interest (ROI) can be performed based on the known offsets
between the coordinate system of the fluorescence microscope and the transmission
electron microscope. As outlined in the Chapter 1, various approaches have been
developed that allow for the retrieval of the ROI in the transmission electron microscope
following its identification with light microscopy (LM). With non–integrated solutions for
correlative microscopy, however, the sample needs to be transferred from one imaging
set–up to another and specialized procedures are required to correlate the results.
Depending on which method is chosen, these approaches for correlative microscopy can
easily take hours or days and require patience, skills and determination. The correlation
between FM and TEM in iLEM is automated and driven by software; by a simple mouse–
click in the FM image the specimen will be positioned so that the same area can be
imaged with TEM. The ‘click–and–go’ function of the iLEM allows for quick screening of
the grid; an entire specimen can be investigated in less than 20 minutes (See Chapter 1,
figure 1.4).
The iCorrTM is a commercially available wide–field FM that can be integrated into a
transmission electron microscope, developed by FEI Company (2). The iCorrTM has
similar strengths as the iLEM FM module, however the iCorrTM software offers some
additional convenient options. The iCorrTM softeware automatically produces FM/TEM
overlay images. Whereas normally these images need to be made manually by the user
with image processing software, the iCorrTM software automatically generates large ‘grid–
overviews’ which combine all FM and TEM images in a single file. A big advantage of
this feature is that it saves the user a lot of time in the post–processing of the data and
that it helps in the interpretation of the results while performing the measurements.
The iLEM not only allows for the imaging of the ROI in its structural context, but also for
the identification of so called ‘false positives’. An example of this is shown in Chapter 6,
where thawed cryosections of Vastus Lateralis of FRG–1 overexpressing mice were
labeled for Cleaved Caspase 3 (CC3), a marker for apoptosis. Not only the IF label of
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CC3 was visible with FM, but also erythrocytes (red blood cells) were showing bright
fluorescence signals. Based on FM imaging alone, it was not possible to differentiate
between the apoptotic cells and the false positives. With iLEM, we could swiftly screen
all the fluorescent spots and quickly identify the true ROIs with TEM.
Imaging a Single Specimen with FM and TEM Allows for Unique Structural and
Functional Characterization Studies
In Chapters 7 and 8 we demonstrated the unique possibilities of the iLEM by performing
a combined structural and functional analysis of Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) particles.
The Brønsted acid sites in the zeolite fraction of these particles, which are the
catalytically active areas, were selectively stained with a fluorescent probe. The intensity
of the fluorescent signal was employed as an indicator of the location and relative
strength of the Brønsted acid sites within each FCC particle. These sites were previously
either studied structurally, by electron microscopy, or functionally, by FM or activity
assays. iLEM enabled measuring the Brønsted acidity of structurally distinct regions
within single FCC particles. This methodology allowed for the identification of
homogeneous zones in fresh FCC particles containing only zeolites or clay particulates
(Chapter 7). In a sample obtained from an industrial FCC Unit, FCC particles showing
various levels of degradation could be identified and characterized (Chapter 8).
Cryo–Electron Microscopy
The iLEM is not restricted to imaging samples at room temperature, as the applications
discussed in this work. iLEM has shown great promise in the analysis of vitreous
specimen, as is performed with cryo–electron microscopy (cryo–EM) (3,4). Here, frozen
hydrated samples are imaged at cryogenic temperatures. No chemicals are used for the
fixation or staining, and the samples are imaged in their native state; providing –as prof.
Arie Verkleij used to call it– ‘the first derivative of the truth’. Cryo–EM is employed to
visualize subcellular structures at high resolution, either isolated (5–8) or in their cellular
environment (9–14). However, preparation and imaging of vitreous specimen is
challenging. Ice–crystals can be formed during freezing, disrupting the structure of the
specimen, or the specimen can be contaminated during transfer and imaging. While
imaging with the EM, the electron beam generates radiation damage in the specimen
(15). The maximum electron dose that a specimen can be exposed to depends on the
specimen itself and on the level of detail that needs to be preserved. The electron dose
becomes increasingly important when multiple images of the same area are requiredi
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(16–18), as with (cryo–)electron tomography. For electron tomography, the subject is
imaged under a range of tilt–angles and a 3D volume is reconstructed by back–
projection of these images (19–21). To protect the sample from radiation damage, the
electron dose employed to image the specimen needs to be low. Not only can this result
in noisy images that are low in contrast, it also prohibits elaborate searches for the ROI
in the EM. Combining FM with cryo–EM can greatly aid in the analysis of vitreous
specimen. By screening the specimen with FM instead of TEM, the time that the
specimen is exposed to the harmful electron beam is reduced (22–26). This leaves a
larger portion of the total electron dose to be used for acquiring images of the specimen.

Figure 9.1: Cryo–iLEM of mouse embryonic fibroblasts stained with Mitotracker Green. A. The
Dewar attached to the cryo–TEM holder has an adjusted lid, composed of a tube and a cork. This
prevents the loss of liquid nitrogen while imaging the vitreous specimen at 90° rotation with the
FM module of the iLEM. Panels B and C show fluorescence and reflection images, respectively,
of the vitreous specimen. The reflection image reveals the variations in thickness in the sample,
visible as ‘altitude lines’ (open arrowhead). Furthermore, the gridbar is clearly visible (full
arrowhead). D. An FM/TEM overlay image of the area indicated in panels B and C with the white
square. E. At the area indicated in panel D, a tomogram was recorded. A virtual slice from this
tomogram shows the presence of a mitochondrion and the calcium inclusions found therein
(closed arrowheads). The images for this figure were generously provided by dr. L.F. van Driel
(4,27).
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Cryo–correlative microscopy is gaining in popularity; various examples and approaches
have been developed that allow for the study of vitreous specimen with both FM and EM
(23–26,28–36). Dr. L.F. van Driel, who worked in the group of prof. dr. ir. A.J. Koster
(Molecular Cell Biology, Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands), first
explored the potential of cryo–iLEM (27). For this study, mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(MEF) cells were grown on a TEM grid, the mitochondria were stained with Mitotracker
Green, and the specimen were plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen. The vitreous sample was
then mounted on a cryo–TEM holder that was cooled down to approximately –196 °C.
Liquid nitrogen, present in a small Dewar attached to the holder, kept the sample at this
low temperature. For cryo–iLEM, a special lid composed of a cork and a tube was
produced for the Dewar (Figure 9.1A). Upon tilting the specimen holder for FM imaging,
this lid prevents the loss of liquid nitrogen from the Dewar. Following mounting the
specimen on the cryo–stage and inserting it into the iLEM, the quality of the ice was
assessed at low magnification with TEM. The sample was screened for areas which
were low in ice–crystal contamination and of a suitable thickness, the latter of which was
judged by their electron transparency. Next, these areas were studied with the FM
module of the iLEM (Figure 9.1B and C). Based on the signal from Mitotracker Green,
the mitochondria were located in the MEF cells (Figure 9.1B, D and E). Notably, the
scattering image not only showed the outlines of the cells, but also revealed local
variations in ice thickness (Figure 9.1C). The thickness of the specimen is an extremely
important parameter for cryo–TEM. The sample should be thin enough for the electron
beam to pass through. Moreover, images generated from comparatively thick specimen
generally have a low signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, if the ice is too thin, the
sample is unstable. Gaining insight in the specimen thickness based on the scattering
images is a valuable feature of the iLEM, facilitating the localization of areas that are
suitable for TEM imaging. At this time, it is not possible to get a quantitative indication of
the ice–thickness; only the relative differences are visualized. Therefore, suitable areas
still need to be identified with TEM. Hopefully, in future developments will allow to
employ the reflection mode to make a definite judgment on the sample’s ice–thickness.
Currently, the iLEM installed at the prof. dr. A.J. Kosters’ group is being further improved
and used for cryo–applications (4).
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Weaknesses
Standard Sample Preparation and Labeling Protocols Are Not Compatible with
Room Temperature iLEM Imaging
Aside from the advantages of the iLEM discussed above, integrating two imaging
modalities into a single set–up comes with some limitations and drawbacks. As
discussed in the first chapters of this work, the iLEM demands specimen suitable for
both FM and TEM imaging. For the biological applications of iLEM described in this
work, samples were prepared by mounting thin sections of immobilized biological
specimen on a TEM grid. Next, the structure of interest was targeted by immuno–
labeling the sections with gold and fluorescent probes. In conventional immuno–TEM
labeling procedures, as a final step in the protocol the sample is stained to generate the
TEM image contrast. However, the heavy metal salts used for conventional post–
staining procedures have been shown to quench the signal of the fluorescent probe
labeled on section (37,38) (Chapter 2–4). In the case of cryo–iLEM, this problem is
circumvented because the contrast of the specimen is generally not enhanced by
staining with heavy metals.
For the specimen imaged at room temperature with the iLEM, however, an unwanted
compromise needed to be made between the quality of the TEM contrast and the
intensity of the fluorescent label. Low concentrations of heavy metal stains were
employed which only moderately affected the fluorescence signal. However, these ‘mild’
staining procedures yielded a weak image contrast in the transmission electron
microscope (38) (Chapter 4 and 5). Therefore, one of the goals of this research was to
develop alternative approaches that yield TEM image contrast without affecting the
quantum yield (QY) of the fluorophore. In this work we focused on developing
contrasting procedures optimized for Lowicryl resin sections and thawed cryosections,
since labeling of the structure of interest is commonly performed on these type of
specimens. Immuno–labeling can also be performed on sections fixed according to the
VIS2FIX methods, described in Chapter 4. The VIS2FIX procedures result in chemically
fixed sections that are similar to thawed cryosections. Therefore, we expect that the
2+Staining method (Chapter 3) will also be applicable to contrast VIS2FIX sections.
With the introduction of the improved contrasting procedures described in Chapter 2 and
3, the problems faced in sample preparation for iLEM appear to be solved. However, for
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those who prefer to work with specimen stained according to more conventional
methods, like the protocol developed by Griffiths (39), employing the novel procedures
will always feel like adjusting and compromising.
Fluorophores Perform Differently in the Transmission Electron Microscope
Not only the contrasting procedure, but also the imaging conditions in the iLEM can
affect the QY of the fluorophore. In Chapter 2 we demonstrate how an environment free
of water and oxygen, like in the iLEM, has different effects on the performance of
different fluorescent probes. Two examples from the family of Alexa dyes, popular for its
excellent QY and photostability, were lower in fluorescence intensity in a dry, oxygen
free, environment. When imaged in an environmental chamber filled with nitrogen gas,
Alexa 488 and Alexa 532 showed a respectively 48% and 42% lower fluorescence signal
compared to when the probes were imaged in water (Chapter 2).
It would be of great interest to determine which fluorophore is optimal for iLEM imaging.
In the work presented in Chapter 2, we could not perform a quantitative comparison of
the performance of the different fluorophores under dry conditions. Such a quantitative
comparison requires labeling and imaging conditions to be equally fitted for each of the
different probes. The measured fluorescence intensities from the immuno–labeled
sections are determined by a large number of factors; some related to the probes and
some related to the instrument. In our experimental set–up we could therefore not make
a fair comparison of the performance of the different probes in a dry environment. This is
why this study is limited to comparing the fluorescence intensities of each probe in dry
and wet conditions. It remains to be investigated which fluorophore shows the highest
fluorescence brightness in the vacuum of the transmission electron microscope.
Imaging in the vacuum of the transmission electron microscope can also have a positive
effect on the fluorescent signal. Photobleaching can occur during FM imaging by the
interaction of oxygen with an excited fluorophore. Due to the absence of oxygen in the
vacuum of the iLEM, bleaching of the fluorophore is expected to be reduced. In the
experiments described in Chapter 2, however, we did not observe any difference in
fluorescence fading between imaging in water, air or in an oxygen–free environment.
Most of the probes we measured did not bleach notably during our experiments, and
FITC, which did fade very quickly, bleached with the same rate in presence and absence
of oxygen. Further research is necessary, however, to gain more insight in how imaging
in vacuum influences the bleach rate of different fluorophores.
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iLEM Images Small Specimen
One of the limitations of the iLEM is the restriction in the size of the specimen that can
be imaged. Since the TEM holder is employed, the sample needs to fit on a TEM grid (
3 mm). Whereas one of the strengths of iLEM is the quick localization of the ROI in the
specimen, a weakness is that this specimen is rather small; thin sections fit for TEM
imaging (approximately 0.3 mm x 0.5 mm x 70 nm in size). Therefore, the iLEM does not
directly facilitate the navigation to rare events occurring only once or twice within a large
3D sample, e.g. a biopsy or a small organism. Instead, the iLEM can be employed for
the localization of the ROI within a smaller field of view. We encountered this limitation of
the iLEM during our study of Facio Scapulo Humeral Dystrophy (FSHD) affected muscle
(Chapter 6). Here, sections of a muscle biopsy from an FSHD patient were labeled for
creatin kinase. The results show positive labeling in only a subset of the imaged muscle
fibers, illustrating the heterogeneity of FSHD expression. The sections we imaged that
were obtained from a different area in the biopsy, however, did not show any positive
labeling. This demonstrates that locating the ROI with iLEM within a large volume, like a
muscle biopsy, may require the screening of a number of sections produced from
different areas in the sample.
Live Cell Imaging Is Not Possible with iLEM
In various correlative microscopy studies, FM is employed for live cell imaging (40–52);
the dynamics of the structure of interest or a certain event can be monitored in vivo by
FM and next it can be studied with EM at high resolution. iLEM is restricted to imaging
immobilized specimen in the vacuum of the transmission electron microscope. At this
time it is therefore not possible to image dynamic events with the FM module of the
iLEM.
The FM Module of the iLEM Has a Low Spatial Resolution
The FM module of the iLEM was custom designed to allow it to be integrated into the
transmission electron microscope, which contributed to its comparatively low spatial
resolution (Chapter 1). The limited resolution of the fluorescence microscope of the iLEM
is for the greater part due to the moderate numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens.
The relationship between the resolution (r), the wavelength of the particle () employed
for imaging the specimen and the NA of the objective lens is described as r = 1.22 •  /
(2 • NA). Whereas a conventional laser scanning fluorescence microscope often
employs a oil immersion objective lens system that has an NA of 1.3, the NA of the FM
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module of the iLEM is 0.55. Imaging with an 1.3 NA objective lens and a 473 nm laser
would yield a theoretical resolution of 0.22 μm, whereas this resolution would be 0.52 μm
for a 0.55 NA objective lens. In practice, the fluorescence microscope of the iLEM has a
resolution of 0.55 μm (53). We do note that no out–of–focus background signal is
detected from our specimen since the specimens in the iLEM are only 70–120 nm thick.
In previous work, the imaging quality of the FM module was compared to that of a
conventional wide field fluorescence microscope (38). To achieve this, thawed
cryosections of Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) were fluorescently
labeled for –H2AX or CC3 and imaged either with wide–field FM or with the iLEM
(Figure 9.2).

Figure 9.2: Comparison of wide–field FM and iLEM. Immuno–labeling of –H2AX (A and B) and
CC3 (C and D) on thawed cryosections of UVC–stressed HUVECs. Visualized with conventional
wide–field light microscopy (63×, oil–immersion objective, NA 1.4) (A and C) and iLEM (vacuum,
NA 0.55) (B and D). Labeling of –H2AX is found in the nuclei of UVC–stressed cells and in a
subset of cells Caspase 3 is activated. Note the difference in resolution between the two
microscopes, and the autofluorescence seen by iLEM. The scalebar represents 20 μm.
Although the overall results from wide–field FM (Figures 9.2A and C) were similar to
those of the iLEM (Figures 9.2B and D), the difference in spatial resolution of both
imaging modalities is clearly visible from these images. The higher spatial resolution of
the wide–field fluorescence microscope reveals the subnuclear localization of –H2AX in
speckles (Figure 9.2A), whereas with iLEM this protein appears to be homogeneous
distributed throughout the nucleus (Figure 9.2 B).
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Figure 9.3: A cartoon representation of a low (left) and a high (right) numerical aperture (NA)
objective lens.
Aside from the spatial resolution, the NA also affects the fraction of emitted photons that
is collected by the objective lens. The FM module of the iLEM is an epifluorescence
microscope; both the excitation and the emission beam pass through the objective lens.
The NA of the objective lens characterizes the range of angles over which the lens can
accept or emit light (Figure 9.3). It is obtained by multiplying the refraction index of the
immersion medium with the sine of the angle N of this ‘light cone’; a large NA therefore
indicates not only a high resolution but also a wide light cone. Indeed, for the highest
possible NA for an air objective, 0.9, the collected fraction of fluorescence is 3.4 times
larger than for an objective lens with an NA of 0.55. The FM module of the iLEM collects
a comparatively small fraction of the emitted fluorescent signal.
The Correlation between FM and TEM Has an Error of 1–2 µm
For the iLEM, in practice an error margin of 1–2 µm needs to be taken into account in the
correlation between FM and TEM. This error can in part be ascribed to the resolving
power of the FM; 0.55 µm. However, this resolution should allow for a more accurate
retrieval of the ROI. Additional factors that influence the correlation can be attributed to
the transmission electron microscope. Amongst others, the alignment of the
transmission electron microscope should be optimal; e.g. the magnification and the
rotation of the image should not change during focusing, nor should the image rotate
when adjusting the TEM magnification. More important is the performance of the TEM
sample stage. Since this stage is employed for both image modes, the repositioning is
based on standard offsets between the coordinate system of the fluorescence
microscope and that of the transmission electron microscope. To visualize the ROI with
the transmission electron microscope, the stage needs to be sent to a specific point on
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the grid based on a given set of coordinates. The stage can trace back a position that it
has previously visited and stored with <50 nm precision. It is, however, not designed to
accurately navigate to a position on the TEM grid based on coordinates identified in FM
mode. Interestingly, this navigation error is unique for each TEM stage and highly
reproducible. Therefore, at FEI Company calibration procedures are currently developed
that can be implemented in the software driving the iCorrTM. These developments would
improve the correlation between FM and TEM (dr. W.F. Voorhout, FEI Company, the
Netherlands, personal communication).
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Opportunities
Zooming In: Correlating Large Scale Imaging to iLEM
As indicated in the previous section, the iLEM does not allow for the imaging of very
large specimen. By enabling a direct link between two imaging modalities, the iLEM
does allow to ‘fine–tune’ the correlation between conventional FM and high resolution
analysis of the ROI with TEM. For instance, a large sample can be pre–screened with
low resolution imaging modalities for the approximate location of the area of interest.
Next, a smaller specimen can be produced at this site and the iLEM can be employed to
facilitate the navigation to the ROI within this sample.
A combined study like this has great potential in FSHD research. The heterogeneity of
FSHD expression within the patient, but also within each muscle group, makes it difficult
to identify and study diseased cells. Currently, biopsies are taken at random or from
sites of the muscle that, judged by the medical practitioner, ’feel’ different. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) studies have revealed intramuscular fat in patients suffering
from dystrophy (54–61). Here, a correlation was shown between the level of fatty
infiltration and the severity of how the muscle was affected (54,57–61). Whole body MR
imaging allows to objectively locate the affected muscle groups in the patient. (60–62).
Next, a biopsy taken at this site could be either labeled for FSHD biomarkers or stained
with a lipid dye and imaged with the iLEM. In this way, correlating MRI to the iLEM would
allow identifying FSHD affected muscles within a patient and selectively investigate
these cells at high resolution. For future studies, FSHD specific biomarkers could be
targeted with multimodal probes. Application of probes that can be visualized with MRI,
FM and TEM (63,64) would facilitate correlating the different imaging modalities.
Retracing an Event Recorded with Live Cell Imaging in iLEM
Similarly, the iLEM could be employed to facilitate the correlation between live cell
imaging and TEM. Fluorescent probes tagged to the protein of interest can be visualized

in vivo by FM, followed by quick immobilization of the specimen to capture a specific
event (42,46). Sample preparation protocols described earlier allow for cryo–
immobilization, freeze substitution and Lowicryl embedding of the specimen while
preserving the signal of fluorescent proteins (65,66) and quantum dots (QDs) (67). In
thin sections produced from the sample, the event of interest can then quickly be
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retraced in the transmission electron microscope based on imaging of the fluorescent
protein with the FM module of the iLEM.
Implementing Superresolution FM Approaches in iLEM
In his famous lecture, given at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society in
1959, Richard Feynman discussed the possibility of manipulating and imaging atoms
(68). Although the resolving power of the electron microscopes was not sufficient at that
time to image at these scales, Feynman’s ideas presented in this talk inspired and
accelerated the development of various nanotechnology techniques. The title of this talk,
‘There is plenty of room at the bottom’, is certainly applicable to the lateral resolution of
the iLEM’s FM module. Improving the resolution of the iLEM should be approached with
similar optimism and open–mindedness as Feynman had when presenting his ideas in
1959.
An interesting option would be the implementation of a superresolution FM approach in
the iLEM set–up. Several superresolution FM techniques have been developed that
allow for imaging of fluorescent probes beyond the diffraction limit. The three most
notable of these are photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (69,70), stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (71), both relying on the localization of
single

fluorophores

(Figure

9.4A),

and

stimulated

emission–depletion

(STED)

microscopy, that employs an excitation beam with a very small the spot size to scan the
specimen (72) (Figure 9.4B). PALM and STORM can be implemented on wide–field
fluorescence microscopes, and allow mapping the location of single fluorescent probes
in the specimen with high accuracy. Hereto, first a random subset of the population of
fluorophores in the specimen is excited and imaged. Next, the position of these probes is
determined with nm accuracy by fitting a Gaussian through the diffraction limited
fluorescence spot. Finally, these imaged probes are bleached. This cycle is repeated
until the majority of the probes in the specimen are localized and bleached. These
locations are then combined within a single image, and a high resolution map of the
distribution of the probes in the specimen is created (Figure 9.4A). Both PALM and
STORM have been applied previously in combination with electron microscopy (69,73–
75). It would be promising to implement one of these approaches in the wide field
iCorrTM fluorescence microscope (FEI Company). However, for the iLEM STED is a
more fitting approach.
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STED microscopy employs a donut shaped stimulated emission depletion (STED) beam
that overlaps the excitation beam. The STED beam stimulates the return of an excited
fluorophore to its ground state by flooding it with an high intensity of photons at the
emission wavelength. Only in the centre of the combined STED/excitation beam the
intensity of the STED beam is sufficiently low to allow for fluorescence to occur. This
reduces the spot size of the excitation beam down to approximately 20 nm (76),
improving the lateral resolution of the fluorescence microscope to far beyond the
diffraction limit (Figure 9.4B).

Figure 9.4: A cartoon representation of the principles of A. PALM/STORM and B. STED imaging.
Both of these approaches for super–resolution fluorescence microscopy are explained in more
detail in the text.
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The power of STED combined with EM was previously demonstrated in the study of
citrine–tagged proteins expressed in C. elegans (73). Here, the ultrastructural
localization of Histone (HIS–11) in the nucleus, TOM–20 (translocase of outer
mitochondrial membrane–20) at the mitochondria and α–Liprin at the pre–synapse was
imaged with a resolution of 60–80 nm by overlaying the STED images and the EM
images.
The implementation of STED into the FM module of the iLEM in principle could yield
equal improvements in resolution as for conventional FM. With STED, the resolution is
determined by the shape of the STED beam and not by the NA of the objective lens.
However, one needs to take into account that employing either of the above described
approaches for super–resolution FM could result in a decrease in detected fluorescence
signal. Stochastic imaging relies on single molecule detection, and the small beam size
employed with STED may excite a lower number of fluorescent probes per image unitii.
Therefore, it remains to be investigated if superresolution approaches are feasible for
iLEM and iCorrTM. It is clear, however, that increasing the resolution of the FM module
would be an important advancement for the iLEM: there is plenty of room at the bottom.
At this time, the resolution of the FM images can already be improved by the use of
deconvolution techniques (77) (Figure 9.5). An image is defined as a product of the
convolution of the object with the point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system.
When the PSF is determined, one of the many available deconvolution algorithms allow
for restoration of the object from the image. However, the success of these approaches
depends on different parameters, including the accuracy of the measured PSF, the noise
level in the image, and the choice of algorithms (78–80).

Figure 9.5: Deconvolution of raw iLEM images improves the resolution and signal to noise ratio.
A. Thin sections of THP–1 cells were fixed according to the VIS2FIXFS method (Chapter 4), labeled
for LAMP–2 with Alexa 488 and imaged with the fluorescence microscope of the iLEM. Panel B
depicts the deconvoluted image. The scalebars represent 5 μm.
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Improving the Correlation Accuracy of the iLEM
The implementation of superresolution FM approaches in the iLEM can improve the
correlation accuracy beyond the FM diffraction limit. As described in the Chapter 1, the
use of fiducial markers can yield an alignment precision between the fluorescence and
the transmission electron microscope of 100 nm (66,81,82). By combining super–
resolution FM techniques with electron microscopy (74) or with AFM (83) image
alignments as accurate as 10 nm were reported. The use of fiducial markers, e.g.
Fluorospheres (66,81), gold nanoparticles (73,74), or QDs (83), to refine the correlation
between the FM and TEM module in the iLEM is therefore a promising approach.
Coarse navigation to the area of interest can still be performed based on the fixed
offsets of the stage between FM and TEM imaging mode. The correlation can then be
refined by employing the positions of fiducial markers as a reference.
High Resolution Localization Studies
Improving the resolution of the FM and the correlation accuracy between the TEM and
the FM, as discussed above, will allow for superresolution iLEM; highly accurate
localization of the proteins of interest based solely on imaging of the fluorescent probe.
So far, the ROI is usually localized with iLEM based on labeling with fluorescent and
electron dense probes. The fluorescence signal currently provides an approximate
position of the labeled protein. Based on imaging the electron dense label with TEM, this
position can next be determined more accurately.
However, targeting the ROI with an electron dense probe is not always possible. Since
some proteins are difficult to target via immuno–labeling, sometimes the only option is to
genetically tag a fluorescent protein to these structures of interest. Furthermore, probing
the structure of interest with an electron dense marker in vitreous specimen is
challenging. Immuno–labeling procedures cannot be performed on frozen samples, and
pre–embedding

labeling,

performed

before

cryo–immobilization,

often

requires

permeabilization of the cell which strongly affects its structure (84,85). Additionally,
electron dense probes may be toxic or harmful for cell. Non–toxic electron dense
markers to tag the ROI in cryo–EM are currently under development (Giepmans et al.,
personal communication, and Medalia et al., personal communication) (86–89), but are
not yet routinely used. In vitreous specimen the ROI is often tagged or stained with a
fluorescent probe which cannot be visualized with TEM. Cryo–correlative microscopy
was previously employed for retracing of the fluorescently labeled ROI in the
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transmission electron microscope: some of the highest accuracies reported were in the
range of 0.5 µm (26) – 2 µm (31,90). Although this may be sufficiently accurate to
identify in which part or organelle of the cell the structure of interest resides, it does not
allow to unambiguously identify individual proteins, complexes or macromolecular
structures. Therefore, superresolution cryo–iLEM has great potential in the study of
vitreous specimen. Cryo–iLEM has already demonstrated its value in the navigation to
mitochondria in frozen MEF cells (Van Driel et al, personal communication. See also the
section ‘Strengths’ of this chapter and Figure 9.1B–E), and can hopefully be applied in
the future to determine the location of smaller structures or protein complexes with high
accuracy (90,91).
Advanced FM Imaging Approaches
Already during the early stages of the development of the iLEM, the implementation of
advanced

FM

approaches

like

Förster

Resonance

Energy

Transfer

(FRET),

Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM) and spectral imaging were discussediii. FRET is
employed to determine if two structures of interest are within the Förster distance
(approximately 10–100 Å) from each other. FLIM provides information on the
environment of the imaged fluorophore, and can be used as a measure for the FRET
efficiency. FRET and FLIM are both well established FM techniques and many studies
and reviews are published on their applications in the field of life science (92–101).
FRET relies on the principle that the excited state energy of a donor fluorophore can be
transferred to an acceptor fluorophore that is within close proximity. The FRET efficiency
is determined by several factors, including the level of overlap between the emission
spectrum of the donor with the excitation spectrum of the acceptor, the relative
orientation of the donor and acceptor transition dipoles, and by the distance between the
two fluorophores. FRET results in quenching of the donor’s fluorescence, a reduction of
the donor’s fluorescence lifetime and in the increase of the fluorescence of the acceptor.
The distance between the two probe molecules can be determined based on changes in
the fluorescence intensity of the donor and the acceptor fluorophores, or by measuring
the reduction in the fluorescent lifetime of the donor (FLIM). These experiments provide
high resolution information about the position of two fluorophores relative to each other.
Immuno–electron microscopy relies on the labeling of the structure of interest with
electron dense probes conjugated to large antibodies, typically 10–15 nm in size. This
results in a distance between the probe and the labeled protein of at least 15–30 nm,
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since generally the antigen is labeled indirectly via primary and secondary antibodies. By
implementing FRET/FLIM in the iLEM, highly accurate information can be obtained on
the proximity of two components in the specimen.
Spectral imaging allows for measuring the full spectrum emitted by the specimen. Not
only can it be employed to analyze the FRET efficiency, but it can also provide unique
information about the constituents of the specimen. The power of this approach was
previously demonstrated in our group. Here, the autofluorescence from different areas in
living human and mouse skin was measured. This allowed identification and localization
of various components, including melanin, collagen, NADPH, and elastin (102,103). Also
in the field of material science, spectral imaging can aid in the identification of different
constituents in the specimen. Buurmans et al. demonstrated that the relative contribution
of clay, zeolite and alumina to the built up of the FCC particles could be measured by
spectroscopy (104–107). By implementing spectral imaging into iLEM, the ROI can be
identified based on its spectral ‘fingerprint’ and, next, studied at high resolutioniv.
Correlative Probes
Employing QDs to target the structure of interest is a logical approach for iLEM, since
these nanocrystals are both fluorescent and electron dense. First attempts to observe a
fluorescence signal from commercially available QDs were not successful, but this could
be batch–dependent (Invitrogen, personal communication). Although the use of QDs
may offer some advantages, for a number of reasons we currently prefer to sequentially
label our antigens; first with immuno–gold (IG) and next with immuno–fluorescence (IF).
First of all, compared to a fluorescent molecule, a biocompatible QD is large;
approximately 10–15 nm in diameter (108). Therefore, an antigen can most probably
only be labeled by a single QD. Steric hindrance may prevent the labeling of neighboring
antigens. A similar effect also takes place during immuno–gold labeling; due to the
charge and size of the colloid gold particles the labeling efficiency is low. Since separate
probes were employed in the iLEM experiments, the antigens that were not labeled with
IG can still be targeted by IF probes; their small size improves their labeling potential.
Importantly, more than one fluorophore is conjugated to a single antibody: this increases
the number of fluorescent probes linked to the protein of interest and thus the brightness
of the label.
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Secondly, the properties of QDs are also not ideal for imaging with the iLEM. The
comparatively long fluorescence lifetime of QDs, ~20ns (109), limits the maximum
number of detected photons when short pixel dwell times are used. Furthermore, the
QDs are more difficult to recognize in the transmission electron microscope compared to
the 10–15 nm immuno–gold particles we generally employ. The electron dense core of
the QD is rather small, typically around 5 nm (110), and of lower atomic weight than the
gold probe (111).
These points aside, QDs have already demonstrated to be suitable markers for TEM and
correlative microscopy (63,67,111–114). Therefore, their potential for iLEM should be
investigated further.
So far, the quenching effect of the heavy metal stains on the fluorescent probe was
prevented by adjusting the contrasting procedures (Chapter 2 and 3). By approaching
the problem from the side of the probe, however, conventional contrasting procedures
may still be employed for the preparation of specimen for the iLEM. An interesting
possibility would be to coat a fluorescent core, either a QD or a cluster of fluorescent
dyes, with a silica shell that is made impermeable for heavy metal ions. When a
sufficiently large physical distance between the fluorophore and the heavy metal stain is
created, ~10 nm, quenching can be prevented (Chapter 2)v.
Multi–Color Imaging with iLEM
At this time, it is not possible to employ two different wavelengths for the excitation of the
probes. The iLEM employs a green laser to excite the fluorescence in the specimen.
Whereas the iLEM was initially equipped with a 488 nm laser, the findings described in
Chapter 2 made us decide to switch to a different excitation wavelength: currently the
FM module of the iLEM images the specimen with a 532 nm laser. The alternations to
the iLEM set–up required for changing the lasers, e.g. re–alignment of the FM module,
can be performed approximately within a day. However, it is currently not yet possible to
align the iLEM FM module so that the specimen can be excited with two different
wavelengths, and double labelingvi FM experiments are still out of reach for iLEM.
However, for the future it would be extremely valuable if imaging of probes with different
excitation wavelengths would be possible. The ROI in the specimen could then be
determined based on the labeling or staining of multiple proteins or structures.
Furthermore, FRET experiments could be greatly facilitated by measuring the intensity of
both the donor and the acceptor fluorophore.
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Threats
Correlative Microscopy Using Two Dedicated Set–Ups
One of the biggest challengers of the iLEM is correlative microscopy performed with two
separate dedicated microscopes. Integrating the fluorescence microscope into the TEM
column, required special considerations in its design (see ‘Weaknesses’). Although the
resulting limitations of the FM module can be overcome by further developments and
improvements (see ‘Opportunities’), the imaging properties of the current FM module are
not optimal. The use of independent set–ups for correlative microscopy in principle
abolishes the need to make adjustments to the microscopes and to the specimen
preparation protocols. This allows for imaging with an optimally performing, high
resolution fluorescence microscope, and for applying the most favorable sample
processing protocol for each imaging modality. Automatic correlation between FM and
TEM, one of the main advantages of the iLEM, can be achieved in separate set–ups by
employing a single and accurate stage for both imaging modalities (115,116). Software
approaches have been developed that allow, based on the position of landmarks on the
specimen, for high resolution correlation between FM and TEM (24,66,117). Currently,
the user of these approaches still needs to manually assign the positions of the markers,
creating a reference system for the software. Most probably, it is only a matter of time
before this process is combined with intelligent software and algorithms that allow for
automatic matching and overlaying of the FM and TEM images.
Volume Electron Microscopy
Employing separate imaging modalities allows for the screening of a large sample
volume, which is currently not possible with iLEM (see ‘Weaknesses’ but also
‘Opportunities’). Correlative microscopy can for instance be employed to identify the ROI
within a large sample with confocal FM. By targeted microtomy, this area can be isolated
from the specimen and imaged with TEM. Here, the location of the ROI in the sample
block is estimated (67,118,119) or marked (48,120–123), and TEM sections are
produced from these areas.
3D correlative microscopy, or volume correlative microscopy, correlates 3D FM to 3D
EM maps of the specimen. This can be achieved by first creating confocal FM image
stacks of the sample (47,48,52,118,119,124) or by FM imaging of serial sections (125–
129). Next, the reconstructed FM volume can be correlated to high resolution 3D
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imaging of the same area with electron microscopy. Similar to the creation of the 3D FM
map, this can be achieved by combining EM images of serial TEM sections into a 3D
volume (120,124,128,129). However, parts of the serial sections could be damaged,
distorted or lost during the preparation process, which creates difficulties and artifacts
while reconstructing the volume. More recently, methods have been developed that
allow for focused ion beam (FIB) milling or sectioning through the specimen while
simultaneously acquiring SEM images from the sample block face (52,47,124,130–132).
These serial images through the sample can be combined into a large, high resolution
3D map of the volume of interest. Volume (correlative) microscopy is a rising star in the
field of systems biology since it allows for imaging of large specimen. It generates
elaborate datasets that map large parts of organisms and tissue at nanometer resolution
in 3D (47,52,124,133,134). As outlined in ‘Weaknesses’, the iLEM faces a size
restriction of the specimen. 3D imaging is possible with electron tomography, but iLEM
does not allow for the mapping of large samples of cells or tissue, let alone full
organisms.
Alternative Approaches for Cryo–Correlative Microscopy
A disadvantage of using separate set–ups is the requirement of a transfer step between
imaging of the specimen with FM and TEM. While moving the specimen from one
microscope to the next it can be damaged; especially in the case of the vitreous
specimen. The risk of ice contamination and temperature fluctuations increases
dramatically with every transfer step, which makes the integrated approach of the iLEM
highly advantageous for cryo–correlative microscopy. However, alternative approaches
for cryo–correlative microscopy have been developed that image the sample in separate
set–ups and minimize the risk of ice contamination. Jun et al. described a home–built
cryo–stage that allows for imaging of the vitreous specimen while it is mounted in the
TEM sample holder and protected by a cartridge. The cartridge stabilizes the
temperature of the sample and shields it from the air during transfer (34). In the group of
prof. dr. ir. A.J. Koster (Molecular Cell Biology, Leiden University Medical Centre, the
Netherlands), a modified version of the temperature controlled THMS600 stage (Linkam
Scientific Instruments Ltd., Surrey, United Kingdom) was developed and employed for
FM imaging of vitreous specimen (26). In collaboration with the Koster group, Linkam
Scientific Intstruments has produced a new version of this stage that minimizes the risk
of ice contamination during specimen transfer (Dr. R.I. Koning, Molecular Cell Biology,
Leiden University Medical Centre, the Netherlands, personal communication).
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The use of these cryo–stages for correlative microscopy could be preferable over cryo–
iLEM since imaging the specimen is not limited to a single set–up. An optimized FM can
be employed, and the sample can be imaged in the transmission electron microscope
that is most suited for the type of analysis that needs to be performed. The transmission
electron microscope of the iLEM currently has a maximum acceleration voltage of 120
kV. Therefore, electron tomography can only be performed on comparatively thin
specimen. A transmission electron microscope operating at a higher acceleration voltage
could image thicker samples, improving the conditions for (cryo–)electron tomography
(cryo-ET). Moreover, the use of a high–end transmission electron microscope offers the
use of other types of specimen analysis and imaging approaches, including electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), energy–dispersive x–ray (EDX) spectroscopy, and
environmental TEM (ETEM). The freedom of choice in microscopy set–ups used in the
correlative workflow therefore allows for a broader range of analytical approaches that
can be used to study the sample.
The advantage of not being tied to a specific microscopy set–up, as with the iLEM, was
recently demonstrated by Rigort et al. who exploited the possibilities of cryo–FM, dual–
beam SEM and cryo–EM (33,36). One of the challenges of cryo–TEM is the sample
preparation; unprocessed material, like cells or tissue, is often to thick and vitreous
sectioning can introduce artifacts in to the specimen (13,135–140). The focused ion
beam (FIB) can be used for the local thinning, milling, of the specimen at the ROI.
Reducing the thickness allows for subsequent imaging of the ROI in the transmission
electron microscope (33,36,141–144). For example, thin slices (lamellae) can be
produced, mounted on a grid (142,143) and next imaged with cryo–TEM. Rigort et al.
employed cryo–FM to identify the ROI in vitreous frozen cells. Next, this specific area
was thinned and imaged with cryo–EM and cryo–ET. Since FIB milling is quite time–
consuming, a procedure was described that allowed for initial trimming of the frozen
specimen with a diamond knife; cryo–planing (33,36). This research demonstrated that
local thinning the specimen at the ROI can be a valuable intermediate step between FM
and cryo–TEM, which not possible with iLEM.
Integrated Correlative Microscopy: There Are More Fish in the Sea
As discussed Chapter 1 of this work, a number of different approaches exist that
integrate two forms of microscopy within a single set–up. As described in Chapter 1, two
other main players are the JASM–6200 Scanning Electron Microscope ClairScope™
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(145–148), produced by Jeol Ltd. (Japan), and the SECOM, developed by Delmic B.V.
(The Netherlands). Additionally, in 2010 the group of prof. dr. Nagayama (National
Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS), Japan) introduced the Electron–Photon Hybrid
Microscope (149,150). Very much like the iLEM, this integrated set–up combines a
fluorescence microscope and a transmission electron microscope in a single set–up. In
collaboration with Jeol Ltd., the development of this imaging tool started in 2006 (151).
The Electron–Photon Hybrid Microscope embodies a Jeol JEM–2010 transmission
electron microscope (200 kV, LaB6 filament) with a fluorescence microscope mounted
on its side port (Figure 9.6A). The fluorescence microscope is equipped with a
commercially available 50x Mitutoyo Plan Apo SL objective lens (NA 0.42, working
distance 20.5 mm, spatial resolution 0.7 μm). The long working distance of this objective
lens allows it to sit outside of the two pole shoes of the TEM objective lens. In between
these two pole shoes, an optical mirror is positioned that angles to excitation beam
towards the specimen. The optical axis of the transmission electron microscope and the
FM are the same; simultaneous imaging with FM and TEM is possible. The transmission
electron microscope is equipped with a cryo–chamber, that protects a vitreous specimen
from contamination, and a phase plate (150). A phase plate enhances the TEM image
contrast of weakly scattering objects, like vitreous specimen of biological material (152–
157)(See also endnote ‘i’).

Figure 9.6: A schematic representation of A. the Electron–Photon Hybrid Microscope, which
TM
shows a detail of the TEM column at the site where the LM is inserted. B. the Clairscope and
C. the SECOM platform.
The Electron–Photon Hybrid Microscope is very similar to the iLEM in design and
potential, but both set–ups do have their own advantages and disadvantages. Whereas
the FM module of the iLEM has a higher spatial resolution than the fluorescence
microscope of the Hybrid Microscope, the latter has a potential advantage due to the
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built–in phase plate. However, modifications to the TEM objective lens of the Hybrid
Microscope were allegedly required for the integration of the fluorescence microscope.
These alternations negatively influence the performance of the transmission electron
microscope, resulting in a lower TEM image resolution. To the best of our knowledge, no
data was published so far that was obtained with this novel set–up. Therefore, it remains
unclear if the of the Electron–Photon Hybrid Microscope is currently employed in
scientific research, and if it will be taken into production by Jeol.
The ClairscopeTM and the SECOM platform both are approaches that combine light
microscopy and SEM in a single set–up, although the individual properties of each of
these integrated correlative microscopes are very different. Whereas the ClairscopeTM
images the specimen outside of the vacuum (Figure 9.6B), the SECOM platform has an
FM objective inside the vacuum of the SEM (Figure 9.6C). With the ClairscopeTM, it is
possible to manipulate the specimen during imaging, or in between imaging modes.
More importantly, live cell imaging is possible since the sample is at atmospheric
pressure and in solution. A disadvantage of the ClairscopeTM, however, is that the
imaging conditions for the scanning electron microscope are far from optimal. Imaging is
restricted to the detection of backscattered electrons. The sample is at atmospheric
pressure and is imaged through a thin SiN–film. These factors reduce the quality of the
SEM image; only a comparatively low signal–to–noise can be obtained (145–148).
The SECOM platform, like the iLEM, images the specimen while it sits in the vacuum of
the SEM. A large number of SEM imaging modes, including EDX, X–Ray,
Cathodoluminescence, secondary electron and backscattered electron detection and
FIB, can therefore be employed in the analysis of the specimen (158). Furthermore, the
SECOM has the potential to be employed for cryo–applications. Integrated FM/SEM
cryo–correlative microscopy has enormous potential. At this time, the imaging of vitreous
uncoated and unstained biological specimen with SEM is challenging due to charging
effects and low contrast. Cryo–SEM is currently mostly employed to imaging the surface
topology of, for instance, freeze fractured specimen. However, as described in the
previous section, a dual beam microscope can be applied for the local thinning to reveal
the ROI. Here, the in–column FM can be employed to in situ identify the area where the
FIB milling can be performed. Next, the thinned area can be imaged with cryo–TEM. It
can be expected that in the near future techniques will be developed that facilitate cryo–
SEM of vitreous biological samples. Like the iLEM, the SECOM platform would then
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enable cryo–correlative microscopy without transferring the sample between imaging
modalities. Since the SEM can house and image much larger specimen, it would have
an advantage over cryo–iLEM. At this time, however, the SECOM platform does not
allow either for tilting the specimen for slice–and–view FIB–SEM experiments or for
imaging in cryo–conditions. Due to increasing demand, the development of these
applications is expected in the near future (Sander den Hoedt, Delmic B.V., the
Netherlands, personal communication).
Like iLEM, the SECOM approach requires samples apt for both FM and EM imaging.
Conventional SEM preparation procedures often involve staining with heavy metals
throughout the biological specimen; this is performed not only to generate sufficient
image contrast but also to prevent charging of the sample during SEM imaging. For FM
analysis with the iLEM, we often labeled the surface of sample; this creates a safe
distance between the heavy metal stain bound to the biological material and the probe
labeled on the section (Chapter 2). However, the SEM images 3D volumes and the
fluorescent probe is generally present throughout the specimen instead of labeled on
top. Inside the sample, the fluorophore is in close proximity to the heavy metal stain. In
theory, this should affect the fluorescence brightness. However, protocols have been
developed that result in fluorescent resin embedded samples. These procedures involve
the addition of heavy metals during the dehydration processes, which surprisingly did not
fully

abolish

the

fluorescence

signal

of

the

probe

inside

the

specimen

(43,66,81,118,124). It remains to be investigated, however, if low levels of fluorescence
intensity (e.g. weakly stained specimen) will also survive the coarse SEM sample
preparation procedures.
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Conclusion
In this SWOT analysis I have attempted to describe the position of the iLEM in the field
of correlative microscopy. Here, not only the current advantages and limitations of this
approach are outlined, but also its potential and its competitors are identified. The
findings are summarized in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: A SWOT Analysis of the iLEM.
Weaknesses

Strengths

Requires adjusted sample preparation
procedures for room temperature specimens

Quick Navigation to the ROI
Combine functional and strutural analysis of
FCC particles

Fluorophores perform differently in the dry
vacuum of the iLEM
Restrictions in sample size

Facilitates Cryo–Electron Microscopy:

Live cell imaging not possible

reduces beam exposure

FM module has low resolution
Correlation between TEM and FM
Opportunities

Threats

Bridging low resolution imaging to TEM
Correlating live cell imaging to TEM

The use of seperate dedicated microscopy

Implementing FM superresolution techniques

set–ups

Improving correlation between FM and TEM

Correlative microscopy of large specimen

module

Cryo–CLEM using a cryo–transfer stage

High resolution localization studies (for cryo–
iLEM)

Alternative approaches for integrated
correlative microscopy: the Electron–Photon

Implementation of FRET, FLIM and spectral

Hybrid Microscope, the ClairscopeTM, the

imaging

SECOM platform

Development of correlative probes
Multi–color imaging
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Two of the biggest advantages of iLEM over non–integrated correlative microscopy
approaches are that it greatly expedites the correlative workflow and that it can facilitate
cryo–EM. However, iLEM is limited to the imaging of immobilized, small specimen; it
does not allow for either life cell imaging or for volume electron microscopy. The
preparation of samples imaged with iLEM at room temperature is challenging, but in
Chapter 2 and 3 methods are described that yield samples with both bright fluorescent
signal and high quality TEM contrast. Combined with previously described protocols, e.g.
(43,66,81,118,124), a variety of different options are now available to produce samples
fit for iLEM imaging.
Working with a technique that is still under development is exhilarating. Since there is
still room for improvement, it is exciting to discuss the potential and possibilities of the
approach. The iLEM would benefit greatly from implementing superresolution FM
techniques, like STED, and from improving its correlation accuracy. Since correlative
microscopy is commonly employed in life science research, and growing in popularity in
the field of material science, more and more new approaches pop up that allow for
analysis of a single specimen with two imaging modalities. These ‘threats’ have their
own advantages and disadvantages, as described above, and the choice of the
approach for correlative microscopy is strongly dependent on the nature of the scientific
question.
iLEM is mostly useful when a ROI needs to be identified with an accuracy of ~1 μm on a
thin section of the specimen, or, as exemplified in Chapter 7 and 8, when a direct
correlation between fluorescence intensity and ultrastructure of the specimen needs to
be made. To tackle such problems, the iLEM is a very strong, efficient and easy–to–use
tool.
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Footnotes
iThin

unstained vitreous biological specimen are weakly scattering objects, or phase

objects, and mainly induce a phase shift to the electrons in the incident beam. The
transmission electron microscope cannot image this phase shift. Phase contrast can
only result from interference between the phase shifted electrons and the unscattered
electrons. Contrast can be enhanced by introduction of a phase plate (20), or by
defocusing the electron beam. The contrast transfer function, describing the objective
lens’ imaging properties, dictates that imaging at a single defocus does not reveal all
structural details of the object. This can be corrected for by combining images of the
same object at a range of different defocus values. This requires acquiring multiple
images of the same area, thus increasing the electron dose on the specimen.
iiThe

small excitation beam used for STED microscopy does not necessarily result in the

detection of less fluorescent molecules per pixel. When multiple probes are within close
proximity to each other in the specimen, e.g. linked to the same protein or substructure,
the fluorescence signal is spread out over the whole detection volume. For example: if a
group of fluorophores are within 10 nm of each other within the specimen, both a beam
with a 300 nm spot size and a beam with a 20 nm can excite the whole group of
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fluorophores. However, the resulting image will be different: in the former case the
fluorophores will be represented as a ‘blob’ of approximately 300 nm in size, whereas
STED will give a more accurate representation of the location of the fluorophores. We do
note that a larger excitation beam is able to excite more fluorophores simultaneously
since it covers a larger area of the specimen. If the probes are distributed
homogeneously over a larger structure or organelle, a large spot size will yield a brighter
fluorescent signal per image unit compared to when an excitation beam with a smaller
spot size is used.
iiiIt

was not yet tested if FRET can occur in the vacuum of the transmission electron

microscope. However, we have no reason to believe that energy transfer between the
two fluorescent probes is hampered by the low atmospheric pressure in the iLEM. It
must be noted that quenching of the fluorescent signal by heavy metal stains also relies
on energy transfer, similar to FRET. The observation of this type of quenching in iLEM
(38) suggests that FRET also may be possible in under vacuum conditions.
ivAlthough

FRET, FLIM and spectral imaging studies are most commonly performed with

laser scanning microscopy, these approaches are also compatible with wide field FM.
Therefore, these high end FM techniques may also be implemented in the novel iCorrTM
set–up.
vThe

space between the stain and the fluorophore should be larger than the Förster

distance to prevent quenching to occur (37). This would require a shell with a thickness
of ~10 nm, resulting in a large probe. Steric hindrance could cause a probe of such a
size to have a low labeling efficiency, as found for immuno–gold and QDs. Furthermore,
upon imaging the specimen with TEM, the probe could mask the ultrastructure of the
epitope and its surroundings.
viDouble

IG labeling is possible with iLEM: the proteins of interest can be targeted with

differently sized gold probes, for instance 5, 10 and 15 nm protein A gold.
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Het Gebruik van de Geïntegreerde Fluorescentie en
Elektronenmicroscoop in de Biologie en de Materiaalkunde
Microscopie biedt de mogelijkheid om de kleinste delen van een object zichtbaar te
maken en nader te bestuderen. Sinds het begin van de zeventiende eeuw zijn er
verschillende vormen van microscopie ontwikkeld die onderzoekers ondersteunen in
natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek. De belangrijkste verschillen tussen deze methoden
zijn te vinden in hoe de afbeelding van het object tot stand komt en wat de resolutie van
de microscoop is. Om het beeld te vormen, kan het object bestraald worden met fotonen
(lichtmicroscopie) of elektronen (elektronenmicroscopie). De resolutie wordt onder
andere bepaald door de golflengte van het deeltje dat hiervoor gebruikt wordt.
Aangezien elektronen een veel kortere golflengte hebben dan fotonen, heeft een
elektronenmicroscoop een hoger onderscheidend vermogen dan een lichtmicroscoop.
Een veel gebruikte vorm van lichtmicroscopie is fluorescentiemicroscopie (FM). Hier
wordt in het monster de te onderzoeken structuur gekleurd of gemarkeerd met een
fluorofoor – een fluorescent molecuul of eiwit. Als een fluorofoor wordt bestraald met
licht van een specifieke golflengte, geeft hij licht van een lagere golflengte af. Dit wordt
fluorescentie genoemd. FM toont de intensiteit en de positie van de fluoroforen en kan
op deze manier binnen een groot gebied de locatie van de te onderzoeken structuren in
het monster tonen. In de elektronenmicroscopie is men in staat om alle structurele
details van het object in een hoge resolutie af te beelden. De interactie tussen de
electronenbundel en de atomen waaruit het monster is opgebouwd, kan gemeten
worden met detectoren. Bij transmissie–elektronenmicroscopie (TEM) resulteert dit in
een beeld dat in zeer hoge mate vergroot gevisualiseerd kan worden op een
fosforscherm, een negatief of een digitale camera.
Correlatieve microscopie combineert de voordelen van deze twee verschillende vormen
van microscopie in het bestuderen van een preparaat. Hoewel TEM een ongeëvenaarde
resolutie heeft, is het tot nog toe moeilijk, zelfs bijna onmogelijk geweest om metingen te
doen bij levend materiaal. Dit laatste is wel mogelijk met lichtmicroscopie. In de biologie
worden FM en TEM vaak met elkaar gecombineerd om dynamische processen (FM) te
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koppelen aan hoge–resolutiestudies (TEM). FM biedt tevens de mogelijkheid om bij een
lage vergroting het te onderzoeken gebied te identificeren. Correlatieve microscopie kan
dus ook worden ingezet om een zeldzaam voorkomend eiwit of een zeldzaam
voorkomende structuur snel te vinden in een groot gebied (FM) en vervolgens de
topologie van het monster in dit gebied met hoge vergroting te bestuderen (TEM). In
deze studie ligt de nadruk op correlatieve microscopie met als doel om de zogenaamde
‘naald in de hooiberg’ te vinden; FM wordt gebruikt om het object af te scannen en het te
onderzoeken gebied te bepalen, waarna het door middel van TEM met hoge resolutie
geanalyseerd kan worden.
Het gebruik van correlatieve microscopie voor natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek is de
laatste jaren sterk in populariteit toegenomen. Echter, de combinatie van twee vormen
van microscopie in de studie van één object is niet eenvoudig. De twee grootste
obstakels zijn 1) het terugvinden van de door middel van FM geïdentificeerd gebieden in
de transmissie–elektronenmicroscoop en 2) het prepareren van de monsters. Om de
correlatie tussen FM en TEM te vergemakkelijken is de geïntegreerde fluorescentie– en
elektronenmicroscoop ontwikkeld (integrated Laser and Electron Microscope, iLEM).
Deze

nieuwe

vorm

elektronenmicroscoop

van
in

microscopie
een

apparaat.

combineert
Eenzelfde

een

fluorescentie

preparaat

kan

en

met

een
iLEM

achtereenvolgens met FM en TEM bestudeerd worden, en de correlatie tussen de twee
microscopen wordt automatisch verricht met behulp van software. Het werk dat in deze
thesis is beschreven, is gericht op het ontwikkelen van nieuwe preparatiemethoden voor
monsters die bekeken worden met de iLEM. Verder worden er verschillende
toepassingen van de iLEM in zowel biologisch als chemisch wetenschappelijk
onderzoek beschreven.
In het eerste deel van dit werk ligt de nadruk op preparatiemethoden. Preparaten die
bekeken worden met de iLEM moeten geschikt zijn voor zowel FM en TEM. Waar de
fluorescentiemicroscoop fluorescente monsters bekijkt, is het voor onderzoek met de
transmissie–elektronenmicroscoop van belang dat de monsters gefixeerd zijn en dun
genoeg om de elektronenbundel door te laten. Biologische preparaten zijn doorgaans
opgebouwd uit atomen met een laag soortelijk gewicht, zoals waterstof, koolstof, stikstof
en fosfor. Zulke atomen zullen de elektronenbundel matig beïnvloeden, en er zal weinig
contrast ontstaan in het TEM–beeld. Om het contrast te versterken, kan het preparaat
behandeld worden met zware metalen. Deze binden aan het biologisch materiaal en
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geven extra contrast in de TEM. De zware metalen doven echter het lichtsignaal van de
fluorofoor. Om deze reden is het ingewikkeld om preparaten voor de iLEM – en voor
correlatieve microscopie in het algemeen – te bereiden; het lijkt alsof er een keuze
gemaakt moet worden tussen fluorescentiesignaal voor FM of beeldcontrast voor TEM.
Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift beschrijven methoden om dunne plakjes
(coupes) van cellen en weefsel te ‘contrasteren’ zonder dat de intensiteit van de
fluorofoor hierdoor wordt beïnvloed. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft snelle, nieuwe procedures om
coupes te fixeren: de VIS2FIXH en de VIS2FIXFS methoden. Hier is het uitgangsmateriaal
geïmmobiliseerd door bevriezing. Van dit bevroren materiaal worden dunne coupes
gesneden, die chemisch gefixeerd kunnen worden via de in dit hoofdstuk beschreven
methoden. Vervolgens kan het te onderzoeken gebied in deze coupes gelabeld worden
met een fluorofoor en/of een marker die zichtbaar is in TEM, bijvoorbeeld een
goudbolletje van ongeveer 10 nm. Deze methode is erg nuttig voor de preparatie van
monsters voor zowel TEM als iLEM.
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift beschrijft verschillende onderzoeksprojecten die
uitgevoerd zijn met de iLEM. In hoofdstuk 5 is het effect van UVC–straling op de vorming
van DNA–schade in cellen onderzocht. Wanneer de cellen dusdanig beschadigd zijn,
zullen ze in apoptose gaan; ze zullen op een gecontroleerde manier afsterven. Met
behulp van de iLEM werd een nieuwe structuur geïdentificeerd in de kern van
apoptotische cellen. Dit ronde, gecondenseerde object is ongeveer 0.5–2 µm groot en
bestaat uit RNA. Deze structuur komt voor in zowel vroege als late stadia van apoptose
en kan dienen als een nieuwe morfologische indicator om apoptotische cellen te
onderscheiden van gezonde cellen.
Hoofdstuk 6 richt zich op het belang van de iLEM in onderzoek naar Facio Scapulo
Humeral Dystrofie (FSHD). FSHD is een vorm van erfelijke spierdystrofie die voorkomt
bij een op de vijftienduizend mensen. Door de heterogene expressie van deze ziekte is
het erg moeilijk om FSHD te bestuderen met conventionele biochemische technieken.
iLEM bood de mogelijkheid om binnenin een spierbiopt de zieke cellen te vinden met FM
en deze vervolgens te analyseren met de hogere resolutie van de transmissie–
elektronenmicroscoop. Tevens hebben we DUX4, betrokken in de pathologie van FSHD,
met de iLEM aangetoond in cellen die dit eiwit tot overexpressie brengen. Deze
resultaten zetten de eerste stappen richting nieuwe procedures voor de diagnose en
studie van FSHD.
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Hoofdstukken 7 en 8 beschrijven onderzoeken naar de FCC (Fluid Catalytic Cracking,
gefluïdiseerd

katalytisch

kraken)

katalysator.

Het

FCC–proces

wordt

in

de

petrochemische industrie gebruikt om grote moleculen in ruwe olie om te zetten naar
functionele verbindingen met een lager moleculair gewicht, waaronder de bestanddelen
van benzine. Dit ‘kraken’ wordt gekatalyseerd door FCC deeltjes; ronde bolletjes met
een gemiddelde diameter van 70 µm die bestaan uit klei, alumina, silica en
zeolietkristallen. Een belangrijk deel van het kraakproces vindt plaats bij de
Brønstedzuurgroepen in de zeolieten. Deze zuurgroepen kunnen worden aangekleurd
met een fluorofoor. Met de FM kan zo de positie en de sterkte van de zuurgroepen in de
FCC deeltjes bepaald worden. In hoofdstuk 7 werd de iLEM ingezet voor een functionele
en structurele analyse van een verse katalysator die nog niet gebruikt is in de industrie.
Hier werden de posities van de Brønstedzuurgroepen in de deeltjes bepaald, gebaseerd
op het fluorescentiesignaal. Vervolgens konden deze gebieden in de deeltjes
geanalyseerd worden met TEM. Met behulp van deze methode konden de
hoofdcomponenten in actieve, fluorescerende gebieden in de katalysedeeltjes
geïdentificeerd worden als zeolietkristallen, terwijl gebieden met een lage fluorescentie
vooral rijk waren aan kleideeltjes en amorfe silica en alumina.
In de industriële kraakreactor en regenerator worden de FCC deeltjes gedeactiveerd
door o.a. stoombehandelingen, neerslag van koolstofhoudende verbindingen, zware
metalen in de ruwe olie en door erosie. In hoofdstuk 7 werd aangetoond dat een
gestoomde FCC–katalysator een lagere Brønstedzuurgraad heeft en dat er poriën
ontstaan in de zeolieten. Hoofdstuk 8 doet verslag van een gedetailleerd onderzoek naar
de functionele en structurele afbraak van FCC deeltjes gedurende industrieel gebruik.
We

konden

o.a.

verschillende

stadia

van

degeneratie

bepalen

door

de

Brønstedzuurgraad te correleren aan de verschillende structurele karakteristieken van
de deeltjes. Dankzij de unieke mogelijkheden van de iLEM vonden we tevens een rand
van compleet gedeactiveerde zeolietkristallen aan de buitenkant van de FCC deeltjes.
Deze rand lijkt uniek voor te komen bij deeltjes die in de industrie zijn gebruikt en werd
gevonden in zowel actieve als gedeactiveerde FCC deeltjes.
In het laatste hoofdstuk is een zogenaamde SWOT–analyse van de iLEM uitgevoerd.
Hierbij zijn de sterke en zwakke punten, maar ook de mogelijkheden en bedreigingen
van de iLEM beschreven (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats: SWOT). Hier
wordt kritisch gekeken naar de voor– en nadelen van de iLEM en worden mogelijke
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verbeterpunten genoemd. De iLEM heeft als grootste voordeel dat hij de zoektocht naar
het gebied van interesse in het monster versnelt. Verder zal deze microscoop het
bekijken en analyseren van bevroren preparaten veel makkelijker maken. Voor deze
combinatie van twee microscopen in één apparaat moeten echter ook concessies
worden gedaan. De iLEM zal geen oplossing zijn voor alle natuurwetenschappelijke
vraagstukken, maar wanneer het te onderzoeken gebied snel en gemakkelijk gevonden
moet worden, zoals bij het onderzoek naar FSHD, of wanneer er een directe correlatie
tussen FM en TEM vereist is, zoals bij de analyse van de FCC partikels, is deze
microscoop een geschikt en waardevol hulpmiddel.

Dankwoord
Graag zou ik Nynke Boef en Patricia Piolon willen bedanken voor het kritisch lezen en
corrigeren van dit hoofdstuk.
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